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Chapter 1 The Way It Was 

I was born in the county of Yorkshire in what was then a Pennine village; I was born on a hill  which  stretches a long way down to the 
river. The house I lived in was really rather basic, we had just one door into the house we called that the door simply because there was 
no back door to the house. The one room downstairs had everything that we needed we had our meals my Mom did her washing and 
cleaning and cooking all in the same room. During the day the table collapsed into a small table that looked more like a large shelf, when 
it was meal time the table was brought out and two sections from underneath the table were pulled out so that it became a table which 
was now three times the size it had been, Mom was very particular about how clean the table should be and she always put a clean table 
cloth onto the table every single day she was fussy about things like that. The room was a complete square and I would guess it was 
about ten feet by ten feet, looking back it was an amazing feat that my Mom was able to do what she did in that compact room. 

As you walked into the room from the outer door the sideboard was up against the wall to the left and this is where Mom would always 
push the table up against once meal times had been finished and the table had been collapsed. There were photographs of my parents and 
all of them were in uniform, an indication to World War Two. The sideboard was of a really good quality wood and well polished as this 
was her pride and she would often be seen polishing it sometime during the day. To the other side of the outer door and under the only 
window in the room was a small settee and many hours were spent on this by us all, the only other seats were the four chairs that were 
brought out at meal times from under the collapsed table or when someone wanted to sit down. The decoration was typical of the time, a 
wall paper pattern on the top half of the walls and then a boarder half way down the wall and the bottom half was painted magnolia come 
to think of it the wallpaper was of red roses. At the opposite side to the window were two doors one which led upstairs and another that 
went down to the cellar. Across the room from the sideboard was where all the work took place, there was a stone sink and a cast iron 
fire/stove with hot plates on the top to cook or boil that old heavy kettle. In the early days before mod cons, I remember watching my 
Mom filling the sink with hot water boiled on the stove which really did take an age to boil, once she had enough water she would take 
the dirty clothes and start to wash the clothes firstly in the sink and then on a rubbing board this rubbing board had wooden sides with a 
ribbed metal middle and she would rub the clothes up and down to get the muck and stains out of the clothes. (A small mottled black/
grey gas cooker that eventually arrived a few years later to really help,  but for now it was down to that really old stove). 

Now washing was a long task and therefore this was only done on a Monday, yes Monday was the wash day all across the country not 
just where we lived the whole day was dedicated to Women washing the dirty clothes, everyone hoped that the day would be dry with a 
gentle breeze so that everything was dry by the time the husbands came home from work. Once she had finished washing the clothes 
they had to be wrung and the mangle which was stored near the sink for the rest of the week was brought out. I remember seeing soaking 
wet sheets being fed into this awesome hand operated mangle and has the sheets went into what looked like two very large rolling pins 
the water was squeezed out as my Mom turned the handle. I can tell you that it took ages for just one sheet to go through and often it got 
jammed and she had to force open the two rolling pin lookalikes just to free up the sheets so that she could try again. I had left for school 
early in the morning and when I came home she was just finishing the washing so it was a real hard day, sheets clothes underwear and 
socks could be seen hanging from almost every house. My Mom was unlucky here because our house was directly on the pavement and 
therefore she had nowhere to hang the washing near the house, but there was a lane directly at the side of our house which was an end 
house of the terrace, incidentally all the houses on the terrace were Yorkshire Stone. Around a quarter of the way down the lane she hung 
her clothes line all the way across the lane and propped it up with a cleverly cut tree branch that propped the line up higher to keep the 
clothes from the ground and to give them more chance to get that all so important breeze to help along the drying process. The washing 
would usually be brought in last thing at night and if still wet it would be put out again in the morning. This often makes me recall an 
incident that happened  

Mom had done the washing and she had hung it out and drying by the time I was home from school, then there was man with his coal 
lorry that wanted to get down the lane to make a delivery to a house further down. Now my Mom had no idea what was happening but 
apparently the coal merchant just drove down the lane and his dirty lorry caught several of the sheets putting coal dust all over them, he 
didn’t break the line but he soiled two very large sheets, he did the same coming back up the lane and my Mom came out as he was about 
to pull away into the road she actually chased the lorry for several hundred yards down the steep hill and believe you me if she had 
caught the coal man I think she would have done him harm. That week Tuesday was another washing day thanks to the coal merchant. I 
never saw the coal merchant ever deliver coal on a washing day again. 

That takes me to the day that a certain item arrived, my Mom had been told by my Dad before he left for work that she must stay in all 
day as there would be a delivery, he had taken an age to save for this certain item and Mom knew absolutely nothing as to what it was. 
We heard this very large lorry pull up outside the house and then came the knock on the door the delivery driver asked if this was the 
correct address and that her surname was England and then from the back of the lorry these two very large men were struggling with this 
very large object, there was no wrapping around it and my Mom could see what it was and it’s one of the few times that I had seen her 
overcome and a tear in her eye. It was indeed something that would change her life forever and end the traditional Monday morning 
wash day as we knew it. For being brought into our house was this very large red and cream monster, it was a “Servis” Washing 
Machine, the very latest technology was coming into our home. It had a chrome word “Servis” on the front of the machine and the 
washing was loaded via the top, unlike most machines in this country today that are loaded from the front, attached to it was twin rollers, 
like a miniature mangle but this one was operated with electricity and it was going to change the way people did their washing that was 
certain. When my Dad arrived home she jumped into his arms, funny you know I have never ever forgot that moment, maybe it was 



because that was the happiest I have ever seen her and probably the happiest that she would ever be, that moment is imprinted on my 
mind and will remain there forever. Looking back now it showed two people deeply in love and it certainly made a long lasting 
impression on me as it will always be with me. 

The next day I was not feeling that well and I was allowed to stay home, it became an interesting day, as the morning went by my Mom 
remembering what Dad had told her and eagerly reading the operating instructions of this new mechanical creature that had taken up 
residence next to the stone sink was about to be unleashed on my Mom like something from another planet.  

She followed the instruction filling the machine with hot water that had been boiled on the stove, that took just as long as before, she 
could not make a mistake as there was a line inside the machine that said “Water Level” that she did and she put the dirty washing into 
the machine, now was the moment of truth, she plugged the machine into the wall socket and turned the control knob on the machine to 
on, with that there was this tremendous whising noise as the paddle in the centre of the machine burst into life and splashed water onto 
the floor, Mom very quickly turned the machine off and then put the lid on the machine so that this would not happen, she then turned 
the machine on and it roared into life again, it was left on for the full one hour. When the time was up she turned the machine off and 
looked inside she then pulled out a sheet and she could not believe how clean it was she was truly amazed by this and it had only took 
one hour. It proved to be easy for her as she turned on the electric mangle attached to the washing machine and it seemed to be eating the 
washed items like a hungry space creature, the water flowed straight back into the machine and at the other side of the rollers the sheets 
emerged almost dry by the standards of that day. I cannot remember the exact time but I do know that by early afternoon all the washing 
was finished and hung out to dry, yes it had certainly changed her life forever. 

One of the two internal doors that led from the living room went down to the cellar, just before the start of the solid concrete steps that 
spiralled down into the cellar my Mom had a few shelves where she kept food stuff, the cold air from below helped keep things longer as 
the advent of the fridge had not arrived to the masses as of yet, in this area no one had ever mentioned a fridge. The shelves we just 
nailed to the wall and all our food was kept here, as I walked down the steps I could feel the cold, the door into the living room had to be 
kept open so that there was enough light to get to the bottom of the steps and light the candles, there was a large workbench and looking 
toward the end of the cellar  daylight could be seen, this is where the coal was delivered through the coal hatch, nothing more than a flat 
metal lid, when a delivery had taken place my Dad would shovel the coal from under the hatch to a alcove just to the left of the bottom of 
the steps, this made it much easier for coal to be brought up into the house. I think I am correct in saying that most of the houses at that 
time in the Pennine areas were of this type, Dad would always bring this up in the evening making sure there was enough for that 
evening and the next day. The floor of the cellar had old flag stones like very heavy paving stones this made shovelling coal that much 
easier as the surface was very flat. Many an hour were spent in the cellar and to my horror I recall on one occasion playing with 
something we called quicksilver and letting it run all over our hands, nowadays this would never be allowed for the obvious dangers this 
brings to children, I guess I must have been lucky. 

The other door leading from the living room area went upstairs and the staircase near the bottom had a acute bend and it was steep to 
start off with at the top of this flight of stairs which was carpeted, again the wall was painted below halfway and there was a thin strip of 
wallpaper around one inch wide and again this acted as the boarder it was well decorated with little red zig zag lines, above was a 
patterned wallpaper nothing as grand as the red roses in the living room but effective all the same. Then there was the landing, now that 
is where I went to the toilet, you see there were no inside toilets at all in the street where I lived as these toilets were down the lane and 
outside at the rear of the house,  our house is attached to another house toward the rear and therefore there was no access directly to the 
rear, so my parents had to go out of the front door and down the lane then turn left into a cul-de-sac and right at the end of the cul-de-sac 
was a block of four toilets, It was a concrete block and the toilets each had a bright red door. I never looked in these toilets as my parents 
said they were not clean enough for children to use. Now that brings me back to the landing, that is where we had a large plastic pot and 
this is where I did both types and at the end of each day Dad would wait until he was going to the toilet and he would take the pot with 
him and some water to rinse it out, Mom would disinfect it when Dad brought it back and it was placed back on the landing and it wasn’t 
usually long before it came into use again. 

Now I never knew a house without electric lights as far as I was concerned there had always been electricity and therefore I find it 
impossible to explain about no electricity in the home. I will explain more about the street and electricity later on. In my parents room it 
was decorated again with a boarder divide halfway down the wall but this rooms wallpaper was very bright with yellow the dominant 
part of the pattern and I was to spend a great deal of time in my parents bed as I was struck down with the Asian flu that swept through 
England, yes that was bad my nose just kept bleeding with this flu and it went on for several weeks, my parents must have been worried 
because I found out when I was much older that worldwide around two million people died with this flu, my Dad got it and Mom was 
caring for the family, luckily she did not get it. The pot that was used on the landing for the toilet was brought into the bedroom for the 
dripping nose bleeds that this flu had brought, with it, the bottom of the pot was completely covered in blood, looking back I was only 
five at that time and very lucky to have survived this terrible flu, the doctor called just once because thousands had it and he was just too 
busy, there was no treatment for it at that time. Oh where was I, yes the bedroom, it had an open fireplace at the foot of the bed and to the 
side a large walnut wardrobe and this wardrobe was the only place in the house that clothes could be hung or just put away, Mom insisted 
that she put the clothes away and she was really proud of this wardrobe. To the left of the bed was the window which looked directly into 
the street, net curtains stopped anyone looking in, at the side of the window was a lamp which was attached to the wall, nowadays you 
often see electric lamps attached to walls with stylish metal work, but hey this is not today and there was no such luxuries in fact the one 
in the bedroom was “Gas”, yep gas this was connected directly to the gas main therefore it was still active, it used coal gas and was lethal 
if breathed in and when thunderstorms struck and all the electric went my Dad would light this gas lamp, unlike the electric light that was 
bright the gas lamp gave this errie sissing sound and the light was surprisingly bright but tinted with a greenish and yellowish glow. The 



bulb for a gas light is called a mantle and once it has been used if you were to touch it, it would just disintegrate in your hand, unlike the 
unused mantle that was pretty strong, he would light it by holding a match to the mantle then he turned on the gas with a little knob on 
the lamp itself and a pop was to be heard as the gas hit the lit match and wow we had lights again, but the electricity was really 
welcomed back as it really did bring daylight to the night. Back onto the landing and up to the attic, this was where on dark long winter 
nights I would take the torch to bed and read under the bedclothes, just like many kids have done since the book came along, another 
reason was that in those days there was certainly no central heating like today, in the attic there was no heating whatsoever, but that was 
the same for most families, the only heating in the houses were open fires like the one in my parents’ bedroom and that was only ever lit 
when it was extremely cold as the heat would travel up the stairs to the attic. The stairs leading to the attic had no carpets like the first 
flight of stairs, it was pretty basic. Dad put up bars at the window owing to fear of me falling out as the drop was directly onto the lane 
well below and therefore lethal. My toy boxes shared the attic with me along with the BBC Television aerial, not like the aerials of today 
but more like a collection of cables with flat plastic strips on the end of each cable. Most aerials were inside the home come to think of it 
I cannot remember ever seeing one on the chimney’s like today. It was always made very clear that I should never go anywhere near the 
aerial as once knocked or slightly moved the BBC picture would disappear and Dad would end up for hours moving it back and forth 
trying to get the picture back with Mom shouting up the stairs the words of better or worse were shouted from one to the other, it was 
common practice repeated in millions of households all over the country. The attic was not decorated apart from a lick of paint, funny 
you know it was Mom that always did most of the painting but Dad that did the wallpapering. 

I have to laugh looking back technology is always cutting edge when it first comes out and it was no different then, the arrival of a new 
TV, the brand was a Sobell, this was to give me an extra job almost every night for many months. This TV had a special light sensor on 
the front so that when a light in the room was turned off the picture darkened it became brighter when a light or daylight shone through 
the window. Yes you guessed it the sensor failed and the TV became very dark, my bright idea was to give me a job almost like a film 
cameraman. I placed books on the table and my torch on the books and pointed it at the sensor on the TV, Wow! It worked the picture 
brightened and everyone could watch the TV again, it was my job to set up the torch and to make sure that the torch remained pointed on 
the sensor thus ensuring that the picture stayed viewable, the other annoying thing with regard to TV’s in the fifties and sixties was the 
dreaded vertical hold problem, the picture would just keep scrolling up and up and up and it always seemed to happen when there was 
something really good on the tele (tv), Dad would fiddle with the vertical hold knob for ages and in the end a bang on the top of the tele 
seemed to cure it for a time until it began to jump yet again 

My parents were really chalk and cheese, Dad was very easy going and as the years went by “Frank” that’s his name was in my opinion 
the best Dad in the world. Mom was very straight talking and would stand for no nonsense but was always there for you. Dad was around 
five foot nine tall and a slim build with dark curly hair and large brown eyes with the friendliest smile you would ever want to see. Mom 
was around the same height and in her youth her hair was light brown and long with the natural curl that seemed to be the norm in most 
women in post war Britain, she was always smart and was probably the cleanest woman I have ever met. She was not so easy going and 
would not hesitate in defending her family should they be threatened in any way whatsoever. You know parents are parents when your a 
little kid but as a child I could tell that they were very much in love and Dad always showed this and Mom was so loyal to Dad. I bet you 
wonder why I call Dad, “Dad” and Mom “Mom”, well that’s just how it was, sometimes I would call her Mum but for most of the time it 
was Mom. I do recall that during any illness it was Mom that I turned to maybe it was that she knew how to look after me, oh don’t 
worry she really knew how to care for me with compassion understanding and plenty of Love. 

Sunday nights was a big occasion that was a busy night for Mom as she had to boil loads and loads of water and there was no immersion 
heaters or gas boilers, she had to boil the water just the same as if she was making a cup of tea. Now my personal favourite was Friday 
nights and I will come back to that magical night for kids growing up in the late fifties early sixties as all the family were together and 
there was no work or school the next day so everyone was relaxed. Now where was I, oh yes Sunday, there was always a cooked roast on 
Sunday and just a top up snack at tea time but this was always followed by an extra special treat, this usually being mandarins and ice 
cream, you know sometimes I can still taste this and often see it in my memory banks a simple thing but it wasn’t just the food it was the 
feeling that I was protected and really loved by my parents at the same time, but before the ice cream treat it was time for a bath, Dad 
would get the old tin bath from the cellar, this was the only place that it could be stored and once he brought it into the living room Mom 
would half fill it with hot water and add cold and in I went, it was the one scrubbing per week that I really did not look forward to as I 
was scrubbed as if I was smelly, you see there was no bathroom and no fixed bath and it just was not practical to keep getting the bath 
out and therefore if I needed a wash during the week it would be a strip wash stood in the sink and the water was always cold. After 
Mom had scrubbed almost all my skin off it was time to look forward to that ice cream while watching a new series that had just started 
on ITV “Wagon Train,” my favourite was Flint McCullah (Robert Horton) and many a long school time break was spent pretending to be 
that Wagon Train Scout. Yes television was amazing and to think that these people had crossed America in these old wagons was just 
something special and of course Flint always won the day, how on earth they managed to get these wagons across the Rocky Mountains 
beggars’ belief. 

Friday nights, some things don’t change as people of this country still enjoy Friday nights, school is done for the week and most people 
will not have to work the next day. After tea (up north that’s what we call the time around five or six in the evening when we sit down to 
eat). Dad was relaxed as there would be no work the next day and Mom was happy because she would have Dad home the next day, oh 
and me of course. 

We lived in an end terrace Yorkshire stone house and at the other end of the terrace was the shop we called it Cassies named after the 
people that owned the shop. “Here you are Son,” Dad would say to me as he pressed my pocket money for the week into my hand, a 
thruppney bit this was the slang used for the three penny piece. It was a similar size and colour to the current £1 coin of today but it had 



twelve sides to it. Into Cassie’s with haste, and there he was probably one of the kindest shop owners I have ever met, Mr Cassward, a 
tall thin gentleman who always wore a brown overall while he served behind the counter of his shop, his eyes of dark brown made you 
feel as if you were the most important customer in his shop, his black short brylcreamed (hair gel) hair was swept back and he always 
appeared has if he had a sun tan, “Now young Michael, what would you like today?” I would take my time and he always was very 
patient and very very helpful, “Would tha like some chews wi tha money lad?” (in his broad Yorkshire accent) He would always enquire. 
There were no cash registers or electronic machines to do the calculating only a scrap bit of paper and a very large thick pencil which he 
licked every time before he would embark on using, it seemed to make the writing that much darker and clearer. I picked up eight large 
chews, black jacks and fruit ones and dropped them onto the counter, he knew I had not finished, “Can I have two of them gobstoppers 
please,” I would say with confidence. He would bring these big jars down off the shelf, all the bigger sweets were in large jars, he would 
take out two with tongues and drop them directly into a large paper bag along with the chews that I had already dropped onto the counter 
and then I would add my favourite the bassets sherbet fountain, in its slim long yellow wrapping with liquorice spouting out of the end, 
also some liquorice sticks and liquorice Catherine Wheels and some acid drops, then came the moment of truth. Mr Cassward would take 
out this pencil and he would write down what I had bought with the price alongside he would then add it all up in his mind and he was 
usually very quick indeed and then he would say In his deep voice “I make that just over two pennies young Michael lad, now shall we 
call it two pennies and that be done.” He was that kind of man and he always let me have it cheaper, unlike his wife, who I saw in the 
shop from time to time when I went in there with my Mom, but you know Mr Cassward always was there on Friday evenings because 
looking back I like to think that he knew that the kids would be in with their spending money on Fridays and he liked to help out and 
give it cheaper or he would sometimes throw in a few extra chews, he was a kindly man and for that reason his face over the years has 
always remained with me and still brings a little smile to myself in his memory for help in making Friday nights special. 

Now I had bought all these sweets and I still had a whole penny left and that easily enough to get extra sweets during the week like love 
hearts and flying saucers, most of the sweets are long gone and only specialist places do them now. Back home and Dad was pouring out 
my favourite drink of Ben Shaw’s Dandelion & Burdock with crisps, there was only two makes of crisps Castles and Smiths, we liked 
the local Castles crisps best and there was plain salt n vinegar or cheese and onion the many different types of crisps were many years 
away, anyway to this day these are still my favourites. Mom would be drinking a fruit drink and Dad would join me in drinking the 
Dandelion & Burdock. We did not watch much television but would play board games like ludo and snakes and ladders, Mom would 
laugh a lot in those days and I can still hear her laughing now as her counter dropped onto a snake and she slipped all the way back to the 
start, it was always late before we went to bed and there was still Saturday & Sunday to look forward to. Over the years I have still tried 
to keep Friday night special and still do, it’s a tribute to how my Friday nights were made special for me and I am sure I am not alone in 
this as millions of kids from those days still remember their favourite nights as kids many years ago. 

Now I have told about the gas lights inside the home but I wonder how many of you realise that in the late 1950’s many streets of dear 
old England got their illumination from gas, yes gas not electricity, as already mentioned, now my house was next to a lane and across 
the lane was the street light and the street light was powered by gas, you know I can still see this old chap walking up the steep hill 
toward my house around an hour before dark and as he went he would stop now and then, on each stop he would hold up a very long 
pole and unlatch the door of the glass lamp compartment at the top of the lamp post then he would put the end of the pole to the gas 
mantle and turn on a tap and pop as the mantle lit and the light was fairly bright, he would then close the door and the mantle would 
spread its light. As he walked up more and more lights would be lit until he had done all the lights. Now I never knew this but my Dad 
informed me that in the morning as the lamp lighter was walking up the street this time to turn the gas lights off by simply turning off the 
gas tap he would knock the pole against the workers windows to get everyone up in time for work and in those days he was also called 
the “knocker up.” You know I really did not believe my Dad at first when he told me this but I can confirm that this was the case. 

I got home from school one late Autumn afternoon and to my astonishment someone had gone and pulled the gas street light right out of 
the ground, that night the street was in complete darkness and the gas street lights were well and truly missed by all. It was an exciting 
time because Mom told me that tomorrow workmen from the electricity company were coming to put in electric street lights, it was the 
talk of the school the next day and even the teachers were talking about it, one teacher told me that it would be like daylight compared to 
the old gas lights. That afternoon after school we all rushed home eager to see what had been done by the electricity workmen as I ran 
down the school lane I could see to my delight a brand new street lamp post, not just a new lamppost but an electric one, the like I had 
not seen before in my village and this lamp post was silver and a lot bigger than the old gas type. Everyone went in for tea very quickly I 
can tell you, even the adults were excited by the prospect of electricity, you see the adults knew what the change had been when inside 
the homes were changed from gas to electricity and therefore they knew that this would be a significant improvement, I did hear some of 
them wondering how safe the electric lamp posts would be when it rained, my Dad who was a steelworks electrician explained to me that 
they would be very safe because they would all be earthed so that when people touched the lamp post they would not get a shock, I 
didn’t really understand it then but of course as you get older you do. We were told that all the lights would come on at dusk around 6pm, 
tea was very quickly consumed and I have never seen so many people in the street all together just like the Whitsun weekend. Then it 
happened all the lights and all at the same time came on and the brightness was immediate, in fact it was so bright that my mates and I 
were playing football in the street much later than we would normally do, we all played football in the street in them days as there was 
not the amount of traffic on the roads as there is today, it was amazing it was like we had our own football ground flood lights. Things 
would never be the same again that’s for sure as electricity brought daylight outside now as well as inside and the street looked different 
that night as we moved into the age of electricity in the street. 

There was another significant change that was about to take place in our street it was 1959 and when we wanted to catch a bus into the 
nearest city we called it town in those days even though the town was a very big city, we had to walk all the way down the hill and to the 



main road and wait for the number 57 bus. Change was on the way and it would make life much easier, especially when Mom was 
coming back from town with shopping.  

Workmen arrived and bus stops were placed in the street, there was one at the very bottom of the street and one opposite that. Now 
where we lived we had the lane next to us across the entrance to the lane  where the new electric lamp post had been put they put the new 
bus stop right next to it and further up the road just a little higher from Cassie’s shop on the other side of the road was another bus stop. 
So when we wanted to go into town we just walked across the road and fifty yards further up was the bus stop, but coming back from 
town with shopping was even better we got off almost at our house (other side of lane) Mom said it was almost like having our own taxi 
service, yeah changes were happening and happening fast, so far most of the changes that had taken place were for the better. The buses 
used were double decker routemasters all painted in yellow with blue trim, we kids would wait for the bus to come to a halt at the lane 
and ask the conductor if we could jump on, yes he would say and we would get a free lift down the street to the park, because the bus 
terminated there and there it stayed until it made its return journey back into town, we had to pay to come back up the hill though unless 
we knew the conductor, I always remember one particular conductor and he would get free lifts back up the hill  



Chapter 2 Adventure 
It was a hot summer’s day and it was the school holidays and Mom was organising with her long time friend Vi (short for violet now Vi 
was the sort of person that everyone would like to have as a friend, she had a well worn face but behind that hard face was an angel with 
a pure heart of gold),  to take the kids out for the day. Now when this was decided it usually meant an adventure of some sort because 
when Mom and her friend got together it usually turned out to be just that. There was myself and Vi's girl Karen and there were a few 
more kids who just tagged along, well it was decided that we would go down the lane by the side of our house and take the kids for a 
walk, as you go down the lane at the bottom is a small bridge with a stream running underneath which eventually leads into the river at 
the bottom of the village, we crossed the bridge and  into the woods. It really was a hot day and the birds were singing somehow I can’t 
help thinking that in those days it was much hotter during the summers. We arrived at a clearing and Karen was moaning that she was 
hungry, “Sit down kids, we will have our sandwiches that we have packed.” There was a lot more kids than Mom had started with as they 
had joined us as the walk progressed so everyone ended up with just half a sandwich each and half a drink each, but everyone seemed 
happy. The walk had been going some time now and it was decided that we should now turn back and go home as time was getting on, I 
was annoyed because I had been looking for a suitable branch that I could make a bow from but that was all forgotten when there was a 
shout from Karen, “Hey I think I have found something.” Mom approached and she looked at this metal object which was long and grey 
in colour, “I don’t know what it is do you Vi?” “No I don’t.” replied Vi, Mom then said these immortal words, “IT COULD BE A 
BOMB!!” With that all the kids myself included immediately moved way back apart from one named Alan he caught his foot under a 
large root of a tree and was unable to free it. We had been told at school that during the Second World War the German bombers dropped 
many bombs on the nearby industrial towns and that some bombs had gone off target and could have fallen in other areas, ours included. 
The war had been over for a good few years but in our village there were still the dungeons as we called them and played down them for 
many a time, they were in fact Second World War Air Raid Shelters that had been dug out under ground and were at the back of our 
school. 

Alan could not move and he was next to the bomb “Quickly go and get Bobby Ships,” said Mom, now I knew this must be serious 
because no one called out the local village Policeman unless it was a real emergency because he was a busy man, this was the one man 
that everyone feared and respected all at the same time, he was the law in and around the village and God help anyone that went against 
him. Mom told all the kids to keep well back and not to come near, because when we disturbed the device we had inadvertently moved 
the foliage from it and it was now in direct sunshine and Mom said there was a greater chance of it exploding in direct sunshine if it was 
unstable. Mom stayed with Alan and she used her jumper in the small tree above to shield the bomb from the direct sunlight, she kept 
Alan calm and told him that everything would be fine; I was not so sure and was worried for them both. With that there was a rush of a 
bicycle as Bobby Ships arrived, “Now then what have we here, well love it looks as if it is indeed munitions, and well we need to free the 
young lad from under that there root without delay!” Bobby Ships very carefully pulled at the root of the tree with all his might and he 
was a strong man that is without question, it took him some time to be able to move the exposed root sufficiently to release Alan’s from 
its grip. With Alan freed and safe Bobby Ships turned to Mom and said, “Tha knew what tha were doing love dint tha, that there is a 
bomb and by covering it from the sunshine you could have indeed not only prevented it going off but it has to be said that you most 
certainly by your quick thinking could well have saved young Alan, Well done love!”  

Now this coming from Bobby Shipp's was praise from him it was unheard of, with that there was a sound of running and within seconds 
there were three Army personnel stood around and observing the situation. We were quickly moved away and we were told some time 
later that the Army found that the device was a dud and there was no danger of it exploding, but no one at the time was to know that and 
you know that was typical Mom she always put others first and after that day I certainly viewed her in a different light and to be honest 
everyone in the village did, yes they always liked her but now she had a respect that made me feel so proud that she was my Mom. She 
never spoke of the incident ever again and life returned to normal. Even though the device was a dud it could have been live but she just 
got on with it. 



Chapter 3 Halloween 
t was just beginning to get dark and tonight is a special night, I am not sure if the rest of the country celebrate this night but where I live 
on the edge of the Pennines it really is celebrated by the kids. I have heard on the TV that it is celebrated in the United States so we must 
be more like them than the rest of our country. 

I looked out of the window the time must now be around five thirty in the evening and it is pitch black, gets dark early here this time of 
the year and, oh sorry, as I was saying I am sure that I saw a witch go by the window, I looked carefully and I could see around five 
witches and they are shouting my name, I recognised one of the voices that of Margaret Mallendar, a girl some years older than me with 
long blonde hair, but I could see no flowing hair just a pointed hat and her teeth had been alternatively blackened out, I can tell you 
normally she is very pretty and lots of the older boys seem to chase after her, but tonight she was anything but, she made my skin crawl 
she looked like a real witch, maybe she was a witch all of the time and that is why the older boys chase after her or someone has done a 
good job at dressing up. 

I was distracted from the window as my Mom asked me if I wanted some bread with my Ash (Ash is a type of stew with dumplings 
carrots and other vegetables and is then thickened into a thick soup,  oh and yes it has meat) You know when I looked back out of the 
window there was no one there, no five witches calling my name just nothing but darkness that was being lit by the electric street light. 
In fact there was no one there at all, maybe they were real witches after all I thought to myself and I sat down to eat my Ash. 

The plan for most of us on Halloween is for one of us to dress up tonight as Guy Fawkes and the rest of us to take in turns to push the 
dressed up one in a wheel barrow and knock on doors asking a penny for the Guy (that is a tradition since as long as I can remember, 
Halloween is a good night and  to be honest most people are indoors on Halloween, so thats why we go door to door. This particular 
Halloween had been on a Saturday and therefore I had spent most of my time collecting for the bonfire because Guy Fawkes night or 
Bonfire Night as most call it was only a few days away. 

After finishing up most of the Ash under the watchful eye of my Mom I put on my duffle coat and put up the hood to go and call on my 
friends John & Harry.  Now John & Harry are brothers but are completely different to look at. John is a few good years older than us, he 
is fourteen and looks like a miniature very young version of Tommy Steele, his bright blue eyes and swept back blondish hair and his 
teeth made him an exact replica for Mr. Steele., Harry on the other hand was plumper (by no means overweight but more like puppy fat) 
with curly hair, almost like a mop on his shoulders. When we got together we always had a laugh and we were the only boys in the street, 
so if anything was amiss then we would get the knock on the door because as we all know girls just do not get up to mischief do they. 
Both John & Harry were dressed for the occasion with identical black duffle coats and masks of some sort, one had a face like the devil 
and the other one the face of a spook, they handed me a mask of Guy Fawkes which was a plastic set of moustache and pointed beard 
and with the rest a resemblance of the Mr Fawkes himself, yes you guessed it I was the one that would be in the wheelbarrow that night 
as we attempted to cash in raising money for fireworks at the expense of Halloween 

Anyone wondering what on earth is a Duffle coat, well this coat was different because Duffle coats had not been out very long a coat 
with what looked like long pegs for buttons that did up by inserting the peg like button through cords attached to the middle of the front 
of the coat and these did up all the way to the top it also had a connected hood, on this night it was really appreciated because it was a 
cold night as is usually the case at this time of year on the edge of the Pennines.  

John & Harry live further up the street from me we thought we were extra special because the only two bus stops in the street were 
outside my house and across the road at their house, well we thought we were special anyway. Here we go I sat in the wheelbarrow and 
dressed as a very impressive Guy we started off on our fund raising attempt...Halloween here we come.  

It was a cold crisp night and the houses in the street looked inviting, a glow from the flickering fires could be seen as we walked by, a 
warm glow that made you want to be indoors right at that moment, but hey what the heck we are out on Halloween. The first door we 
knocked on was further down the street and a much larger house with its own front garden, John knocked loudly on the door   it was a 
very large wooden door using the knocker which was shaped like the head of a goat, “Penny for the Guy” John said as the door opened 
and there stood this smart man with greying hair and large dark eyes, I remember thinking that he could easily have been an headmaster 
of a school, he was quite pale faced and a greying moustache and beard seemed to compliment the moustache. He said that it was a very 
good guy and very lifelike as he said this he chuckled to himself. He handed John a penny. When he closed the door we could not believe 
our luck a whole penny and on the first house we called upon, this is going to be some night if this sort of money keeps rolling in. As we 
walked away we heard cackles and as we looked through the darkness we could see what appeared to be three figures and no sooner had 
we seen them they disappeared, a chill crept down my back, but somehow I felt protected because I was dressed as a Guy and I thought 
maybe whatever we just saw would think that I am not real.  

The second house we called on had the front door right onto the street and it jutted out like a narrow section where the door was making 
it look like a odd shaped house, narrow at the front but quite wide further back. I laughed to myself as Harry said its my time to knock 
this time, maybe I will get twopence and not a penny he quipped at John. Harry's knock was much lighter than John's previous one on the 
smart looking man's house, the door flung opened and the man snorted “What the hell do thee want then!” “Penny for the Guy” Harry 
said in a faltering voice. “Do you always knock on peoples doors at this time of night the small portly man said,” his face very red with I 



could only assume was anger at being disturbed at this time of night, “Oh nnnnnooooo” said  Harry in a voice that was terrified by the 
reaction that had been received by this what could only be described as a very annoyed man. Harry started to explain but before he could 
the door had been slammed in his face and there we were all three of us just stood on the pavement outside this house wondering what 
the heck had just happened. John said to Harry, “I think you had better leave the door knocking and explaining to me otherwise I think 
that the penny may be the only money we get tonight. Luckily that man's reaction was to be the only bad reaction on the doorstep that 
night, we continued in our quest for money for fireworks and by 8 o'clock we had one shilling and three pennies, now this was a good 
return and this would go to the fireworks. The adventure was over and we headed up the street, by now I had got out of the wheel barrow 
and we were taking in turns at pushing it, we got level with the entrance to our school one one side of the school lane was our school and 
the other side the church, and we thought we could hear what seemed like people chanting from the top of the school lane, we walked up 
the school lane. At the top of the school lane there is a playground but above the playground are old second world war air raid shelters 
(which we refer to most of the time as The Dungeons), these shelters a set deep into the ground and they are accessed through a trap door 
and down a ladder about twenty feet down. There is a trap door at both ends of the shelters, there are five shelters and each are 
independent of the other.  As we got closer to the top of the school lane we could hear the chanting getting louder, the closer we got the 
more my heart pounded. Now I have been down the air raid shelters before even though all our parents had told us that we must never go 
down into the shelters because they were dangerous, from what I recall having been down the shelters before is that there is a fixed metal 
ladder attached at the top into the concrete around the trap door. Upon climbing down it was black and the only light that could be seen is 
the light at the other end of the shelter where the other trap door was, but in between it was darkness. We took candles down there and 
when walking through there were rooms leading off at both sides of a central walk through, toilets, bedrooms, a radio room, small 
kitchen, in all there were about eight rooms on either side, they were in a poor state of repair as the war had ended some years ago. 

Now back to where we are. John said keep quiet, although the chanting was much louder now it was of a muffled sound. It was John who 
decided to climb down the ladder first followed by Harry and then me, I slowly climbed down the ladder and being very scared and 
wishing that I was at home watching some TV. I got to the bottom and it was dark I could not see John & Harry at all, then to my horror, 
there was a hand on my left shoulder, I almost screamed out but it was John pointing his finger to his lips to signal keep quiet. Now the 
chanting was much louder but still muffled, it was now obvious to all of us that the reason for the muffled sound was the chanting was 
coming from one of the rooms off the central corridor. The corridor further down was lit by candles placed on the floor, they had been 
stuck into their own wax on the floor and it was strange, the candles we every two or three foot at each side of the corridor, as we 
gingerly walked passed the kitchen there must have been a good twenty candles in there where someone had something to eat and drink, 
there was the smell of coffee in the air. “Come On,” said John is a whispered voice, “Lets get closer to where the noise is coming from.” 

Creeping and making sure not to knock over any of the flickering candles we continued along the corridor, we were around half way 
down the corridor and the candles stopped at a door, they did not continue any further down the corridor, they stopped at a door that was 
just slightly ajar and we could hear people whispering in a very strange sort of way, the light coming through the door was brighter as if 
there were hundreds of candles in the room and it gave a warm sort of glow through the gap in the door. Getting down on the floor I 
peered into the room and there were men dressed in black robes and women dancing around in black see through dresses, they were all 
looking toward a wall in which there was a drawing of a creature which was best described as a goat, I thought they looked stupid. Then 
to my surprise one of the men looked very familiar, then I remembered, it was the man we had seen earlier, he had very dark eyes and 
greying hair, yes I said to myself it was the man that had given John that penny for the guy. He was staring at the woman stood next to 
him, I wondered what on earth is he doing up here in the air raid shelter, he must surely have been better off at home where it was warm 
and not down this dark freezing cold place underground. “Oh No,” came a whisper from John (now John was a lot older than me so he 
knew more things) “We have to go, listen to me, we are witnessing a BLACK MASS and we must run as fast as we can to get away from 
here, if they catch us we could be in serious trouble or much worse!!!” I thought what is a black mass, but John had said we could be in 
the worst possible trouble if caught by these costume clad people. Harry who had been transfixed at the scantily clad woman who was 
next to the man forgot his footing and as he moved he kicked over a candle. “What's that!! the man shouted and now looking directly at 
the door we were stood behind. With that came a whispered instruction from John, “Run, run for your life, run like the wind.” As John 
said that I could see that the people in the room were running toward the door, with that, all three of us ran like John said and our hearts 
pounding like never before, I thought mine would burst, we sprinted down the corridor knocking over candles as we went and we were 
almost at the ladder leading to the surface, I looked back and now we were being pursued by all the people that were in the room, they 
were screaming to us to stop and shouting to each other to get them. John was first to the ladder and then Harry, hurry up I thought as 
Harry's feet were preventing me from moving up the ladder, with that Harry's feet were up the ladder like a jack rabbit with me very 
close behind him. I reached the top with my head and upper body out of the trap door when I felt a hand grab my foot, “Help me Harry I 
screamed they have got my foot,” Harry and John pulled me and then my shoe came off and a shout from below confirmed this “I've got 
his ruddy shoe!!” They are getting away they were shouting at each other, we were getting away we were now running like the wind, but 
they were now right behind us and they were very angry. John indicated to us to run into the churchyard, I knew what he meant because 
it was a very big church yard and we stood a good chance of losing them because otherwise they would catch us as they were taller with 
much longer legs than us and they were getting closer and closer with every step, my lungs felt as if they would burst as I gasped for air 
to power myself away from these hostile people. We were running down school lane our feet almost missing the floor as if afraid to put 
one foot down for too long for fear of being caught. We were almost upon the the churchyard side gate, it was open, John flew through 
the gate closely followed by Harry and I together. John shouted “Split up and head for the den, but all run toward the den in different 
directions.” I could hear the fear in John's voice as he shouted out the instruction to us, now that in itself frightened me because John was 
not normally afraid of anything. John shot off to the right, Harry and me cut through bushes in the hope that we could lose these insane 
adults so that we could make it to the Den.  



Now let me explain about the Den, just near a large white cross on the top of a large white grave there are some thick bushes, well if we 
could make it to the bushes we knew that they would have a great deal of problems finding us in daylight hours, let alone pitch dark, 
behind the bushes there are brambles, at the very bottom of these brambles we have cut a path that adults would struggle to get through if 
they could find it, to get the tunnel we move a large boulder and there it is right behind  our sanctuary, now this tunnel through the 
brambles took us ages to make and we have used it for a long time without anyone, not even the verger finding it. The tunnel is around 
thirty foot long and it leads to a hollowed out section in the middle where we have the Den, once in the middle no one can hear us, no 
one can see us, there must be at least ten to fifteen feet of dense brambles above us once we are in the middle. Leading off from the 
middle there is another tunnel that leads to the outer perimeter wall of the churchyard, where we move some loosened stones and we can 
then get through into a field, you see at the other side of the field is an orchard and when we have been scrumping (acceptable in those 
days, all kids did it) we would run toward that wall and enter the Den that way. 

Well back to the chase, the adults were shouting, “You cannot get away from us we will get you, there is no way out, so come on give 
yourselves up.” The one thing they did not know was the secret Den we were heading for as if there was no tomorrow. I could now see 
the large white cross and I was surely on the home straight, as I flew through the bushes I banged directly into Harry who had come from 
a different direction, it took us a few seconds to realise that it was us and not the nutters that were chasing us. We noticed the boulder was 
already moved, so we knew John was already making his way along the tunnel, thank God I thought to myself  John had left the boulder 
so that we could enter the tunnel without any delay at all. Harry went in first then me, I managed to pull the boulder back against the 
opening of the tunnel and carefully threaded my way along the tunnel, it seemed like an age as I waited for Harry's legs to disappear 
from view, then and only then could I start to enter the tunnel, I started to crawl along the tunnel not giving a second thought to the 
possible creepy crawlies that were most certainly there but could not be seen. I then heard one of the nutters say that he saw us run this 
way, maybe they were on our trail I didn't  know for sure. I kept going and at last I entered the sanctuary of the Den. Yes there was John 
& Harry and boy did I feel better. John whispered that they cannot possibly know where we are so just keep silent and they will give up. 
Now we had no way of telling the time but it must have been a good quarter of an hour and we could see torch lights even through the 
dense bramble that was protecting us deep inside the den, as they continued to look for us, then it went silent, still unsure if all was safe 
we remained absolutely quiet. Then after what had seemed like an age there was this terrific crashing sound as something heavy had 
been thrown close by, it came crashing through just nearby and it sounded to us that whatever it was had come crashing through the 
tunnel, now the tunnel is not as well protected as the middle of the den. Now we were getting scared we thought will we ever get out of 
here again, we were now too scared to whisper and feared the worst if one of us should cough. With that thought still inside my head 
there was another crashing sound as a large object hammered its way through the brambles, a little further away from us than the first 
one and we presumed because of this they really had no idea where we were. All of a sudden the torch lights went out and we could hear 
no one, but still we remained rooted to the spot afraid to move. Then we heard a voice say quietly, “Try over there,” There was the sound 
of an object cutting through the bramble directly above with the same frightening force right where we were sitting, it stopped short of 
crashing onto us because as we had hoped the Den's dense bramble protection had indeed protected us from what was a precision aim 
right at us, then another one which was obviously much heavier, but still the bramble did its job and protected us. “come on lets go, they 
must be long gone,” one of them said. With that we saw the torches being turned back on as the people who had tried so very hard to get 
us gave up and began leaving the churchyard. We whispered to each other to wait for a few more minutes and that we would leave the 
other way that would take us to the wall and into the field, once there we could see for sure if anyone was still hanging around, going 
back toward the church yard could be fraught with dangers as one or two may have remained and could hide behind any grave. We 
moved gingerly along the other tunnel and came up against the outer perimeter wall moving the loose stones we climbed out and into the 
field, we followed the edge of the wall toward the road and we looked around before climbing the wall into the road, we could see no 
one and we knew they had gone and we were safe. It is one night that we would talk about for a very long time to come. 



Chapter 4 Bonfire Night 
Once Halloween had gone everyone started to turn their attention to the very next big event, yes Bonfire Night, some call it Guy Fawkes 
Night but most of us called it Bonfire Night. There was no school because in the run up to Bonfire Night where I lived all the schools 
closed and that gave everyone time to prepare for the big night. 

This particular Bonfire Night, there was going to be a very large bonfire, as you know there is a lane at the side of my house and at the 
very bottom of the lane is where the bonfire was going to be built. There was John & Harry and myself, along with Jo & Karen and Janet 
and Susan, we were even getting help from a couple of lads from the very top of the village called Gugger & Jim. You already know 
about John & Harry, but let me describe the others that are helping build the bonfire. Jo was a very pretty girl and I always thought that 
she was the prettiest girl in all of the village, she was very slim with shoulder length light brown hair and a very clear complexion, she 
always looked immaculately dressed and her large blue eyes made her look even prettier. Karen was more of a tom boy, a little bit plump 
(certainly not large) with blonde curly hair and she dressed more like one of the lads rather than the girl that she was, she was always 
laughing and did not mind getting stuck in to anything that needed to be done, she had a heart of gold that is for sure and a friendship that 
as the years passed by would endure. Janet was very pretty with brown eyes and she lived down the street in a much bigger house than 
the rest of us, she had long dark hair and was almost as good looking as Jo.  Gugger (really called Robert, but he likes to be known as 
Gug or Gugger) was a rough and ready boy, thin and wiry , not the cleanest in fact a scruffy and filthy lad, but he was always laughing 
and would do anything to help anyone out, his dark brown eyes were full of fun. Jim a very thin boy with light brown hair and pale face 
with bright blue eyes was more thoughtful and would only get involved if not too much hard work was to be involved in the task. Now 
Susan was a bright blond girl with dazzling blue eyes and very pale skin very good looking and she came from a wealthy family but she 
sometimes hung around with the rest of us, especially if it meant that she was showing that she cared about the less wealthy. 

John, Harry & Myself told the others that we would go into the top school field and see if there was any dead branches that had fallen off 
and we would bring them back with us to help build the bonfire. It was a clear day and there was not a breath of air, unusual for early 
November. As we entered the field Harry pulled out a banger (firework) and it was called Little Demon,  most small bangers nowadays 
just go phuuuuttt when they are let off but not this particular firework, it was about four inches long with a body about half inch round 
and it tapered off to about a quarter of an inch at the top where there was the blue touch paper. Remember the saying, light the blue touch 
paper and stand well clear. Harry said, “Look Paul is coming!!” excitedly, he went on, “I have a plan, look there is a cowpat, now lets put 
the banger in the cowpat and shout Paul over and when he gets close we may get him with the cow pat, ”giggled Harry,  “It will never 
work,” I said almost laughing at the thought that it may just work after all. John grabbed the Little Demon and shoved it right down into 
the cowpat, John took out a match and said, “Michael, shout Paul over and when he gets a bit closer I will light the banger.”  So carrying 
out John's instructions I shouted“Over here Paul, quick its important, run!!!!.” Now Paul was a big boy, older than us and he was not the 
quickest of runners, but he was a bully and always liked his own way, thinking that he may be missing out on something  he started to 
run toward us, as he got closer, not close enough to see what John was doing, John lit the blue touch paper and the banger began to 
smoulder, then as Paul was almost upon us it started to burn as Paul got right next to the cow pat, “BANG!!!!!” there was this enormous 
bang as the banger exploded, then there was a whooshing sound as airborne cow pat made its way toward the running figure of the local 
bully Paul, Phlaaat  Phlaaat Phlaaat as the cow pat covered Paul, it was in his hair, all over his face and right down his front, there was 
even some splattered down his legs. We roared with laughter everyone was bellyaching until all of a sudden came this loud shout, “Right 
I am going to kill all o yer right now!!!!!.”  Paul had lost it and he was now chasing all of us, it was very difficult to run and laugh at the 
same time, but seeing the temper Paul was in soon made me stop laughing for fear that he would catch me and give me a good hiding. 
Luckily Paul is not the quickest of runners and we soon left him behind. I can tell you the picture of him stood in the middle of the field 
fuming was like a cartoon character that even to this day I still sometimes laugh to myself. We ran making sure we did a very large 
detour before heading back toward the lane where the bonfire was starting to take shape.  

Karen's greeting was sharp as she was not amused in our delay in helping build the bonfire,  “Where the hell of you lot been, we have 
been working flat out to get the bonfire looking like something and you all turn up with no logs or tree branches or anything else for that 
matter!!!” We decided against telling the others what we had done to Paul,because sooner or later when Paul's parents saw him with all 
that cow pat over him, well I am sure we would hear about it. At the bottom of the lane where the bonfire was going to be was a very 
large wood but we had been told that we must not cut down any of the healthy looking trees as it is against the law and would most 
certainly alert Bobby Shipps and we certainly didn't want him coming around spoiling all the fun. Gugger was already looking for 
suitable trees and he had a large saw with him, “Got a beauty here you lot, come here and take a look at this one.  I thought that the tree 
looked perfectly healthy and very tall and questioned Gugger if he thought it was okay to saw down. He indicated he thought it would 
make a great centre pole for the bonfire, with that he was under way with the saw.  Jo and Karen were collecting all sorts of twigs and 
broken branches and they were being very helpful, unlike Jim who was looking for sticklebacks in the stream that ran under the little 
concrete bridge near the bottom of the lane. Harry had disappeared and he must have been gone for some time, when he appeared at the 
top of the lane shouting for help, he was carrying a large armchair and he was wearing it like a hood in his attempt to carry it. We all 
rushed to his aid, that is apart from Jim who was still looking for fish and Gug who was still sawing the tree. John said “Where the hell 
did you get this from?” “Mrs Deacon saw me and asked if we wanted it for the bonfire, it will really burn, we can sit the Guy in the chair 
before hoisting it aloft,” said Harry thinking to himself what a brilliant idea that was,  “Maybe we'll put Jim in it instead unless he starts 
to pull his weight and help and not keep looking for fish in the stream,” laughed Gugger. To the very disapproving look from Jim. 



Now I know holiday times are all different depending which part of the country you live in, but in those days Halloween was usually the 
first day of the holiday and the holiday would continue right up until Bonfire Night, that was so all us kids and yes of course the adults 
too could get everything ready for the big night. I still could not help myself wondering what had happened to my shoe after that near 
escape from the Satanists on Halloween night up in the dungeons. It had been bad enough at the time but the more I thought about it the 
more unnerving it felt. 

All of a sudden there was this big CRACCCKKK!!! and I wondered what on earth that could be, as I looked round I could see Gugger 
running for his life and shouting timber at the same time, the tree that he had been sawing was well and truly coming to ground in a big 
way and it looked at one time that it would fall directly into the stream, but Gugger got lucky and the tree crashed to the ground with just 
a few feet to spare from the stream. I was very unsure that what Gugger had done was legal because the tree looked very healthy and it 
must have been around twenty five foot long that was enough to provide two central poles for the bonfire. We all set to work on hacking 
the branches off and Gugger set to work in sawing this monster of a tree in half. John had told him that he needed to do this with haste 
because if someone came along and got a glimpse of the tree he felt sure we would all be in trouble. Gugger worked tirelessly in setting 
about the big task of getting this monster of a tree sawn in half so that we could at least be in a position to try to manoeuvre it toward 
where the bonfire will be. The girls had worked hard and they had collected a very large amount of branches and twigs, these would be 
used to help start the bonfire. We saw Mrs Deacon calling from the top of the lane and we ran to see what she wanted. Mrs Deacon was a 
lady I would say in her sixties she had grey long hair that was tied back behind her head in a bun, a plump woman with a smile as wide 
as the Mersey tunnel. “Now Michael I have a sideboard in my spare room that is just collecting dust and I think it would be a good time 
to get rid of it by giving it to you for the bonfire, that is if you want it.”  “Well thank you Mrs. Deacon this will be terrific and should 
burn brightly on the fire, Thanks again.” John was next on the scene and I told him that Mrs Deacon had given the sideboard for the 
bonfire, John was delighted. John shouted down the lane that the sideboard was for the bonfire and that could they come and lend a hand 
and carry it down the lane. With that John said that we should hide inside the sideboard for a laugh and maybe just maybe they will carry 
the sideboard and and us down the lane. This struck me as hilarious. We quickly got into the sideboard and closed the doors. We could 
hear Mrs. Deacon telling them that they needed to take the sideboard down the lane for the bonfire. To my amazement they started to lift 
it. I could see through the gap in the door that Joanne was lifting it very near to me and she was putting every effort into it. I could hear 
Jim moaning that the blimming * (*slang for moderate swear word) thing is heavy with Gugger telling him that meant it would burn 
even longer and the wood must be thicker. We nearly burst out laughing, but somehow we managed to control ourself. Joanne was now 
struggling and I was beginning to feel sorry for her. I have always had a soft spot for Joanne and she was really puffing now. We started 
to chuckle as Karen was heard to say that John & Michael are in big trouble when they turn up to help. “Nearly There!”  Shouted 
Gugger as even he was now struggling, little did they know that they were not just carrying the sideboard but us two also. There was a 
large Plonk  as we came to a standstill and someone said lets take a look inside. They opened the doors and me and John burst into 
laughter. They were not amused and Joanne shouted to me “Michael how could you, right I am coming after you for that” Now Joanne 
was a very good runner but luckily so was I, but she chased me what seemed for ages and when she caught me she really was exhausted 
and I started to tickle her to make her laugh and she started laughing with me, everyone then started to really see how funny it was even 
Jim. From that day on Joanne's eye often caught mine in school I would smile and she would smile back. 

As the day wore on the bonfire carried on growing and a couple of adults came down in a small pick-up truck with a lot of branches that 
they had sawn down from further up the wood, it really did now seem that the whole of the village was beginning to hear about the 
bonfire down the lane and they were starting to turn up with more twigs, branches, and odd and ends. It looked certain now that this was 
going to be the bonfire to end all bonfires. Pretty soon it was time for all of us to head home as daylight was fast disappearing. As I 
approached my house (the end terraced house, it was the smallest house in the terracing) my Mom was waiting for me and she asked if I 
knew anything about anyone letting a firework off in the field that caused a cow pat to cover Paul, his Mom is not very happy because 
his clothes are in a terrible mess and he is stinking to high heaven. I just looked and said that I knew nothing about it, it was one of those 
times when a white lie was in order. The Huckleberry Hound Show somehow seemed funnier that evening, what with Paul and the Little 
Demon banger incident  and everyone else carrying me and John in the sideboard down the lane to the bonfire.  

It was now the morning of Bonfire Night and the butterfly feeling was already in the tummy. I rushed breakfast and rushed everything 
else you do in the mornings and then headed off over to John & Harry's place. They were playing with their massive train set, which was 
set in their attic. It was the larger double O gauge system and the trains, platforms and even the countryside that they had was very 
detailed indeed. I was always amazed that they even had hand painted people who were on the platforms and even the guard dressed in 
his black uniform with flag in his hand and whistle in his mouth had very fine detail. Some of the trains they had were passenger some 
were steam, but I always remember the electric train that was based on trains from Switzerland and at the front of the electric train that 
picked up its power from the overhead cables was the huge headlight that lit up the attic as it went around the track. I remember thinking 
one day, maybe one day I could have a train set. With that we almost all said together that it was time for us to head off toward the 
bonfire to make sure we finished it off in time for tonight November 5th. 

We were not the first there to our surprise Karen and Susan were already there and they had brought a lot of old newspapers and comics 
that they had collected by going house to house in the village. As we walked down the Lane believe it or not it started to rain and we just 
could not believe it there we were November 5th and it was raining, the bonfire was in position with just a bit more wood to be put inside 
like the sideboard and it was *ruddy (*slang moderate swear word) well raining. Susan and Karen ran for cover into the bottom of the 
bonfire, which was now shaped like a giant wigwam, we quickly joined them in there. The rain was really heavy now but we were trying 



our best to protect all the comics and newspapers that had been collected by the two girls. Time went by what seemed like hours when in 
reality it could only have been around one hour, we would have expected a lot more to have joined us in completing the bonfire but 
because of the rain it was obvious to us that they may have decided that it is not worth the effort and had remained indoors in the dry. I 
was just starting to think that all this effort had been a waste of time when as quick as it had started the rain stopped as if someone had 
cut it with a knife. On the  outside of the bonfire all the large branches and the smaller twigs was absolutely soaking wet and we all 
feared that this bonfire was going to turn into a damp squid. There was a glimmer of sunshine creeping through the branches of the 
wood, you never know maybe the rain had stopped in time, after all we had managed to keep all the newspapers and comics dry. Karen 
shouted, “Come on everyone lets carry on, we need to stoke all the inside of the bonfire with the comics and newspapers, screw then up 
so they look like long torches and jam them into the bonfire.” I remember thinking to myself that I had never seen so many papers in all 
my life and that we would still be doing this tomorrow, after all there was only five of us present at this time. More small branches 
needed to be cut to help fill the inside of the bonfire and all the items (like sideboard and the famous  free lift down the lane) still had to 
be put inside. Myself John & Harry just stood there looking at the massive task in hand while Susan and Karen were getting on with it, 
but it was not long before Karen's cracking voice broke the silence of that autumn morning instructing us to get stuck in. Jim arrived just 
in time to help us carry the sideboard into the heart of the bonfire, Karen could not resist the quip “At least no ones hiding in it this 
time!” Once in position we started to fill the space between the sideboard and the inside of the bonfire with the papers. “Hello 
Everyone,” came from the top of the Lane and a wave from her, it was Jo and she was running down the lane with enthusiasm, yes sir, 
she could certainly run. Just after Jo came Gugger & Janet and we were back into the full swing of things. We did not break for dinner 
and Karen's Mom Vi arrived and she had brought some Marmite sandwiches, you either love or hate Marmite sandwiches, with Vi out of 
sight I saw Jo scraping the Marmite off of her sandwich with her finger leaving just the margarine and bread. We were able to make up 
time and at around four O' clock the bonfire was complete, but and it was a big but, the outside of the bonfire was soaking wet from the 
earlier rain and it being November had not had sufficient warmth to dry out. 

My Dad arrived home from work and he asked how the bonfire was, I advised him that the bonfire was finished but that we had heavy 
rain and the outside of the bonfire was soaking wet. He did not seem worried by that but just said that he thought that half of the village 
would be there, it should be a cracking night. With that he showed me the fireworks that he had ordered at the local newsagents a few 
weeks ago and that he had just collected. It was the biggest box that I had ever seen, I saw the big Lion on the front of the box, “these 
are Lions fireworks, and they have cost us a ten bob note,” he said proudly as he showed me and my Mom, my Mom looked worried and 
said, “Can we really afford such a big box as this, and to be honest ten shillings is too much money.” My Dad looked at my Mom and 
said reassuringly, “It's OK Love, I put a shilling away each month until we had  saved all the money before I ordered the fireworks, so 
don't worry. It should be a great night for all of the village.” He gave my Mom a reassuring look as he smiled at us both. 

It was now dark and we left the house together and to our delight there was already people walking up and down the street toward the 
Lane and it really did look to me as if the whole of the village was attending. I met up with John & Harry and they told me that they had 
loads of fireworks and that they thought that the adults had arranged to buy lots of fireworks each and then pool all the fireworks for one 
big massive bonfire night. There was many torches  twinkling and they lit up the Lane and I heard Mr Cassward, still wearing his brown 
overall which he wore while serving behind the his shop counter, said “Look everyone I have brought four large jars of bonfire Night 
Toffee, that should be enough for all of you to enjoy, my good lady wife will need help as she is arranging to bring down spuds for all of 
you and the good news they are all free.” There was a very loud cheer from everyone who had arrived. More and more people were 
arriving all the time and then my Dad who was not one for speeches said in a loud voice, “I would like to say a very big thank you to all 
the kids that helped in building what has to be the biggest bonfire I have ever seen, the rain today will not spoil the fun as someone has 
brought some diesel with them for the outer bonfire that has been soaked, so please ensure that when the bonfire it lit everyone please 
stand well back until the bonfire is well lit, again many thanks to all the kids that have spent many hours building this.” With that speech 
concluded there was a big cheer and much clapping of hands. Three women, could not tell who they were by name but they carried this 
very large Guy Fawkes that they had made, the detail on the Guy was very good indeed, he had a little black beard and moustache and he 
even had the pointed hat just like the real Guy Fawkes had worn. The Guy was hoisted into place with large branches and sat into the 
armchair  the men  helped them using long branches to place the Guy in the armchair that Harry had got from Mrs Deacon, the armchair 
had already been tied to the bonfire. 

Whose got the *Swan Vesta's I heard someone say (*matches to light the bonfire), two adults from the village started pouring diesel onto 
the outside of the bonfire at the same time making sure that no one was near the bonfire, when that was done came the big moment, the 
newspapers in sections of the bonfire were lit and the little flickering of the flame got brighter but very slowly. I remember thinking that 
if the there was no diesel then the bonfire would not have caught alight. With that thought only just leaving my mind there was a loud, 
Whhhhhhhoooshhhh!! as the diesel started to do the trick and now the brightness of the flames showed all the smiling peoples faces, yes 
adult smiling faces as well as the children. The bonfire was now well alight and women were putting the spuds around the side of the 
bonfire wrapped in silver foil. All my friends were there and the bonfire toffee tasted good that night, bonfire toffee is a very dark hard 
toffee and had a unique taste, like a cross between toffee and liquorice, a truly wonderful taste.  

It was time for the first firework, I could see the flickering match in the distance and it seemed to have flickered out, you know when you 
stare at something for so long in the dark you end up not seeing anything, with that there was this big screeching sound as the rocket 
soared up into the night sky, once up it emitted red,green,blue and yellow balls of light and they cracked as they fell back toward the 
ground. Catherine wheel was next, it had been hammered onto a post near the little concrete bridge and it whirled around and around 



almost as if hypnotising us as it did its circular motion. It was not one of my favourites.  Then I heard girls screaming as a jumping jack 
was jumping all round the place, yes you guessed it some boy (it was not me honest) had set it off behind some girls and they were 
running for their lives, it did however appear that the jumping jack was actually chasing one of them. And she continued to run and 
scream until an adult stamped his foot solidly onto the jumping jack to put it out and he showed his annoyance at whoever had done it. 
Everyone's attention was again focused as the Roman Candle lit up the immediate sky with a cluster of coloured balls and most women 
seemed to agree that Roman Candles are the best and good value. Bang bang as people unleashed “Little Demon” bangers, boy they 
made a right loud bang. If you are wondering, yes Paul (remember the cow pat) was there but luckily he was with adults and therefore 
would most certainly have to behave. I remember seeing in the ten bob box of fireworks that my Dad had bought there was one firework 
that caught my attention, it was long and slim and had a bright red pointed plastic end, obviously for being pushed into the ground, I had 
mentioned this to my friends and they had told me that this was a new type of firework and that nearly all the boxes had one. I could not 
wait for these to be let off. Fireworks called Mount Vesuvius when lit actually looked like a miniature volcano, with the molten lava 
running down the sides, ever since that day I have wondered how they get it to do that, it was impressive. Traffic Light was next 
changing it's colours from green to amber to red just like the real thing. The firework proceedings was temporarily halted as spuds were 
handed out to everyone, along with hot Oxo drinks. It was night of togetherness from the village community and everyone was enjoying 
themselves. The sky was lit up as another rocket went up and Snowstorm made everything white around us quickly followed by Golden 
Rain which got faster as it spat out a golden fountain of fire . I remember seeing my Dad pull out this new firework from the box, the one 
with the bright red plastic point at the bottom and I could read it in the light of the bonfire “Air Bomb” is what it said with words 
underneath saying stand well away, I quickly told John & Harry and then my Dad lit the Air Bomb well away from any people, I recall 
that it started off like most fireworks, in fact much like the Golden Rain firework that got faster and faster and I thought maybe that's just 
what it does, but with that there was this sudden discharge into the night sky as a projectile was flung way up and up and then there was 
this almighty BAAAANNNGG!! as the firework did exactly what it's title had said, it was truly a bomb that exploded in mid air, an 
amazing sound that you could hear echoing around and around for many seconds, women had screamed and even men had jumped back 
as this sound reverberated around. “What a Firework That Was!!!!” someone shouted with absolute glee. It really had taken many 
peoples breath away, it was something that I would never ever forget and I am sure anyone else at the bonfire that night still somewhere 
deep down hold that amazing event in their memory. Everyone's attention then focused  on the bonfire as Guy Fawkes started to catch 
alight at the very top of the bonfire, bang, bang, bang, bang!!!! as bangers went off that had been put into the clothing of the Guy, the 
flames got stronger and as they engulfed the Guy loud cheers were heard all round. The night wore on and the last firework lit the sky 
and the bonfire flickered and the crowd of villagers began there way up the Lane toward their homes. It was to be a night that no one 
would ever forget and sadly it was to be the last night a communal bonfire lit the sky over the village as the years rolled on times would 
change, but that night will always live on, the sound of the fireworks, the bonfire Toffee provided by the kindly Mr. Cassward with the 
smell of Oxo in the air and the spuds that somehow that night tasted especially good for a little lad. 



Chapter 5 Christmas 
I awoke with that special feeling, you know the butterfly feeling in the tummy, the feeling that something exciting is about to happen, 
why? It was the morning of Christmas Eve and there was magic in the air. As I got up and got dressed the sudden shock of a big chill hit 
me, the attic is my bedroom and the weather overnight had gone very cold indeed. As I pulled on my jumper I shivered with the cold air 
and as I breathed out my breath could be seen in the light of the window. I looked out and Jack Frost was to be seen everywhere, he had 
visited the village as I slept and it was almost like snow, but alas it was not snow but the scene outside could have been made for a 
Christmas card. I tried to imagine what Jack Frost actually looked like, he had been depicted in books and stories like a silver elf with 
sharp pointed nose and ears which sparkled with ice and frost, and yes it was a good description alright. The leaves that had remained on 
the trees looked heavy and ready to fall with the extra weight that the frost had given them. “Breakfast Is Ready.” It was my Mom 
shouting up the stairs to attract my attention, normally we would have cereal and a slice of toast, but not today as it was Christmas Eve 
and my Mom had been cooking, the smell of the cooking had wafted right up the stairs and it was making me feel very hungry. Down the 
attic stairs then onto the carpeted stairs that leads from my Mom & Dad’s bedroom down into the single room that we lived in.  

The trimmings (Christmas decorations) had been put up while I had slept there was paper trimmings criss crossing the ceiling and there 
was the foil that my Mom put up on the wall above the sideboard every Christmas, the foil showed pictures of a Robin in festive scenes 
all the background was silver and it caught everyone’s eye when they came to visit over the Christmas period. I noticed a box of crackers 
on the sideboard and the large fluffy snowman that my Mom had made out of cardboard and covered it in fluffy cotton wool this fluffy 
snowman had been very well made by her and she would then fill the snowman with little gifts for all the family, it was always an 
exciting time when we came to put our hands inside the snowman to pull out a gift and that was usually done after breakfast on 
Christmas morning, sometimes it would be done later in the day. There was no tree and no Christmas drink, although I was much too 
young for that sort of drink, Dad always went out to Cassie’s shop on Christmas Eve and he would buy all the drink that was needed for 
Christmas and that included all the pop (fizzie drinks) for me and any children that visited.  

The breakfast was now smelling very good indeed, the smell of bacon frying in the pan with mushrooms and some black pudding , now 
some people might not like black pudding after all it is dried blood, but once fried it tasted exquisite and along with the bacon and 
mushrooms was a fine start to Christmas Eve. My plate was handed to me and then Dad put some baked beans on the plate  along with 
some toast and a really nice strong cup of tea. It was a breakfast that I always looked forward to. My Dad said to my Mom that he would 
take me into the city and get me to meet Father Christmas, my Mom could not come because she was going to be very busy in preparing 
all the food and she would also trim (nowadays most people say decorate) up the Christmas Tree. 

As we left the house and we kissed Mom goodbye, the cold air rushed at us and it took my breath away, but we were well dressed for the 
weather, after all we lived on the Pennines and well equipped for whatever the weather could throw at us. Across the road to the bus stop 
and we didn’t have long to wait for the double decker bus to arrive, I had often heard people call the bus the “Mountain Goat” and that 
was because the bus seemed to manage to get up these hills almost like a goat does at the side of the mountain, how it managed to stay 
upright when some of the hills are almost vertical always amazed people and hence the saying Mountain Goat was born. The buses were 
bright yellow with royal blue mud guards and, ours was the number 18 bus, it halted at the bus stop as I had put my arm out to stop it. 
We got on board via the rear entrance, the rear entrance was open all the time and the bus conductor usually put a leather belt up across 
the entrance when the bus was full or moving. Right to the top of the bus we went and got the front seats, the bus had only just started the   
journey at the bottom of our street and therefore the bus was empty apart from me and my Dad. The hills and the twisting road made it 
look as if we may crash on more than one occasion and the bus never went slow, but I could never remember any of the buses crashing, 
the drivers seemed to know how to throw the buses around but at the same time always being to do it very safely. We passed through 
many small villages before we arrived in the City. There were trams in the city and they ran all over the city and they were very quick 
and I always enjoyed riding on them, I always remember the trams interiors as polished wood, they looked splendid, the seats had no 
cushions but were just made out of wood always feeling very hard and cold but the tram was warm inside and it needed to be on this 
particular day as it was now hovering around freezing. Eventually we got to where the department store was where Father Christmas 
would be, a lot of my friends did not believe in Father Christmas but I did. The department store had big letters on the side of the 
building Robert Brothers and it was that big it took up a complete block and there was always many people coming and going into the 
three storey high building. Once inside the store we made our way to the Grotto. There were elves dressed in their green and red and they 
entertained everyone while we queued, the fairy lights twinkled as we moved along this corridor that was lit with green lights, it really 
did look very magical and I may add a little scary at times. There were scenes about Christmas all along the corridor these scenes were 
mostly behind glass, most of the scenes were about Walt Disney characters, including Mickey Mouse himself, he was animated and kept 
waving. Most of us dreamed of one day going to Disneyland in the United States of America, just a dream in those days because to be 
honest it was a struggle for most folks just to make ends meet, very few people had cars and fridges were a distant dream. It seemed like 
ages and at last I got to see the man himself he asked me what I wanted and I told him that I would like a train set, he gave me a little gift 
and a pat on the head and a large laugh and a cheerful cheerio and that was it. He was so busy that by the time we were walking away he 
was already dispatching the next child to deal with the ever increasing queue. 

As we walked out of the warmth of the large department store it was starting to sleet and the temperature seemed to have got even colder, 
people were dashing around not the normal walk of shoppers shopping but a hurried mass of people that needed to get home, not just to 
see their loved ones but the weather was looking more and more like snow. My Dad said, “We need to get home soon because the 
weather looks a bit like it may snow, but before we make our way home we have time to go to the toy shop.” Now that made me feel very 



good you see this toy shop had to be the biggest toy shop for many miles and on the front of its two front doors were a picture of two 
gates very distinctive and in bright red letters and they depicted the name of the store which was called REDGATES. Once inside this 
store it was truly amazing and there were toys absolutely everywhere and as you went through the doors there was a very large working 
display of a train set with lots of people stood around in amazement, now it was not just a train set because it had everything there were 
trains going along the track and disappearing into tunnels and reappearing out the other side through trees and small hamlets, there was 
even a small mountain which was being negotiated by this European train with overhead cables, some of these trains were actually 
picking up the electricity from the cables above the track instead of the normal way of picking up the electricity through the tracks on 
model railways, the trains would stop when they approached a signal, signals had been around for many years the signal arm went up 
when it was safe for the train to go and then down when it had to stop, but now there was new signals and they had bright red and green 
signals  I was amazed that the model trains new when and when not to stop, I read that they were computer controlled and this must have 
been the first computer that I had actually seen working right in front of me, with that I was even more surprised to see a steam engine 
come chugging out of one of the tunnels with smoke bellowing from it funnel and hooting as it did so, there were cars moving along a 
roadway by themselves and everything really did look alive, a working fair with carousel and all the music being played added to the 
display, diesel trains, electric train steam trains with green and brown and yellow coaches were all a site to behold. Actual working level 
crossings and much much more. We spent some time in there and I think my Dad was as interested as I was and he spent a great deal of 
time talking to the shop assistant and he actually bought something, he told me it was for a friend of his at work. The ceiling had model 
airplanes and other toys hanging from it. In fact there was every sort of toy for every sort of child and adult. Some assistants were 
actually building houses with a toy called “Bayko” they were inserting small metal rods into a green base and then slotting down inside 
these rods with different coloured bricks and houses were appearing before my very eyes with brightly coloured roofs and even garages 
at their side, absolutely amazing, some had been used to build similar house on that very large model railway display. A large “Meccano” 
crane with flashing lights was moving items across an area of the store. You know I could have stayed in that store forever on that 
Christmas Eve; eventually my amazement was brought to a halt as Dad said to me that it was time to go. “I know lad, before we go back 
to the bus stop we can call into Woolies and get some sweets to take home for Christmas and then a special Christmas Eve treat that you 
will enjoy on the bus.” Off we went to Woolies, short for Woolworths and it was packed with shoppers and very noisy as the sound of 
shoes on the wooden floors sounded like a regiment marching, there was just about every sweet that you could wish for and many 
different sorts of toys on sale Dad bought a variety of sweets and queued to pay for them and we were out of there as quickly as we could 
as time was getting on and we really needed to get back home.  

“SNOWSTORM” was splashed on the newspaper stands and the newspaper seller was shouting “Read all about it, snow storm headed 
this way, read all about it.” Further along from the newspaper seller was another man shouting “Get your chestnuts here, get your 
chestnuts here.” We stopped and Dad bought two small bags of red hot chestnuts and a very large bag to take home. The smell of the 
chestnuts was blowing down the street and the chestnut seller was making very good money as people stopped to buy them as they went 
about their business, that was the treat Dad had mentioned earlier. With the chestnuts all bought we headed for the bus stop, we did not 
go to the large or the small bus station as our bus went to a small stop further up the street we needed to hurry up, while hurrying along 
we could feel more sleet falling but nothing that we were not used to living on the Pennines. We approached the bus stop and the bus was 
already parked up, the bus started from this stop and we had about five minutes to spare so that was good timing all round, there was a 
lot of people on board the bus all laden with their Christmas shopping and everyone was in a god chatty mood with each other. The 
engine of the bus started up and there was a, “ding ding,” given by the conductor and we moved off heading home to our village after 
what had been a very good day indeed. We had only gone about two miles and we had a very heavy hail storm and the bus driver slowed 
the speed of the bus, I looked out of the window and the road were already turning white but the bus driver kept going, it was going to be 
touch and go if we would get home or not because once we leave the city which is set in a valley of seven hills, we start to climb up the 
Pennines and then there is a chance of snow. My Dad turned to me and said, “We should be ok I think we left just in time to get home as 
the weather has started to close in, Oh how were the chestnuts?” I replied “The chestnuts were great Dad, thanks.” 

We were now at the very top and the weather had cleared for the time being, as we dropped down the steep hill to our house Dad pressed 
the red button to request the bus to stop at our stop which is right next to our house. We got off the bus to be greeted by bright sunshine 
and not any sign of sleet snow or hail, but that would change as the day went on. 

Mom was waiting for us and gave us both a kiss and a hug and she already had some hot soup and bread ready for us and I can tell you 
that it really was appreciated thank you. 

It was now mid afternoon and both John & Harry called on me, just to remind you that John is a few good years older than us, he is 
fourteen and looks like a miniature very young version of Tommy Steele, his bright blue eyes and swept back blondish hair and his teeth 
made him an exact replica for Mr. Steele, while Harry on the other hand was plumper with curly hair, almost like a mop on his shoulders. 
My Dad said that yes I could go out but for only a couple of hours as it is Christmas Eve and that is not any old normal day is it 
So with that ringing in my ears, we headed off down to the park to play football but we had no ball because John had kicked the last one 
onto the park railings and it went down like a deflated tyre and that was that. “I know, we can get the ball from Lofty, now Lofty real 
name Robert Loft was thin and pretty tall for his age with bright blue eyes and light brown hair and boy he could run like the wind and 
that is why when any of us were picking football teams, he was nearly always one of the first choices. He was not a brilliant footballer 
but no one could catch him, no not even me and I am fairly quick. We were in luck as Lofty was at home and yes he did have a football, 
Lofty actually had two one was bright orange like the football teams were now using when there was snow on the ground and a white 
one which was actually made of plastic, we opted for the white plastic one and made our way along the road to the park. We were met by 
the park keeper and he informed us that the park would be shutting at half past four today because it was Christmas Eve and even he 



needed to get home to his family, he said that we needed to start packing up what we were doing no later than ten minutes before because 
the gates would be shut bang on half past four. And no later. Alan Tutts arrived, Tutts is a well rounded boy with black greasy hair round 
face with piercing dark brown eyes and always wore braces to hold his short trousers up, which in turn showed his chubby legs, but he 
was always laughing and a good mate to most. As there was only four of us we said we decided that we could not be bothered to play in 
the middle of the park but we would play near the swings as there was no one actually on the swings because the weather was too cold 
for the younger kids to be out anyway and it being Christmas Eve. We decided to practice our corners with me going in goal and Lofty 
taking the corners, he was a good corner taker. I was happy with this as we then did not have to spend most of the time chasing the 
quicksilver Lofty across the park. We decided to use the swings as the goalposts and Lofty centered in a looping ball which John 
completely missed and I was able to gather cleanly, much to John’s annoyance. The next ball from Lofty was a high ball missed by both 
myself and John but Harry caught it on the volley and it crashed against the post of the swings. “I nearly had thee that time 
Michael!!” (He shouted in his broad Yorkshire accent. Laughing as he said it) “Come on Lofty lets have another like that one and I'll 
smash it into the goal”, Harry added. Well Lofty obliged, again he sent in a high ball that we again both missed and yes Harry caught it 
perfectly on the volley and he sent it crashing right in between the swings posts, but to our horror the ball floated right over the hedge 
and right into the river. “What the hell did you do that for!!?” Screamed John at his brother, “Sorry you lot I just hit it too hard, great 
goal though weren’t it?”  

We scrambled over the hedge to look for the ball, it was firmly in the river and we needed to act pretty fast, because once it goes down a 
bit further the river goes under the bridge and when it comes out the other side it is a fast flowing weir and there will not be much chance 
of getting the ball back. We could see the ball now and it was coming our way, we just needed a stick to help haul it ashore, over the 
hedge the river bank was slippy mainly due to the dropped leaves from the trees, the park along the riverbank was dotted with Beech, 
Oak and Sycamore trees and with the heavy frosts their leaves had been scattered all around especially on and around the riverbank.  
Lofty noticed that there was a broom at the side of the Park Keepers shed and he decided that although the Park keeper needed the broom 
our plight was greater than his at this precise moment and he took it, Lofty made a grab for the ball with the broom and immediately lost 
his footing and let go of the broom, now we had two things that we needed to retrieve from the river before they both got to the bridge. 
Desperation was now starting to show itself, if the park keeper came out for his broom all hell would be to pay and Christmas Eve would 
be a real disaster as we are sure he would inform our parents that his broom has been stolen by us. With that thought racing through my 
mind Harry shouted. “We are going to have to make a chain and that is the only way we are going to get the ball and the broom out of 
the river before we lose them both!” Now a chain is scary stuff but it could result with one of us or all of us falling into the river. We 
have done this in the past and managed to get away with it, but now we needed to make that decision and make it now. We ran further 
down the river toward the bridge, the river just before the bridge is slow moving and therefore we have the best chance of securing both 
items before the vanish under the bridge and onto the weir. “Quick grab my hand!” John shouted to me, I looked around and John was 
holding onto a small tree trunk, his arm was wrapped right around it, he appeared to have a really good grip around the tree, with that I 
clasped John’s free hand then Tutts grabbed my hand, John shouted, “Lofty you will need now to grab Tutts hand and you will have to 
stand in the shallow part of the river, don’t moan as you lost the broom and Harry you will need to grab hold of Lofty’s free hand while 
standing chest deep in the river to be in a position to grab the broom first then the ball after all you kicked the ruddy ball into the river!” 
With that Lofty turned to John and said, “You mean the ball first!” No retorted John, “The broom first or the Park Keeper will report us 
then get the ball OK, do you understand!” Lofty indicated that he understood and we all took up our positions, “Ruddy hell it’s ruddy 
freezing it is,” Lofty moaned as he went in knee high in the river, then Harry took up his position and slipped into the water with a 
scream of “Oh NO it’s so cold!” I remember thinking poor old Harry he really was chest high and he had to do this with his free hand 
and he must not let go of Lofty otherwise we will be looking for Harry also God forbid. It seemed like ages but at last the ball which 
seemed to be blown along the top of the river had overtook the broom so it would be the ball first and the ball would be tricky as it was 
plastic and now very slippy, as it got close Harry grabbed at it but the ball went briefly under the water then popped back up but now it 
was around three feet back up the river, so we had to wait a little longer for it to return and all this time the broom was getting closer and 
closer and we all knew that Harry no matter how good he was he was not going to be able to grab both the ball and the broom at the 
same time so he really needed to get it the next time otherwise one of them would have to be left to the mercy of the weir. Harry said, “I 
need to get a little bit further out,”  so he tried to go a little further out but he lost the grip and Lofty could no longer hold onto him 
SPLASSSH!! As Harry went right into the river, all of us looked on in horror as not only have we got the ball and the broom in the river 
now Harry had decided to join them and he had gone right under the water and we were absolutely horrified, to our amazement Harry 
stood up on what appeared to be a small sand bank and the ball came right to him as he stood waist high in the water, Tutts said to Harry 
“You lucky sod, how lucky is that.” Harry laughed and threw the ball onto the bank and then the broom came past with Lofty able to 
retrieve the broom with little effort and threw it onto the bank and safety. So far so good we have the ball and the broom back but 
although Harry is ok at the moment while he is stood on the sand bank we still have to get him back onto dry land. John shouted, “When 
I count to three Harry jump back toward Lofty and Lofty you must then try to grab him, ready, here we go, 1, 2, 3!” With that there was a 
large splash as Harry jumped back toward Lofty, he disappeared under the water and quickly surfaced holding out his hand, Lofty 
snatched at him but he missed him, he quickly snatched at him again and managed to grab the back of Harry’s jumper and he hauled him 
to the bank with us all scrambling to help the exhausted Harry back up the bank, the wet leaves did not help and at one point we were all 
slipping and sliding but we managed to get up the bank and back into the safety of the park. 

I returned the broom to the same spot that Lofty had took it from and as soon as I did that and was walking away the Park keeper came 
out and said, “Who the hell has got my broom wet?” We told him that it was the Ibbotson brothers and that they had run off laughing. We 
walked to the gates and the Park Keeper wished us a Merry Christmas as he prepared to lock the gates to go home to start his Christmas, 
he was still mumbling under his breath with regard to the Ibbotson brothers. We walked back up the hill with Lofty & Harry squelching 



all the way, Lofty and Tutts wished us a Merry Christmas as they returned to their houses and as I went indoors I thought how lucky we 
had all been and how on earth is Harry going to explain all of the wet clothes, but my final thought as I closed my front door was I am 
sure John will think of something and I then noticed that it was just starting to sleet again. 

Mom greeted me with a where have you been look, I was trying to look all innocent of course. She had prepared tea (now when I say she 
had prepared tea, that does not mean that she had prepared a cup of tea it means that she had prepared a quick meal of beans on toast). 
You see in the North of England tea time is what the south of England call dinner time and happens anywhere from five o’clock to seven 
o’clock or even eight o’clock in the evening. Now dinner time in the North of England is called lunch in the South and happens around 
noon or just after, all very confusing really. Luckily the cup of tea just happens to go with everything and at anytime otherwise to the 
outsider confusing beyond belief. 

Dad was now at Cassie’s shop and he was getting everything in for Christmas and Mom said that he would be some time because he 
expected the shop to be busy, no danger of the shop running out of items because Mr. Cassward always had his shop well stocked 
especially at this time of year and he kept his shop open until around eight o’clock on Christmas Eve to make sure everyone who had 
been at work was able to get everything in. I was watching “Dennis the Menace,” starring Jay North, about this young lad growing up in 
America and to be honest just like most of us youngsters of that day and that is why most of us liked to watch his exploits. 

Mom had now started trimming (decorating) the Christmas Tree, the tree was around three foot high and was artificial and we had used 
the same tree for some time, real Christmas Trees were very expensive in those days and one had to be bought every year unlike the 
artificial tree that would last many years to come, folks had to be careful with the money in those days. 

There was a knock at the door and it was Dad who was with Mr. Cassward, Dad had his arms full and Mr Cassward was pulling a trolley 
with all our Christmas goodies on it, there was everything on it except for the Christmas Turkey which Mom had already purchased and 
would be preparing it shortly for tomorrow. I helped unload the goods, a large tin of biscuits, chocolate, cheese, Christmas pudding and 
much much more, there was so much we must have been loading it and stacking it on the shelves at the top of the cellar stairs for what 
seemed ages. When we finished I heard Mr. Cassward thank my Dad for his custom and then he stated that it was starting to snow just 
like the weathermen had predicted and it was time to go as he had a few more hours of work to do in the shop. 

No sooner had we shut the door there was another knock at the door and it was Mr. Morgan, a tall thin and polite gentleman with a very 
red rosy face always saw him delivering the fruit and vegetables for Christmas to everyone in the village, as he walked away I could now 
see that the snow was starting to fall more heavily and it looked as if it was indeed going to be white everywhere soon. Mom proclaimed 
with a great joy in her voice, “Look the tree is finished, well what do you two think!?” “It’s wonderful and looks even better than last 
year, well done love,” replied my Dad. I added, “You have got chocolate money on the tree and it looks great,” I could have eaten some 
of them right away but that was never allowed until sometime on Christmas Dad but not too many to spoil the tree. 

I heard the bus pull up outside and could hear people getting off and wishing each other a Merry Christmas as they went home. I looked 
out of the window and the snow must have been a small covering already and thought about tomorrow, Christmas Day well not only  was 
it Christmas Day but it was snowing too and we all knew what that meant, but more of that later. 

There was yet another knock on our door and it was the bus conductor of the Double Decker bus, “Can you help us, we are stuck in 
ruddy snow and can’t get up hill,” he said to my Dad. “When we left to come to the village we didn’t need snow chains because there was 
no snow and now it’s everywhere.” We dashed out and the bus (The Mountain Goat as most of us called it because of the way it went up 
the very steep hills around here)  it was well and truly stuck across the road just outside the church. The conductor was knocking on 
everyone’s door now and the street was filled with people, of who most were eager to help, well all of the adults that is because most of 
us started throwing snowballs at each other as the adults rushed out of their houses with hot ashes from the fires. “If we can get up this 
part of the hill I am sure with a bit of luck we can make our way along getting everyone to where they want to get to before the weather 
really closes in and get the bus back to the depot. The hot ashes were thrown onto the road with a hissing as they landed onto the snow, 
the effect was immediate any snow that had fallen nearby just disappeared and then the ashes  were brushed all around the road, there 
must have been around forty people in the street now and the road was being cleared and any small amount of snow that was falling was 
no longer sticking where the cinders lay. With that done and the buses wheels still on a snowy part it now had to be pushed toward the 
cleared section of road, all the passengers got out and everyone heaved the bus onto the cleared road and with the large engine revving 
there was one almighty cheer from everyone as the bus edged onto the cleared road and picked up speed with the driver blowing it’s 
hooter and the conductor and the passengers waving and shouting thank you and a Merry Christmas to you all. You know I remember 
that night very well almost as if it was yesterday, after the bus went everyone stayed in the street people some giving drinks to each other 
and wishing everyone well, Dad had brought out a bottle of Whiskey and he was giving a drink to a few, the night was still and the 
voices and laughter of the people was something to behold on this Christmas Eve as fellow man put aside their normal lives to spend 
time with each other there on the street, it was as if time had stood still and nothing else mattered but to be friendly with each and 
everyone, the snow was coming down a little more heavily now but still the people chatted and talked about the night and wishing the 
bus crew and their passengers well in the journey home, then someone started singing “SILENT NIGHT”  it was Karen and absolutely 
every person there at that time be them adult or child joined in and I could see some people actually holding hands it was as if all of us 
had become one on this Holy Night, we stopped throwing snowballs and we joined in also. Everyone wished each other a Merry 
Christmas and it was not long before I was in bed. 

It was two ’clock in the morning as I peered over my bedding to look out into the attic and looked to see if there had been any presents 
left, no, the room was just as it had been, I looked out of the window there had been no further snow and most of the road was now clear 



of snow, so at least the bus would have managed to get to where they were going. I got back into bed and drifted into sleep, it seemed 
like just a couple of seconds and I was awake again but this time it was four ’o clock, I wondered how on earth that could happen it 
seemed like two seconds but a full two hours had gone, I have always been intrigued by that, how time can seem sometimes to go very 
slow and other times it just flashes by especially when time is supposed to move on at the same speed all of the time. 

I looked around the room and there was two small parcels by the side of my bed, “He’s been I shouted with absolute joy!!” I grabbed the 
small parcels and dashed down the bare wooden stairs to my parent’s room and jumped right on the bed, they were really awake they 
were just pretending to sleep. “He’s been He’s been!!” I shouted, I opened my first present and it was the latest Sooty Annual, I thanked 
my parents and proceeded to open my next present which was a Bakyo construction set, this was great it was just like the one I had seen 
in the Redgates store, amazing I thought. My Mom and Dad exchanged gifts, Dad had been given a new coat by her and he had bought 
her a new outfit, they were all very pleased with the gifts and they kissed and hugged each other. I kissed them goodnight and started off 
back up the wooden stairs as it was still very early and still very dark outside, with that I heard my Dad call, “Are you near the landing,” 
“Yes,” I replied, as I turned around both of them were stood on the landing and with that my Dad pulled off a cover and there right on the 
landing was this most amazing present that I had ever seen anyone receive ever and that is the truth. There on the landing on its edge was 
a very large wooden board and on the board was a railway track, it was amazing. Mom said, “Your Dad has put it on a board for you and 
he took forever to do it, we will get it down in the morning and show you how it works, do you like it?” she enquired. I was too amazed at 
that time to speak but just hugged them both. 

Again I must have got back into bed, everything seemed a blur because I don’t remember getting back into bed that second time and 
everything seemed like a dream, but again just a couple of seconds seemed to have passed and I was awake again, but this time it was 
eight ’ clock, I stormed out of bed and the board was no longer on the landing as I skidded down the stairs into the single room we lived 
and cooked in there it was on the table this giant board and on it was a railway. For the railway buffs it was the TT gauge, which is 
smaller than the OO gauge but it means that you can a lot more track onto a big board like this. Everything was on the board there was a 
controller that had been screwed onto the board  and three signal leavers as I had three sets of points, as I sat on the side next to the 
controller I was handed small packages that had been wrapped in Christmas wrapping paper inside the four boxes were a small black 
tank engine, a coal wagon, a shell oil wagon and a guards van, I attached these to the track and made sure they were coupled up and with 
my hand on the controller the black tank engine burst into life and hauled its wagons around the track. The track was a double track and 
the points allowed me to change from one track to the other, at the far end of the board was a siding and when I changed the points the 
engine reversed its wagons right into the siding without me having to go over and change the points, that is what most kids had to do at 
that time but these were electric points and I could change them at will with a flick of a finger sat right by the controller, as I changed the 
points the signals would also change, one signal raised and lowered its arm and the other changed from red to green. Dad showed me the 
sidings   there was an uncoupling track that allowed me to stop the wagons on that section directly on that section and they would 
uncouple. I tried it and to my amazement it worked. There was also a bridge which when the train hurtled across looked real. That train 
set over the years was to be added to and remains the best gift that I had ever received as a kid and made that Christmas one to remember 
forever. 

When the Turkey had been eaten and the pop had been drunk I must have played with that train set all day and in the evening when the 
table was required I remember building a signal box with the Bakyo set as my parents enjoyed the day. 

As I went to bed that night wondering about the new train set and thinking about how many different manoeuvre I could make on the 
uncoupling track, little did I know that the weather was about to change that would change everyone's immediate future, although the 
storm that had been forecast had not yet arrived that forecast was about to come true, but not this side of New Year. 



Chapter 6 Winter Sets In 
Christmas had been and gone and so too New Year, as most people who lived around this time would recall that the weather forecasting 
in those days was not too accurate because after all this time the forecast storm had not arrived, yes we had some snow but it was nothing 
to write home about. 

It was early January and we still had not yet gone back to school, that evening was no different to any other evening around that time of 
year, dark evenings and therefore most folks stayed in during the cold January nights that were so often up here on the Pennines. We all 
knew that the weather could turn at any time during this time of year but we just lived with it. I recall shouting down the stairs, “Good 
Night & God Bless Mom & Dad,” funny you know I said that every night before I went to bed and I really do hope that he, God that is 
was listening because if he had been listening my parents must have been well on the way to being Angels what with the number of times 
I must have said that over the years. Tomorrow my Dad would be home most of the day as he was still on holiday and today was Friday 
so he would only have been into work for the morning. 

It was organized that we were going to the park to play football the next day and John had a new ball that he had been given for 
Christmas, so it should be fun, fun that is if we remember to keep the ball away from the river. Don’t worry John had already read the 
riot act to Harry so I don’t think that Harry will be so quick to show his expertise in hammering the ball as hard as he can in a hurry. 

I got up for breakfast and Mom was already doing some toast for us on the open fire and the kettle was just whistling on the gas cooker. I 
thought to myself it’s very bright outside but could see no Sun shining through the net curtains, the net curtains were half way up the 
window and the curtains themselves were still pulled over, but it still looked very bright and therefore perfect weather for a footy game. I 
rushed my toast, much to the annoyance of my parents who kept saying it will upset my tummy if I rush food like that. I gave my Mom a 
kiss goodbye and was just about to open the door when there was a shout from upstairs, in a very loud and demanding voice, “DON’T 
OPEN THE FRONT DOOR, WHATEVER YOU DO NOT OPEN THE DOOR!” With that Dad came running down the stairs and pulled 
back the curtains and as  he pointed and in a hurried voice said, “You will not believe it but we must have had a tremendous storm during 
the night the snow is right up to the bottom of the bedroom window sill, I have never seen anything like it before,” We rushed upstairs 
and yes looking out of my parents window there was a sight that I had never seen before and the like of it has never been seen by me 
since, the whole street was like a giant field but white it must have been just two feet below the bedroom window. “Oh My! What if 
someone was out in that storm last night I fear they would not have survived and the animals in the field will be in desperate trouble.” 
Mom stated. 

I was very taken back by the view outside and wondered why it had not been forecast and thought how was it possible for that much 
snow to fall in just a short period of time. Dad went to put the TV on but there was no electricity and no radio so we were completely on 
our own. The days of the telephone in everyone’s home had not arrived, but I had rigged up a phone system of my own. I, along with 
John & Harry had strung string across the street making sure it was above the bus that used the road but not too high to interfere with the 
electricity cables. At each end we had attached a empty baked beans tin and then with the string pulled tight we could actually 
communicate via this device that linked our two houses, problem is that both would need to be listening as tapping on the tin cans would 
make a little noise to alert the other of an intended communication but you had to be stood near the tin can to hear this, so for the 
moment that idea was fruitless. 

My parents had opened their bedroom window and they were communication with Mrs Deacon who lived across the road and other 
people were also calling from their bedroom windows. After the communications were finished most had come to the conclusion that 
later in the day when the temperature goes up a little they will start to try and dig a path along the pavement. We had a problem because 
we had no garden there had never been any need to buy a shovel so there was not much we could do but just sit here and wait to see what 
happened. No traffic was moving at all in fact it would have been a struggle for anything because the snow drifts must have been at least 
twelve feet deep, the only noise was birds singing in the trees but their singing sounded more like chatter than actually singing this 
morning it was as if they were telling everyone about the snow and that they could not get any food. Talking of food we were okay 
because extra food had been ordered by Dad because of the Christmas & New Year period. 

After a couple of hours of playing ludo there was a noise in the distant and that noise was getting louder by the minute, we all dashed 
upstairs and there was Mr. Morgan and another man who I think was Mr Cassward from the shop, so we were at the end of the terrace 
and Mr Cassward was at the other end and they were making a path along the pavement so that soon we would be able to get out, or so I 
thought. 

My Dad asked them if they were okay and that he dare not open the front door to give them some help, I could hear Mr Cassward 
advising my Dad that he had only been able to get out because of the two part door he had. You know the type of door I mean you see it 
on many farm houses and the top part opens independent of the bottom and vice versa. “Don’t’ try and open your door until we have 
cleared the snow away from it, I have never seen anything like it, you won’t be able to help us until we have pushed this snow right away 
from the door and we must make sure no kids go out today for fear of it collapsing back in toward the houses.” It was another hour 
before we could hear the shovels up against our house and now there was more help because as Mr. Morgan & Mr. Cassward went along 
the pavement they freed people and Mr. Cassward supplied them with a shovel so progress in getting us free was now moving with much 
more speed. We looked out of the downstairs window and the men were working very hard and clearing the snow from our house wall, 
but they had some way to go before they reached the door at the end of our house. “Bang,Clatter,Bang,scrape,clatter!” Could now be 
heard along the street and now they were right up against the door, I could hear them laughing and joking and saying they could murder a 



cuppa, they need not have worried the kettle had been on the stove for some time and Mom was now making a brew in the very large 
teapot that was kept when visitors called, she was watching and timing it to perfection to make sure the brew was fresh when the door 
opened. 

“OK OK!!! You can open the door, but do it slowly should it be frozen with ice,” someone shouted from outside. Dad pulled and tugged 
the door open and there was loud cheering as the men greeted my Dad with strong handshakes and hugs all around. “By heck I’ve never 
seen owt like it before has thar.” In Mr Morgan’s broad Yorkshire accent. Everyone was astounded by the amount of snow that had fallen 
and the strong winds had made it drift and this had caused further problems and probably was the cause of the power cut. Mom was now 
serving the tea to a grateful gang of men who had spent many hours outside helping their fellow neighbours in sub zero temperatures. 

The pavement was weird to look at, the snow had been cleared away from the sides of the houses the pavement was now completely free 
of snow but when you looked toward the road there was a very high wall of snow that had been bashed and smoothed by the men to 
make sure it did not fall back in toward the houses, I peeped out of the door and to my immediate left where the lane entrance is there 
was this massive wall of snow and nowhere to go, looking to my right the pathway ended abruptly at the other end of the terrace where 
the shop is.  

After tea had been had by all my Dad wa s handed a shovel and was told they must all stay together should the snow fall in on them as it 
was safer for all. The next task was from our door a new pathway had to be dug across the road to free people on that side, the work was 
hard but they kept going and my Mom told me that it was their intention to go directly across the road from our door and then do the 
same on the other side to make sure everyone was all right. We had to close our door because the temperature was now really starting to 
drop as the afternoon was moving toward dusk. I watched from the bedroom window and thought I would try to call John & Harry via 
the tin can phone and yes to my surprise they were on the other end they told me that some men had started to dig at this side of the road 
but further up,  I was then part of the team because looking out of the window I was able to shout directions as to where the other men 
were working and that meant that they could now work toward each other otherwise they may have been in danger of not being able to 
complete the task before night fall. My directions were very much appreciated and it was good to be part of the team on what was the 
worst weather in living memory. Just as night was starting to fall the two teams met and pathways had been cleared across the road 
people in the immediate vicinity had access to the shop. I tell you what amazing teamwork because before the men had finished the 
women were bringing hot coals out and scattering them on the freshly cleared pathways along with table salt to make sure that the 
pathways remained clear. 

I was still not allowed to go out not even to the shop for fear of the walls of snow collapsing but the next morning I was awoken by a 
rumble and the rumble got louder, I quickly looked out of the window and it was snow ploughs two of them, one blowing the snow 
toward the side up against the snow walls created by the villagers just yesterday and one clearing the way and behind that I could see a 
very large team of men with vehicles laden with grit , they had been sent from the nearby City to clear a way to the villages and behind 
them there were more vehicles with essential supplies like bread butter and milk and medicine, what a sight they were and it was 
unbelievable how these machines were just sweeping away the snow from the road and the men were scraping the road and gritting it as 
the walked behind these tremendous vehicles they were connecting us to the outside world without any delay. My Dad a fully qualified 
steel works electrician was talking to them and they told him that Electricity Board engineers were coming behind and that they were 
connecting cables that had been damaged by the snow storm, they had already connected several villages. Everyone in the street were 
outside offering a hot cuppa to the hard working gang. The men continued down the street toward the bottom of the village clearing the 
road as they went, they were also making the pathway wall much more secure by cutting the height of it down. I felt very proud how the 
nearby city had considered us right away and sent everyone to clear a path. No sooner had the workmen gone out of sight two green 
vehicles with snow chains on their wheels pulled up they were the Yorkshire Electricity Board and they were telling everyone that the 
damaged cables across the fields are causing our problems and that an helicopter had been despatched from the city and they would start 
work Immediately  upon their arrival it is our intention he stated to get this village powered up before dark. He said that they could not 
reach the damaged cable from the road. They seemed to know my Dad very well and spent some time talking with him. 

We could now actually get through cuts in the wall on the pathway and into the road but still I was not allowed out because of the danger 
of workmen and vehicles trying to complete their task.  

I recall, I was sat down indoors and it was still daylight when I heard “Whooooosh!!” it was the helicopter and it went right over our 
house and was now hovering in the distance and they seemed to be working on the cable from the air, to be honest it was too far away to 
make out. It was now getting dark and it was bleak without the street lights as they had also failed but there was a sense of community 
and everyone was offering everyone help and assistance. Then with an instant the power came on and the street lights flashed daylight 
everywhere and I could hear cheering throughout the street and then just after the singing died down “Whooooosh!!” as the helicopter, 
it’s work done headed toward the next fault along the line and giving power back to all. 

Now tomorrow would be interesting as I had just been told that I can go out tomorrow but only if we keep away from the river, little did 
they know what happened the last time we got near the river. 

It was a bright clear crisp day and the previous night I had got my sledge out of the cellar, my Dad had made that for me some years ago 
and it was one of the highlights of the year but something told me that this years was going to be the best. People had been out walking 
about and that was helping to bed the snow down, in previous years it was a few days before the best sledging would appear that is once 
all the snow had bedded down. I struggled with the sledge to get it out through the door, the sledge was well made and needed to be what 
with the stick it would be given every year. We were going to use the field up through the Ginnel and the steps. Now this field had 



always been empty with a few chickens to one side of it but that was a long way away from where needed to go. “Hi John!” I shouted. I 
could see John & Harry pulling their sledges down their steps from their house. “Hi Michael, looks like we will have to clean the rust off 
of the sledges before we can get any sort of speed,” I tell you normally we would go right up the Ginnel and up the steps to the field. The 
Ginnel is a narrow width between the houses and was therefore well protected from the snow, yes it did get some protection but there 
was around three feet of snow and we ploughed on through it albeit somewhat of a struggle tugging at the sledges as we went. I was well 
dressed for the occasion I had my duffle coat on with the hood up, there was a northerly wind blowing and it was very cold in the winter 
sunshine, well gloved up but trust me once any snowball fights started then they were quickly taken off to make sure we could roll the 
perfect snowball. The steps couldn’t be seen for the snow so we gingerly moved forward for fear of slipping. The sight that greeted us 
when we got to the top of the steps was a sight to behold, we had snow most winters and the field would readily be covered in a couple 
of feet of snow and this was very easy for us to tread down with our wellie boots and then we were able to pack the snow to make sure 
the sledges picked up speed. The field looked as if it had been protected by the drifting that had occurred in the street up against the sides 
of the houses, that is apart from the bottom of the field that had drifted up against the wall which joined onto the gardens, now that was 
high, but the depth must have been around five foot and looked dauntingly at us. 

“Ruddy Hell!” Harry stated to the amusement of both me and John, we looked at each other and laughed, we had noticed that Harry’s 
curly hair was already frosted at the front and it made him look like a grey haired old man. “This is going to take forever to pack down, 
does not look as if there will be any sledging today,” John Chuckled, “Yes but there will be no school for a while now will there so we 
have plenty of time to get on with it.” I replied. I noticed that Ann Skelter was looking out of her upstairs window, now Ann was a tall 
well built much older girl than us, she had bright green eyes and very long hair, she always wore very large glasses a bit like the late 
Buddy Holly wore, I thought they did not suit her but dare not tell her for fear of what she may do. You see she took no nonsense from 
anyone especially anyone younger than her. I shouted to her to come and give us a hand as the snow was too deep for sledging, she 
advised quite sharply that she would be out later. I knew that she also had a sledge and liked to do a lot of sledging, so I thought we can 
count on her coming to help us soon.  

We continued to work the snow by selecting a section of the field and making our mark in the snow with our wellies. Although it was a 
sunny day and crisp it was very cold and you could feel the cold napping at your face and hands. I looked at Harry and looked away 
before looking directly back at him, I could not help laugh to myself as his curly hair had now become more frosted than ever and it 
made him look as if he was ageing by the minute. 

We were joined by Jo, she was always a welcome sight, boy was she dressed for the cold weather, she greeted us with that lovely smile, 
it seemed to warm up the whole area. “Hello Jo, you okay.” I asked her, I could not help notice that her face was deep in concentration 
and her blue eyes moved slightly from side to side as she looked at me as if she was making ready her reply. “Yep, I’m okay Michael, you 
okay?” she enquired accompanied by that ever so good smile. “Yes I’m okay, but take a look at Harry he looks like an old man with his 
frosted curly hair.” We both giggled and were comfortable in each other’s company. “You got a sledge at home Jo?” not anymore it’s 
broken,” she replied with an annoyed frown.“Don’t worry Jo you can use mine.” She smiled a thankful smile. 

With that the atmosphere changed as John sang out a rendition of Frosty the Snowman, aiming it directly at Harry whose curls were now 
starting to look like they had a life of their own. 

We decided that we would just flatten the part of the field that ram directly alongside the path, we would make it around twelve feet 
wide, that way we could really be sledging sometime later that day. “Jo!” I shouted, “You are dressed up like an Egyptian Mummy what 
on earth are you wearing?” “Right, I am wearing as you can see my bright green bobble hat and I may add its keeping my head really 
warm, my duffle coat along with my green mittens to match my two jumpers underneath and of course my heavy duty trousers, now that 
should do for starters.” She giggled. Then as cheeky as ever John shouted, “What colour knickers are they green to match too!” With a 
flash of her eyes directed at John she retorted, “That’s none of your business John, so mind your manners and mind your own business!” 
Both Harry and I laughed, it was real funny, but that was John for you. 

“Hi everyone,” it was Ann who had now decided, at long last to join us. “Go on John ask her what colour knickers she has on!” Harry 
shouted. Ann heard this and retorted“If you dare you will find yourself over the hedge in your back garden!” John said nothing because 
Ann was more than capable of carrying out her threat. The talk and banter now stopped as we concentrated on flattening that particular 
part of the field. Karen and Alan Tutts joined us and we soon started to make progress. I didn’t seem to feel the cold anymore as we 
danced up and down with our feet in our quest to make ready for some sledging. Karen and Ann were giving it their all as you would of 
expected from them but Jo was also giving her all, no one moaned as we all knew the sooner we could get the snow flattened the sooner 
we could start to sledge. At the other side of the field Mr. Potts had some chicken runs, he was okay about us sledging, and he was a 
kindly old man with a long grey moustache and grey hair, bit like Harry with his frosted curly hair ha! Ha! I thought to myself. 

After several hours of toil we had finished. John decided he would try it first but before he could we had to push our sledges back and 
forth in the snow to take the rust from the metal runners at the bottom of the sledges, it was important that the part of the sledge that 
made contact with the snow was as shiny as possible, you would not believe how rusty they were after spending the past year in the 
cellars and sheds. After many pushes back and forth the runners were starting to leave their rusty imprints in the snow, thick lines of rust 
were being left in the packed down snow. It was important to do this otherwise the sledges would not go very fast we needed shiny 
runners at the bottom of the sledges for speed. “Right let’s get to the top of the field!” I shouted with great excitement. We all ran toward 
the top of the field, we all had sledges to carry that is all except Jo. Now Jo being a good runner was the clear winner in being the first 
one to the top. She was jumping about all excited and clapping her hands, I mean her green mitten clad hands, “Come on, come on you 



lot, what is keeping you all?” she screeched full of excitement looking down on us from the top of the field as we all struggled to the top 
slipping and sliding with our sledges, but now Jo was shouting encouragement to us all.  

As soon as we arrived at the top John shouted, “Give me a push.” With that request Harry and me pushed him but no sooner had we 
stopped pushing him he came to an abrupt stop, the snow was still very soft and the sledge runners still had some rust on them. I said, 
“Come on Jo, you are small so sit on and we will give you a push.” “Ok,” she replied with an amount of hesitation in her voice, as she 
sat on I started to push but the front of the sledge caught some thicker snow and poor Jo went right over the top of the sledge landing on 
her backside full stretched out. We all gasped and held our breath what seemed like ages and ages, she lay still and we all started to 
worry, I thought oh no not again thinking back to the time I pushed her in the nettles. With that up popped Jo, “There you are fooled you 
all ha ha ha ha.” Now no one was angry with her for playing dead not even Ann, we were just glad that she was okay. 

As the day passed by the sledges runners became cleaner and the snow was now getting more compacted and eventually we got to the 
bottom of the field, it was Harry not John who managed it first in completing the first full run all the way down to the bottom coming to 
a halt just before where the compacted snow was. I decided to do it belly flop, this way you spread your weight and enables you to go 
much faster than just sitting on the sledge. I started pushing and running with the sledge and jumped on, at first it was pretty quick but 
around halfway it slowed but just after halfway down the field I suddenly picked up speed, all the old instincts from winters past were 
there, remembering to steer the sledge with my Wellington Boot clad feet. I was now going so fast I could not stop, oh boy I thought I’m 
in trouble now what with the wall and the gardens getting closer every split second, there was very little I could do, in past years we 
always left a buffer of deep uncompacted snow and this year was no different, with that thought I heard a THUDDD!! As the sledge with 
me on it smashed into the uncompacted snow. Everything fell silent, I looked round and I was surrounded by snow, I tried to claw my 
way out but I was pretty much stuck by the sheer force of the sledge hitting the snow. I lay there motionless and unable to wriggle 
free,don’t panic I thought the others must have seen me slam into the snow and soon they will dig me out. It seemed like an eternity 
when all of a sudden I felt my arm being grabbed, I was pulled at force right up in the air. It must have been a passing adult, but it was no 
adult it was Paul the local bully, after dragging me from the snow he put me down and pulled out my sledge. “I thought you needed some 
help Michael.” I looked at him and said, “Thanks Paul,” He then turned to me and said to me in a whisper so that no one else could hear. 
“Don’t think for one minute I have forgotten about that firework okay?” I looked him in the eye wondering if he was going to start a 
fight now or not and simply said in a worried tone, “Ok Paul.” With that he just turned on his heal and walked away. He did after all 
have some good points but these were far outweighed by the bad ones. 

John came running up said in a real concerned voice, “Have you forgotten how to sledge or what, you went like a rocket right into the 
soft snow, remember to turn your sledge sideways with your feet to bring the sledge to a stop remember this in future.” This was good 
advice that I would not forget in a hurry. Karen Ann & Jo had all been so scared when they saw me slam into the snow that they had been 
rooted to the spot at the top of the field. They all came running down the field when they saw I was alright but Karen & Ann had to stop 
to pick up Jo who in her haste to get to see if I was okay went sprawling there was hugs all round when the girls arrived at the bottom of 
the field. 

Jo said, “If you are okay I would like to have a go ?” So back at the top Jo sat at the front with me at the rear, no belly flop this time, we 
picked up speed and Jo kept shouting Oh No, Oh No and laughing all at once. I managed to bring the sledge to a halt smoothly without 
replicating the earlier incident. We were closely followed by Karen on her all wooden sledge. “Ruddy Hell,” could be heard from her as 
she came to a standstill just at the side of us. Then it was Ann, screaming as she thundered down the field, “Get out of the bloody way!” 
Ann Skelter was bouncing over the bumps as if she was in the Olympics, her long scarf blowing behind her like the tail of a comet as it 
crossed the night sky, she was right by us and directly into the snow buffer, but unlike me she was in control and was able to get out with 
no trouble. Whooooooo Hooooooooo! As Alan Tutts on his all metal sledge hammered down the field and he carefully turned the sledge 
with his feet bringing it to a nice gentle stop, as it should be done. John on his very flash sledge did everything perfect, great speed down 
the field and with precision control he brought himself to a smooth stop. Before he had time to get off and be smug he was pushed off the 
sledge by Ann Skelter and as she did it she said, “That’s for showing off and being too perfect for your own good.”  

The Sun was now going down behind the roof tops of the streets houses and we all chatted as we made our way home to our respective 
houses. I often think about that day and wonder if the others do. 

The next morning I was up bright and early and out, both myself and John & Harry were out into the field and the frost had made the 
snow very crisp underfoot, but instead of just getting on with the sledging as we would normally have done we decided to check out the 
higher up footpath which was up some more steps at the top of our field, the footpath was long and it that went right to the top of the 
village and past the school on the left and then on past the top school field where it rejoined the main road. People had been walking on 
the footpath and most of it had been flattened down and was almost ideal for sledging, of course the only problem is that people 
sometimes walk this way and we would have to be careful that we did not injure anyone. The footpath had wire fencing (not barbed 
wire) that separated it from the top school field on the left hand side as you walked up the path, but on the right hand side was a good old 
Yorkshire stone wall and the snow that had fallen heavily has been compacted against it and it really did look like a bobsleigh run that I 
had seen on television. 

We started to pack down the snow even more and the plan was that once this had been done we would then be able to sledge right from 
the very top of the footpath and down past the top field and school and then briefly stopping to negotiate the steps before entering the 



field that we had so much fun in just yesterday. Today it looked like it was just going to me along with John & Harry, although it was a 
little bit colder today than it had been yesterday I was expecting some help from a few more. We were not deterred by the lack of 
numbers and we set about our task of turning the footpath into a bobsleigh run. Adults that passed us looked a bit confused as to what we 
are doing, one man said that we looked as if we were up to no good, he was probably right. Luckily before he had got too close, we had 
stopped compacting the snow. 

I ran back to my house and got a large bucket form the cellar and filled it with water, my Mom was okay with it as I told her it was to 
clean our boots off. The bucket got heavier as I went through the Ginnel and then up along the path through Mr. Potts’s field over the 
steps and onto the footpath. Now the footpath is very long and the plan was to sprinkle just small amounts of water onto the path because 
the temperature was that low as soon as the water hit the snow it would freeze over, we did not want to just put the water everywhere 
otherwise the footpath would be unusable for anyone to walk down and then we would really be in trouble.  

After the fourth bucket of water my Mom was becoming suspicious as to why it took four buckets of water to wash off some boots, a 
little white lie got me through that one without further questioning. When the water had been on the path for just a few minutes it really 
was turning to ice, now this would make of bobsleigh run very quick indeed.  

We got out of the way as it was approaching dinner time and some people that worked locally were going home for their dinner. We got 
out of the way by hiding at the other side of the Yorkshire stone wall and there were now several people on the footpath and they were 
slipping and sliding all over the place, this had not been helped by us sprinkling the water onto the path and if anyone found out that this 
is what had been done. I am sure there would have been hell to pay if Bobby Ships were to try to negotiate the footpath while pushing his 
bicycle at the same time, the thought of this although funny at first soon turned into a horror thought.  

With that we saw Rocker Revitt coming up through Mr Potts’s field and I thought that this could get serious here, now Rocker Revitt 
always wore a leather jacket and was in his mid twenties with greasy swept black hair and a scarf strung around his neck to help keep out 
the cold. He had a pot belly from drinking too much beer and he was very tall and often aggressive, his complexion was one of spots and 
he always smoked a lot, best described as a Teddy boy and he had a motorcycle, sometimes when he went out with his mates he had this 
long coat, something like the men on the door of the cinema wear and to be honest he did look smart then, but he usually looked scruffy 
and annoyed. 

Well today was no different he had been drinking and he was already wobbling on the path up through Mr Potts’s field and he was 
moaning fairly loud about the snow and how he hated it and that he hated any kids because their sledging made the conditions worse. He 
also hated the name that we kids had given him “Rocker Revitt.” Rocker seemed to go well with his surname Revitt. As he got to the 
steps he nearly went over, this was due to a combination of drinking too much and wearing shiny bottom winkle pickers (shoes that he 
wore as a fashion accessory) the winkle pickers now started to cause him problems. Somehow he managed to stay on his feet and he 
struggled up the steps but as soon as he hit the footpath that we had so kindly sprinkled with water there was nothing that anyone could 
do for him. He looked like one of the cartoon characters swinging on an electric cable, he went one way, then he went the other way and 
all the time his hands were waving about as he tried to keep his balance, to our amazement his arms went right up in the air and as we 
looked over the wall the only part of Rocker that we could see was his black winkle pickers right up in the air and eventually gravity 
forced these to hit the ground , there was a big thud as the drunken man hit the treated footpath floor. Now I know we shouldn’t have but 
it just could not be helped, the site of Rocker and his winkle pickers flying through the air was just too much and we just burst out 
laughing, not just a small laugh but bellyache laughter that went on and on and with that Rocker shouted, “Who the b***dy hell is that 
laughing at me, I will bl**dy kill all of you?!” I just remember John shouting run to us all as we made a hasty retreat, but there should 
not have been any fear on our part as Rocker tried to get up we saw those two winkle pickers and we were now rolling about with tummy 
ache like never before. We could hear the cursing and the shouting from Rocker, but we just could not help ourselves and every time he 
went to get up the path, that we had so kindly treated, he fell over, almost as if someone was taking instant revenge on the bad language 
that Rocker was spouting in every direction. We would see his black greasy hair appear over the wall then the next thing this would just 
vanish to be replaced by the flying winkle pickers and then very swiftly followed by a heavy thud as he crashed to the ground followed 
by his cursing and swearing. I lost count how many times this had gone on and started to wonder just how long it would take Rocker to 
walk the short few steps from the footpath to his street which is only around forty feet away, to his credit every time he got up he was 
closer to his exit from the footpath. He could hear us laughing but he could not see us and that made him worse because of his temper he 
fell over more times than he otherwise would have. He eventually made his way from the footpath and we carried on with the task of 
sprinkling the water. It was almost dark when we started to test out the footpath and now there were no people around. 

John decided that he would test out the bob run first and we could see him coming down the path from the very top and he seemed to 
pick up speed the closer he got toward us. He screamed toward us and Harry started throwing snow balls at him as he came thundering 
down the path, “What the hell are you doing,” John shouted as he got off the sledge by our feet, In his defence Harry said, “You were 
going that fast I was just trying to see if I could land a snow ball onto you, but I couldn’t.” John told him he was not amused by this at 
all. It was now my turn and John told me to be careful. As I pulled my sledge up the path John repeated to me to be careful and he said 
that it was faster than he had thought it would be. Now I have sledged for a few winters so I was not afraid of having a go. 

I was out of breath as I dragged the sledge right to the top of the foot path and now the time had arrived and I looked down the path from 
the very top, I pushed myself off and the first part of the footpath near the main road was pretty slow but as I went down through the first 
straight before the bend the sledge started to pick up speed and once around the bend I really began to move alongside the top field. I 



could see John & Harry in the distance, but they were getting closer very quickly. Then all of a sudden there was this thud as something 
hit me right in the face, this was quickly followed by an excruciating pain in my face and I could now feel more pain in my mouth than I 
had ever felt when having a tooth out, there was a salty taste in my mouth, the same taste when you have a tooth out as you spit the blood 
from your mouth. I was going faster and the pain was getting worse and I could feel my face swelling up. The pain was stopping me 
from concentrating and I was losing control and the sledge was sliding sideways and the speed was now so fast that even though I was 
sideways on there was no reduction in the speed, then there was this bang as I hit the stone wall with an awful impact. Then there was a 
feeling as if everything had slowed and that nothing was happening, the pain from my face and mouth was now being replaced by a 
much worse pain and so severe I felt that I could not cope with it at all for a second longer. I had come to halt but as I looked up my head 
was almost touching the side of the wall but as I looked down my hand was jammed right into the wall and was being pinned to the wall 
by the front of my sledge and I could not move because of this. I could hear John telling Harry off, it appeared that Harry had thought it a 
good idea to try to hit me with a snow ball just like he had tried to do with John, but this time he had put a stone inside the snow ball to 
give it more weight and accuracy, this is what had hit me directly in the face catching my mouth full force on. John had seen this happen 
and he was horrified what Harry had done and he was telling him in no uncertain terms that he was in deep trouble. Harry kept saying he 
was sorry, but as far as I was concerned the problem was now my hand and help was needed. 

Harry had already gone running as fast as he could, he understood he had made a mistake and eventually he would be forgiven by all, but 
he knew now that he needed to try and right his terrible wrong. John stayed with me and I could now feel blood running down my arm, 
so I just wanted to get away but I was still jammed right into the wall. It seemed ages, but then I could see the one man that we all feared 
as I looked up from the wreckage of the sledge. I did not fear him this time, it was our local Policeman, Bobby Shipps and he was 
sprinting toward me like an express train and he was running over the footpath as if his life depended on it and he was doing this without 
any consideration to himself. I could hear sirens in the distance. “Don’t Worry Son, Help is on the way, the Ambulance is coming and 
your parents have been alerted and are on their way up through Mr. Potts field as I speak to you, so don’t worry”, he said all of this in 
such a calm reassuring voice it made me feel much better. 

“Oh My God What Has He Done!!?” It was my Mom and Dad and they were now with me and I could hear my Dad thanking Bobby 
Shipps for his prompt action. Now it was a really cold night and Bobby Shipps had taken off his Police Tunic and Jumper and wrapped 
me in them and there he was in just his vest telling everyone not to panic and that everything is going to be fine, I remember thinking of 
all the times he had told us off and here he was helping like no one had ever helped before. “What happened,!?” Mom shouted. 

Bobby Shipps replied to her in this very calm voice, Stop worrying Mrs I will find out as soon as I can, but right now the important thing 
is to get your Son free from the wall and this will be done as soon as the Ambulance crew get here.” 

I was now starting to get really cold and the Ambulance crew gave me something as they freed my hand from the wall, I could not feel 
my hand as it was that cold. The journey to the hospital was swift and there was sirens going all the way and I could see the blue light 
flashing as we sped through the snow covered streets, even though the streets had snow on them I remember hearing one of the 
ambulance men saying the hand will be okay but we need to get him to hospital urgently as he is very cold and we need to warm him up. 
I drifted off and I remembered nothing until the next morning I awoke in Hospital with my Mom & Dad there by my bedside. I had one 
badly cut hand which had needed many stitches with some broken bones in the middle of the hand and I had to have three teeth 
extracted, but other than that everything will be fine. I do remember when I awoke that I could feel no pain but within three seconds all 
the pain from my hand and mouth came to me with a vengeance. It had been one hell of a day.  

What happened to Harry, well nothing because John had told everyone that my facial injury had been caused by me hitting the wall and 
that is the story I stuck to also, but we never let Harry forget it especially when winter came round. 



Chapter 7 Whitsun & Summer Begins 
Now Whitsun was a very big holiday in our area to be honest the adults put it only behind Christmas. But just what is Whitsuntide you 
may ask, well it is seen as the birthday of the Christian Church and is also known as Pentecost. It is believed to be the day when the 
disciples received the Holy Spirit and with the Spirit upon and within them it gave them the strength to go out into the streets and tell 
everyone about Jesus, before this they had been hiding because they too feared they would be arrested or indeed killed.  

Whitsuntide was celebrated mainly in the North of England, parents would save for most of the year to make sure that all the family had 
new clothes and looked very smart for what was a really big day in the life of the village. With the brass bands leading the march through 
the village and the banners from the churches and banners from the boys brigade along with and marching behind the Sunday School 
banner and Scout band. There was intense pressure on the families to make sure that they kept up with the joneses on this day by way of 
being very well dressed for all to see. There was the tradition of the kids in there new Whitsun clothes of calling on neighbours and 
showing off their new clothes and asking them when they came to the door if they liked the new clothes and they would be given some 
coins for their efforts. To be honest most families did not have a lot of money but somehow everyone seemed to have new clothes for 
that day, even the poorest in the area did have new clothes to show off to the neighbours. The weather was bright and sunny on this 
particular Whitsuntide Sunday, there was great excitement in the houses as parents hastily got their offspring to try on the new clothes, 
and this had been going on weeks before the big event. It had been whispered that something special was arranged for later in the day, 
but no one knew exactly what or who it was. 

Being only a child I did not understand the pressure that parents must have been put under to make sure they were not seen in their 
community as someone who did not make the effort or in fact someone who could not afford it. The Whitsuntide tradition was replaced 
eventually by the Spring Bank Holiday, which is still held at the end of May. Now my birthday nearly always fell around Whitsuntide so 
I always felt that it was a special time as not only did I get new clothes but I also got my birthday presents around this time also. I can see 
why the Whitsuntide tradition was replaced by the Spring Bank Holiday as this stopped parents feeling obliged to spend money they 
could ill afford for something that really only lasted for a very short while, but having said that when this happened the communities in 
the area lost something, they lost a sense of togetherness and that is something that cannot be replaced by any new holiday brought about 
albeit for good intentions and of course the reason behind this day should always be remembered. 

Here I go rambling on, now where was I, yes this particular Whitsuntide was one that I remember very well, funny how all the other ones 
have been forgotten but this one was extra special because not only was it the Scout Band and the local village band but this time they 
were going to be joined by many more bands not from the area but from afar and there was even going to be a band from the Royal Air 
Force marching right through the middle of the village in fact right past our house.  

Breakfast had been very early in the morning. There was Dad dressed very smartly in his posh suit a very smart dark almost charcoal 
suit, he looked smart with his black hair immaculate and he said to Mom, “There how do I Look?” “Oh you’ll do in a push.” Was her 
kindly response to his question. Now Mom asked him and he replied telling her that she was the best-dressed woman this side of the 
Pennines her answer was quick and straight to the point. “What about the other side of the Pennines then don’t I match up over that side 
then?” He looked at her right into her eyes and he said these words, “You are the most beautiful woman anywhere in the world darling 
and I will always Love you.” those are words that I have never forgot and from that moment on I knew that they really would be together 
until death do they part. She really did look beautiful with her new pale blue dress and ribbons to match tied in her hair, she looked so 
young and so fresh. I remember thinking if only I could play God for today I would freeze that image forever, there they were my Mom 
& Dad and they were so happy.  

Then it was my turn and picture this, my new jacket and shorts to match in a light grey colour, yes not quite at the big school just yet so 
still no long trousers, a smart new white shirt which was left open by the top button, no tie as I was considered too young for to be seen 
wearing a tie. and a matching light grey jumper completed my oufit. My hair had brylcream (hair gel everyone’s favourite from those 
days) all over it and it had been swept back to make me look even smarter.  

With that there was a knock on the door and there was Karen and she looked really pretty in her new white dress that had little pink roses 
all over it, What do you think of my new clothes then she asked and my parents said that they were really impressed and that she looked 
very pretty and a credit to her parents and then they gave her some coins, wll that is the tradition and it most certainly was upheld in our 
house. She ran off up the street and you could tell that she felt real good about herself, yes that is what Whitsuntide made you feel, it 
made you feel good not just about yourself but you could see that everyone was happy to be part of that feeling. 

Some folks let their kids knock on as many doors as they could, for the obvious reason of getting as much money as they could but not in 
our street as there seemed to be an unwritten agreement that only close friends or family would knock on each others doors therefore 
making the whole day that more enjoyable by all. Unlike in many other streets the early morning was not spoilt by the constant knocking 
of the door. 

With time marching on and breakfast long cleared out of the way, Mom & Dad said that it was time to now stand on the doorstep. There 
we were stood on the doorstep as Dad locked the door behind him, as I looked up the street I could see everyone crammed onto their 
front door steps of their respective houses and shouts of hello and good morning were exchanged between all. Still there was no sound of 
any band approaching and the time was fast approaching nine thirty in the morning and I was starting to think that maybe no one was 
coming or in fact maybe everyone in the street had got the day wrong. Now the parade would come from the top of the village and head 



toward the bottom of the village so it had many other streets to go past before it reached us and there were many people that would be 
joining it therefore slowing it down. I was told not to worry and that everything would be explained to me, if I was unsure of what I 
should do. Then I could hear in the distant the sound of a bugle being played and it was a fair way off but at least I now knew that 
everyone had not got the day wrong. Then appearing around the bend at the top of the road I could see a banner and it was brightly 
coloured and there was two elderly ladies carrying this very heavy banner and I could hear them shouting in the distant “Jesus Loves 
You, Happy Whitsun.” They marched toward us and everyone shouted back Happy Whitsun to you, then as these two ladies approached 
us with their wonderful greeting, the banner they were carrying was a church banner. There was the sound of drums as a mass of 
drummers appeared and it was the drummers and then trumpet players and it was awesome to me not seeing this band before, yes right at 
the very front of the parade well behind the two old ladies who had prepared the way was the immaculate band of the Royal Air Force 
and the beat of their drums and the sound of the instruments filled the air and everyone in the houses were cheering and behind them was 
a squadron of airmen all marching to the beat of the drums and people cheered like never before. Everyone remembered that it was not 
so long ago that the RAF stood between a Nazi invasion and they gave their lives to protect our freedom and the cheering from the 
houses was absolutely immense and it sent a shiver down my spine as the band got level to our home with us all waving the houses 
shook with intensity of the drum beat and bugles and trumpets being played. My Dad told me they were playing the RAF anthem. The 
squadron was ordered to salute the houses has they went past and everyone in the street roared, a roar that sounded like the Wembley 
roar when England were playing at home. 

I could see grown adults shedding tears has the RAF paid their respects to the ordinary people. Behind the Royal Air Force there was a 
host of boy Brigades all with their distinctive colours and there musical instruments they beat out different tunes as they went by. 
Churches had their banners on display and everyone wishing everyone Happy Whitsuntide. Then it happened, it was our turn, with the 
sound of the RAF band still being heard even above the nearby boy brigades, I was ushered by my parents to join the parade, within a 
second we were in this amazing parade, in front were the two old ladies who held there heads up high spurred on by the sound of the 
RAF, then the Boy Brigade Bands then it was the ordinary folk all dressed in their new clothes along with church banners that were 
being proudly held aloft. After the people came village brass bands both local and afar bringing up the rear with their wonderful sounds 
and amazing tunes. 

As I walked down the street we were joined by many more people. We marched past their houses they joined the march and the RAF 
carried on saluting the people and the people cheered them all the way down to the main road. There must have been a few thousand 
people by now and they were getting more and more as the march progressed. The march first swinging to the right then the left and it 
must have covered a few miles as we approached the park. 

The people now started to leave the parade and enter into the village park, but little did we know but we were about to witness something 
unique and something that we were never ever going to forget for the rest of our lives. As I already mentioned there had been  whispers 
that something special was about to happen, but I had never dreamed it would be so special.  

It was normal at this stage for the people to leave the march and for the boy brigade bands along with the village band to then march into 
the park as the people cheered. But this time there were bands from surrounding villages and afar and we had the RAF band and 
squadron present so this was really going to be something special as that incredible band entered the park to the cheering thousands 
gathering there. As the people massed in the park with the Church banners that could be seen along the road, all waiting to enter the park. 
The band of the Royal Air Force received the order to advance and that was it, first the drums, then the bugle and other instruments all 
roared into action and they started their march into the park. The cheering was so immense, men and women were waving their arms. It 
was a moment a unique moment. Eventually everyone was in the park. Then everyone fell silent as the vicar gave a prayer. Then one 
lone bugler on the higher ground in the park sounded an inspiring tune as he fell silent there was this rumbling in the distance. The 
rumbling grew louder and louder until that was all that filled the air. Then, in a flash, over the hill, they came, three Spitfire’s they flew 
low over the park tilting their wings as the went by as if saying to the people thank you, their engines filled the air and the speed was 
immensely fast, behind them came three Hurricane’s and then a lone Lancaster Bomber. No one could believe it and grown men cried 
that day as the Royal Air Force came to an ordinary little Pennine village and paid their respects to us ordinary folks. When everyone 
thought that was over one sole Spitfire returned with his engines screaming as he stormed the sky and once he had cleared the people he 
did something that brought the crowd to its feet A Victory Roll right there right then and I saw it. I could hear shouts of God Bless the 
RAF and a lot of shouts of Thank You Royal Air Force thank you for our freedom. The bands struck a further tune being led by the band 
of the Royal Air Force and they continued to play for sometime to come, everyone was stood in awe of them. 

It was some considerable time before the crowds started to drift away, it had been some display not only by the Royal Air Force but also 
by the local bands and the local people that had really managed to make this day so special, folks around these parts will talk about it 
decades from now. There was games being played by all, normally when we played football in the park it was just us kids and we threw 
down a couple of jumpers and that was the goal posts. That was certainly not the case today we had been joined by the adults and there 
must have been over fifty people who had just joined in a game that was to have been a few adults against the kids, now women were 
joining in and they were not too sure of the rules and when they could not get the ball they were grabbing the men by their trousers 
anything to get the ball back. In fact considering that everyone was wearing their best clothes I am surprised that the women had 
permitted their men to even consider taking part in a kick about, luckily the women seemed to run out of steam after a while and 
eventually people started to drift away from the park but that was by no means the end of the day because unlike any other day today the 
children were allowed in the Public Houses, no not for a drink but to go with their parents and have soft drinks and the one thing we all 
loved, Sun Pat raisins coated in lovely chocolate and well washed down by some pop. It was decided that we would be going to the local 
club and not the pub, the club was much cheaper and there was much more things to do, not for just us kids but also the adults. I recall 



walking in and not being able to see very much for the smoke, my eyes stung with the thick cigarette smoke that just hung in the air, my 
best description I used to use about it was it reminded me of warm fog, I still laugh about that. Going through the second door there was 
much more smoke but everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves and there was music from the stage, yes the club actually had a stage, 
there were young girls aged I would say about fifteen years of age on the stage and they were singing something to the words like rooms 
to rent fifty cents, sorry but that is all I can remember, you see there was so much more going on around me there were people playing 
cards and a lot of people were watching two men playing snooker, this seemed to be very popular and people were booking the table one 
after the other. There were women serving behind the bar, the bar had three sides to it one side was serving this big room that I was in 
and the other two sides was serving two smaller rooms. There were machines were people were trying to win money, they seemed to be a 
little bad tempered. We didn’t stay too long and we were soon on our way out and heading back home before changing and all going out 
on the whitsun walk. This was traditional and the walk seemed to last for ever, but I still remember this particular walk because it took us 
miles away from home and there was real concern if we would all make it back home before it got dark, yes dark, even though the light 
evenings were upon us. The trouble is my Mom and her friends took us so far we nearly did not get back home before darkness set in. 
Well that’s another story for another time because moving into the summer was something that I was looking forward to and, oh sorry 
where was I, Oh yes. It was a long hot Summer’s day and more adventures to tell. 



Chapter 8 The Challenge 
As we all know to our expense sometime in our growing up years we are faced with many challenges some are more challenging than 
others, many mental challenges are faced by all of us throughout the years and sometimes there is the physical challenge, much more 
demanding and sometimes down right scary. I was faced by such a challenge and like every day you just don’t know what lies ahead do 
you. 

We are now into the Summer school holidays and before I go any further is it me, or do we just remember the warm hot days with the 
sound of the grasshoppers and birds and the warm breeze on our faces or have these days long gone and now we all seem to remember 
the wet cold windy days. This particular day started with a lot of enthusiasm because my Mom was going to organise some sporting 
activities with Vi, no one should forget Vi, should you forget let me refresh your minds once more. Vi – well she was the sort of person 
that absolutely everyone would want to wish for as a friend, her well worn face was by far surpassed by her heart of gold, although a 
very short thin lady what she lacked in height she made up for it in character. I recall her Yorkshire pudding, now there I go getting side 
tracked when I should be concentrating on what I started. Mom & Vi had informed all the other parents that they intended to take as 
many kids as they could down onto the football & cricket field and there they would be doing sports and sure enough around Ten 
O’clock in the morning on the dot parents were meeting at the top of our lane with their offspring. I was surprised that not just my 
friends that I normally play with/hang around, but most kids from the upper part of the village were being brought, some willingly, some 
not so, for this days sporting activities. Mom pointed out to the parents that we had permission to use the combined football/cricket field 
(but not on the wicket area) until around twenty minutes before the cricket match was due to start and that was at 2 O’clock, so there 
should be plenty of time for everyone to enjoy themselves. 

Well we set off down the hill and I counted about twenty-five kids in total, Mom led the way and Vi brought up the rear just to make sure 
that she did not lose any of the kids, or more importantly no kids decided that they would go scrumping instead. 

We all proceeded down through the village taking great care to cross the main road, down another hill and across the bridge now the 
football and cricket pitch is directly across the road from the Park, so we turned right and followed the path down beside the river, 
everyone was told to keep away from the river as it was fast flowing in places. The distance to the field was some way and already one or 
two were moaning about it being too far, Mom & Vi just ignored the comments and kept everyone moving forward. At last we reached 
the ground. The ground was typical of most village football grounds and cricket grounds, just that this one played football in the winter 
and cricket in the summer. There was the pavilion in the traditional colours of green, don’t know why all pavilions are mostly green, 
maybe to blend in with the field, never really knew the answer to that one and really still do not know the answer 

Mom & Vi started to organise the team there was Alan & Scopie Scholes who had been chosen to pick the team to play rounder’s, I 
always thought that rounder’s was an all round much better game than is played in other countries, not too many rules just enough for it 
to make sense and just enough as not to spoil the game as it was intended to be played by mostly kids. Vi flipped the coin and Scopie 
won. Scoppie was a tall lanky lad; he never really looked that tidy, more scruffy, but a good lad all the same 

The picking of the team carried on with everyone that was presumed to be good at rounder’s being picked in turn, I was picked to play in 
Alan Tutts side and good old Alan with his chubby legs really looked no match for the other captain Scoppie Scholes. We then got down 
to the girls with the two prettiest girls in the village being left to last, don’t know why though because both Susan and Jo were pretty 
good runners as well and really they should have been snapped up sooner, Susan the bright blue eyed blonde was chosen to play on our 
side with Jo who is also equally as pretty picked to play on the side in Scoppie's team and as I looked at their side and then ours it was 
clear that they were going to win. Mom & Vi were the to be the judges and would keep an eyeful look out for any foul play. 

Well Scoppie was first up as he had decided that his team would bat first. I do recall once and I really must tell you this, remember Paul 
the bully, well we were playing a game of cricket and I supplied the bat and ball and Paul had supplied the stumps and bailes . Paul of 
course had decided that he would bat first and we had spent most of an evening trying to ball him out, but we just could not get him out 
and he was hitting the ball all over the place, into peoples gardens one minute and way off into fields the next and we were chasing after 
the ball all evening, the he was got out and he immediately started arguing grabbed hold of the stumps and bailes and stormed off home. 
I have not forgot how much of a bad loser he was and probably still is. 

Back to the game and it was Scoppie who was to bat and as Alan through the underarm ball at him Scoppie swung the bat and a large 
thud could be heard from afar and then before I knew it the ball was whistling toward me there I was with loads of people watching and I 
could see the ball heading my way and I started to run and run, I could see that the ball was not going to come much closer to me so I 
dived full length and grabbed the ball with my right hand just before it hit the ground. Your OUT! Shouted Alan as he jumped for joy, 
now I could see that Scoppie was furious that he had been caught out first ball and his looks were like daggers at me, after all it was only 
a game and I was only doing my bit, everyone was jumping up and down and cheering and then from nowhere Susan gave me a big hug 
and shouted you are magic what an absolutely astonishing dive to catch the ball Michael, well done indeed. That made Scoppie angrier 
than ever to see me hugged by Susan. As it was, he was out and then came a shout from VI, stop messing about with Michael Susan and 
get yourself back over this side of the pitch you are supposed to be fielding. That sharp voice from Vi sorted everyone out. I did notice 
that there was a long hard stare from Jo directed right at Susan, now I wonder why that was. It was then the turn of Harry and as Alan 
threw the ball toward him, Harry just stepped forward one pace and smacked the ball right out of the field and into the field that was full 
of corn. “Oh no!” Shouted my Mom, “What did you do that for Harry? Now we have lost the ball!” Harry muttered his apologies and 
everyone headed for the corn field, now we were all told to try not to damage the corn because the farmer would not be amused if he saw 



a load of kids in his field and trampling the corn beneath their feet would he. It did take ages for us to find the ball and to the annoyance 
of Scoppie yet again it was me that found the ball and everyone quickly headed back for the field. The game progressed and then it came 
to the last ball and it was Jo who walked up all sure that she would be okay, she received the ball, in fairness it was a much slower ball 
that was delivered by Alan, but she just tapped it back to him and she was caught out, everyone fell about laughing especially my Mom 
& Vi who really thought that it had been hilarious and their sides were aching with laughter. Poor old Jo she was being laughed at by 
both teams and laughed at by my Mom & Vi and she was not the most popular with her team for allowing herself to get out like that. She 
came over to me and whispered in my ear, “I hope we get to do some running then they will not be laughing will they.” “No I replied Jo 
you will give them a real lesson.” She smiled and walked off. Harry’s team had managed nine rounders and now it was up to our team to 
try and beat that, but before we started I went over to Vi and asked her if it would be possible for us to have some running after the 
rounder’s, just thought I would do Jo a favour because I thought she had suffered enough at the hand of everyone else.  

Right then Alan shouted, “Who is balling for you lot then?” “Scoppie is!” This would be interesting Scoppie was stood there like the 
American baseball players do as if to intimidate Alan. The ball that Scoppie threw was awesome and it whizzed right past Alan’s ear, the 
second ball was equally as hard and again it just missed the face of a bewildered Alan. The third ball however was not so hard, maybe 
Scoppie had tired a little and this was punished immediately by Alan who hit the ball right past the pavilion to the complete annoyance of 
the red faced Scoppie. Alan, not the quickest was able to amble around to get his rounder and we all thought that was real funny, by the 
time Alan got round they had only just reached the ball and that made them all look a little foolish. I was up next and managed to hit the 
ball away so that I could make it to second base, you know some people played it for the fun of it but the competitiveness of some people 
was amazing and that is how it will always be will it not? Susan’s turn came round and we had not added to the score that Alan had got, 
she faced Scoppie and she clipped the ball and was quickly caught, ending our innings with me stuck on second base waiting for 
someone to hit that blasted ball so that I could try to get to the home base. They celebrated and celebrated and then Vi shouted out, 
“Right it is time for some running, as this has been requested by Michael and I think it is a good idea!” 

I could see Jo jumping for joy and she stopped and no sound came out of her mouth but she mouthed Thank You to me. I thought to 
myself it was only fair because she was a real good runner and it would be nice to see her do well after the game of rounder’s had been 
so embarrassing for her. This was really going to be interesting that is for sure. 

Well it was decided that different teams would be chosen for the running, but the team selection came out pretty much the same as before 
with a lot of the younger kids making up the teams. Of us older ones there was Harry & Scoppie along with Jo and Karen, now Karen 
had only just arrived and I watched as she deliberately tried to get picked on the same side as Jo. You see Karen the tom boy with the 
blonde curly hair, a lovely person, but, the one thing that Karen would not want to happen and that is for her to get left behind in any race 
against Jo. She thought that by being on the same side as her then this would prevent her from being showed up in front of everyone. Vi 
gave Karen a tough time and told her off for messing around, Vi was always that little bit harder on Karen, why was this you may ask, 
well are parents always a little harder on their own kids. Another late arrival was Janet her long dark hair matched her brown eyes, when 
she arrived Scoppie said to me look we now have all the best looking girls in the village and that we should try to impress them. I 
thought there goes Scoppie just trying to show off again. Then came a distinct groan from most of us because Lofty had heard that there 
was some running to be done and he arrived with his prize pumps (plimsolls) so that he could get off to a flyer. My Mom said that this 
race should only involve the older kids. 

Now I am sure you remember when you were all growing up that the team that may have been short in numbers, well the next person 
that arrived to play would go to the side with less on their side to make the game or games fairer, well, the teams had taken shape all 
right. 

Scoppie's team had Harry of course along with , Jo, Karen and Lofty, now the weak link by way of speed in that team was Karen and she 
would kill me if she ever found out that I said that, so don’t breath a word. Our team, that is Alan’s had Me along with Susan, Gugger 
and Janet. 

The first race was all set as a relay race, on one side, each would run, normally it would be 100 yards for each, but Vi said to even this 
race up we will run it as a 400 x4 yard relay, so that the not so fast runners are given a chance, blimey this was going to be hard, but she 
was trying to make it more even. Harry was up against Alan first and this was a no brainer Harry would surely hammer him out of site, 
what with his chubby legs and all. “On Your Marks, Get Set, GO!” Came the shouted instruction from my Mom. Harry stormed off 
around the outside of the ground and Alan struggled from the start as Harry got to the first bend, Alan was only halfway down the first 
straight, Harry continued to stride out down the back straight and as he hit the final bend his opponent was just clearing the first bend. Vi 
was shrewd you know because as Harry hit the home straight his head was going from side to side and his face was blood red and to 
everyone’s surprise his legs started to go all wobbly, while Alan was now approaching the final bend and he was actually starting to 
make ground up on Harry. Harry managed to reach the line and he handed over to Scoppie who whizzed off toward the first bend. With 
five runners on each side this was going to get interesting, Alan handed over to Susan who set off a lot quicker than Alan had run 
throughout the lap that he had just completed, but he had done well and everyone gave him a round of applause as he approached his 
team mates. Harry seemed to be more out of breath and admitted he set off too quickly. Scoppie was powering away from Susan initially 
but again Scoppie was running out of steam just like Harry had and Susan was now moving very freely and looked very comfortable as 
she hit the final bend with Scoppie crossing the line and handing over to Karen. When Harry and Alan had finished the first leg Harry 
had completed the lap twenty seconds ahead of Alan, but now with Susan finishing very strong for one so slight in stature the time was 
now down to fifteen seconds. 



Karen started well and there I was on the line waiting for Susan to hand over to me, everyone in our team was urging her on and she 
nearly collapsed in a heap as she handed over to me. Now I knew that this was our chance to catch them, Karen was not the best runner 
and I thought I really need to do something special to reel the seconds back in. She was down the back straight as I cleared the first bend, 
come on come on come on I kept saying to myself, you can do it, come on. I kept going as fast as I could and as Karen came off the final 
bend and into the home straight I entered the final bend. I can tell you I was giving it everything and I could see Karen now about forty 
yards in front and I kept pushing myself. Karen handed over to Lofty and as I handed over to Gugger, Vi shouted out, “There is only five 
seconds between the teams now.” “Go ON Gugger!!” came the shout form our team as he really started to catch Lofty, but then from 
somewhere and I don’t know where, Lofty found an extra gear and he began to increase the lead, then disaster struck, he had looked 
invincible, but as he came off the final bend he slipped on the grass and went sprawling flat on his face, much to the amusement of our 
side. “GET UP!” stormed Scoppie. Gugger was now on the final bend and Lofty jumped to his feet but he was now being caught and as 
both Lofty and Gugger sprinted toward the line there was not much in it at all. Gugger had done well and I could hear Lofty muttering to 
himself. You see Lofty was by far the fastest one out there but his pride had been hurt and there was not a lot he could about it. Jo set off 
at a blistering pace and Janet was still pushing her. To be honest I had never seen Janet run so I really did not know how quick she was. 
As they were going down the back straight Jo was now starting to pull away from Janet and it looked as if this race would be over pretty 
soon. It looked as if Harry’s team would win through despite Lofty falling flat on his face. Then it happened, yes the same thing this time 
to Jo, she slipped in almost the same place as Lofty had and she struggled to keep her balance, as she did Janet caught her and passed her. 
It was the home straight and Jo realizing she had to do something unbelievable recovered and set off at a blistering pace. Janet was 
around twenty yards from the line and Jo was closing rapidly, closing and closing and closing, boy oh boy what I runner she was. She 
was almost on the shoulder of Janet but she ran out of track and Janet just crossed the line before her, another ten yards and Jo would 
have been in front, but despite her terrific recovery it was not to be and Janet was jumping for joy along with all in our team. On paper 
we should not have won but the two slips had given us the opportunity to gain the advantage and we were the winners. Poor old Jo she 
was distraught but it was real nice to see Susan and Karen consoling her. Today was turning out to be a great day and a day that all of us 
would remember and it was still not over yet. 

Vi said that it was about time we all had something to eat, normally most people would take watered down juice as a drink but we had 
been told not to bother bringing any drink because Vi & my Mom would be supplying the drink for us, I remembered thinking to myself, 
please don’t let it be Vi’s famous very weak fruit juice a mixture of blackcurrant and orange juice because it really just tasted of water. 
The sandwiches were laid out on a very smart table clothe that had been put onto the steps of the pavilion and there we all sat pretty 
exhausted I can tell you but the corned beef sandwiches were very welcome and the added treat came in the form of Dandelion & 
Burdock a fizzy drink with a great taste, often wondered if Coca Cola and Pepsi had seen the popularity of this drink in our country and 
therefore decided that the time was now right to introduce Coke & Pepsi to the people of this land, it was not the same as Dandelion & 
Burdock but the closest to it and in the years ahead those two drinks would become the number one and two drinks here, but for now it 
was Dandelion & Burdock that reigned supreme. It washed down the corned beef sandwiches to perfection and there we were all sitting 
about and talking about the earlier events and the sound of laughter could be heard wafting through the breeze, so far it had been a good 
day and one that really would never be forgotten by any of us here and me telling this right now is proof of that. I asked what game the 
rest would like to play as it must be the last game because of the impending cricket match. I suggested football and everyone, well 
almost agreed that it was a good choice, that is, all the boys did. “Tunnel Ball,” shouted Karen from the side of the pavilion and all the 
girls agreed with her choice, a vote was taken which admittedly was unfair because there were more boys present than girls and every 
boy there would of course opt for football. Tunnel Ball was were two teams stand in a line and the ball is passed down through 
everyone’s legs to the rear of the line and then when the ball arrives at the back through everyone’s legs, the person at the back of the line 
runs towards the front and starts the same procedure off again, that is rolling the ball back through everyone’s legs etc, this continues 
until the person who had started at the front is again at the front and that person stands with the ball raised high in the air and shouts 
“Tunnel Ball!” Yes it was quite an exciting game and was good fun and I could see why the girls wanted to play it. The vote had been 
taken and the boys won the day and therefore football had won the day. To save time it was decided that the same teams that were in the 
running would remain the same, but Vi quickly changed her mind about starting immediately because word had got round that there was 
a football game about to be played and the game would involve girls. You see this was somewhat of a novelty, that is girls playing in 
mixed football teams and other younger kids were also wondering along from the park to the cricket ground to watch something that they 
had not very often seen and that is girls playing or should I be unfair and sat attempting to play football. One of the kids arriving of our 
age group was Jim, he had a brown jacket on and his pale face was not a pale as before mainly due to the bit of Sun he had caught that 
made him look healthy for a change because most of the year he was as white as the driven snow, his blue eyes flashing with excitement 
as Alan shouted, “Its our turn and Jim can play on our side!” Now the next choice would be interesting because Paul had arrived with 
Jim and that meant that he would be in Scoppie's side, and yet again Scoppie did not look happy but he dare not say anything because as 
we all know Paul is older than us, not very quick and could handle himself in any confrontation that came his way and yes he could be a 
bully when he wanted to be. The teams were decided so the teams would be as follows  

Scoppie's Team 

Goalkeeper - Paul (put in there by Harry because he is not that quick) 

Defence - Harry and Karen (called wing half’s in these times) 

Middle - Scoppie & Jo 

Centre Forward - Lofty 



Alan’s Team 

Goalkeeper - Me 

Defence - Susan & Gugger 

Middle - Alan & Janet 

Centre Forward - Jim 

So the scene was set, we never played minutes in those days but we always found it more interesting to announce that we would be 
playing the first up to ten goals wins. These games were very interesting and got more intense when the target was getting close. The 
game started with Scoppie dancing passed first Janet and then Susan but he lost control as he approached me and he was quickly robbed 
of the ball by Gugger, most of the game was being played in the middle with the ball often going out of play and someone having to run 
after the ball and retrieve it before we could start the game, still no goals and that was unusual because in these type of games, you know 
the first up to ten sort of games are usually played at a blistering start and a blistering finish with the lull in the middle of the game. I felt 
the ball wiz past my face and could do nothing at all as Lofty’s shot put them one nil up, pretty soon after that it was two as I was beaten 
diving to my right with a very low hard shout yet again from the boot of Lofty. The pace had quickened and pretty soon Lofty had 
completed his hat trick and this was beginning to look like a heavy score against us. I had to think quick as this time it was Jo who found 
herself free and running toward me, with quick thinking I dived at her feet and she bundled over the top of me and landed face down on 
the grass. I thought to myself no sympathy here because its football, but I decided against that and pulled her to her feet with Scoppie 
shouting from halfway down the field, “You just missed a sitter!” Jo ignored the comment and jogged away back down the pitch. It was 
fast becoming one way traffic as Scoppie and Lofty were finding the opponents of Alan and Janet easy for the taking and therefore my 
goal was fast becoming the centre for all the action, I turned one round the jacket post as tit continued to be one way traffic. Jim who was 
up front for us was just that, he was up front waiting for the ball so he could score, we all know Jim never likes any sort of hard work and 
that he was pretty nifty with the ball, but he had not yet touched it and we were getting overwhelmed he was shouted at by Alan that he 
must drop back into the middle and make it more difficult for them to get through, “Come on now lets make it difficult for them”, came 
the instruction from Alan. Alan was slow but was quick with his feet and knew how to play, but he had been passed by many times by the 
pace of Lofty and Scoppie. The change was starting to work with the combination of Jim and Alan linking well with Gugger at the back, 
Susan had now been removed from the defence and was sent up as a lone forward, not right up there as Jim had been but just a little 
ahead of the three lads mentioned who to their credit were starting to stop the advances of Scoppie & Lofty. The ball was well won in the 
middle by Alan who looked up and saw that Jim was free his pass was perfectly timed to the boot of Jim who hit the ball so hard that the 
diving Paul’s effort in goal at attempting to stop it was almost comedy, Paul hit the ground but the ball had longed since passed under 
him and the score was now 1-3. The change had worked and we continued to crowd them out in the middle but if they got through there 
would be no last line of defence as Susan seemed to be losing interest, I could see that she was picking daisies for an obvious daisy chain 
she would make later, she was jolted into stopping doing that when the loud voice of Gugger almost made her fall over, the ball was 
rolling toward her and during the crunching tackle Gugger had had with Scoppie, the latter had been left sprawling and therefore here she 
was picking daisies. Susan saw the ball and started to run with it, she lost it, it seemed she carried on running and the ball just stopped, 
really funny for the youngsters watching on the side lines, but most certainly not for anyone on our side. She ran back for the ball and 
proceeded toward the awesome figure of Paul, he stood before her and just growled at her, you know just enough to put her off her shot, 
she kicked at the ball but scuffed it and Paul roared with laughter but as he was still laughing she kicked out at the ball again and this 
time she did get some contact and the ball shot between the legs of the astonished Paul. Susan hit the air with glee and ran back toward 
us, it was now very much game on, 2-3 and everything to play for. The game remained very interesting Harry’s team scoring and us in 
turn to eventually take the score to 3-5, it was half time and a welcome rest with more Dandelion & Burdock. You know I was quite 
surprised by the girls Susan was now showing an interest and Jo was very good on the ball, Janet was showing that she could tackle at 
times but the best was Karen, she had stopped Jim a couple of times what seemed to be decisions that both Vi & my Mom had let go, 
could  because she was a girl, she had first tripped Jim and then as he was about to go through she pulled him back by his shorts to 
everyone’s amusement, but she was also doing some tackling and the boys were not always getting passed her. In the second half they 
would score and then we would score but we seemed not to be able to get rid of their two goal advantage and now we had got to the 
score of 6-8 and to be honest we had played above our potential because Harry was now starting along with Scoppie to dominate the 
play, but against the run of play the ball was picked up by Gugger and knocked forward by Janet who in turn passed to Jim, Jim beat the 
challenge from Scoppie and stood to the right side of Paul’s goal, hit it I thought, but as he was about to hit it Paul bundled him to the 
floor and the ball was left spinning just near the goal, Susan running toward the ball gave it a little tap and the ball trickled across the line 
the two goal gap had been removed it was now 7-8 and everyone was starting to get tired and tackles were being misplaced which at one 
time left Jo holding her leg for a good five minutes after a crunching tackle from Lofty. Lofty kept saying sorry for what seemed like half 
an hour, but I am sure it was not really that long. Scoppie came through toward me and this time I was determined to stop him, I dived at 
his feet and collected the ball, he was that annoyed he gave me a sly kick that no one else saw at the time. But the very next attack he 
scored to my left and the game was now close to being lost, 7-9 was the score but two amazing goals by blistering pace set by Gugger to 
leave everyone for dead and a cracking shot on both occasions had at last for the first time brought us level to 9-9. Now the game got 



desperate by both sides, no one liked to lose and when Lofty lost the ball to Jim, who in turn sent the advancing Alan through it looked as 
if we may actually win this game against all the odds, but Alan’s shot clipped the jacket goal post and therefore did not count. So close 
you would not believe it. The tackles were now flying in and both Janet on our side and Jo on their side were sent sprawling as the boys 
started to play to win no matter what. Scoppie had the ball and he came up against Susan who just stood there but Scoppie in all fairness 
to him simply could not get out of her way and he clattered her, there were angry exchanges between both Alan & Scoppie and I ran the 
length of the pitch because it looked really bad. Scoppie just kept saying sorry but it was too late and I ran right into Scoppie lifting him 
right off the ground, somewhat like a bull would toss someone in the air. He got up and said he had not done it on purpose, but Susan 
would play no further part in the game as she had one hell of a bang and it had left her a bit dizzy. The arguments continued but 
eventually everyone calmed down and it was decided that the game should continue because the next goal would be the decider because 
it would be number ten. This match had seemed to go on for ever and although it would be great when it was finished no one wanted to 
lose. It was decided that in fairness and because Susan was no longer taking part that Harry’s team should be reduced by one. It was Jo 
who was asked to give way and she was not at all happy with the decision by her team because she thought she had played a very good 
game and you never know she may have scored the winner, but she agreed to leave and she went over to sit with Susan. It was Scoppie 
who came through our defence and as he approached he tried to dummy me and then he hit it but the dummy did not work and I 
collected the ball cleanly. At the other end Alan hit what seemed to be the winner but Paul diving to his right put the ball round the jacket 
post. I thought to myself well done Paul that was indeed a great save. There seemed to be a lot of tackles flying in the middle of the pitch 
with no one being able to get away from one another, but then the ball came out of the middle and I faced Lofty who hit the ball hard and 
low to my right and I just managed to get my finger tips to it and prevented it from going in, I had done my best in what would have 
normally been a great save, but Lofty was alert and before I could recover he had tapped the loose ball into the net and I could just see 
him turn to celebrate and we had lost the game. Everyone was shattered on both sides and everyone especially Scoppie went over to see 
how Susan was, we need not have worried as Jo my Mom and Vi had made sure she was okay, she was eating some sweets and drinking 
Dandelion & Burdock and she seemed fine. It had been a great day so far but that was about to change.  

As everyone was taken home by Vi & my Mom and returned to their respective homes. I saw John walking down the hill and he said he 
was going to do the scoring at the cricket match, I asked him if I could come and he said ok. We headed to the park and there were met 
by Scoppie. “Look I need someone to score in the book for the cricket game as I will be doing the large scoreboard does any of you two 
want to do it?” John asked. “Yes John I would like to do it if that’s ok with you?” “So do I! Scoppie retorted. “You both can’t do it, so you 
decide between you who is going to do it,” said John.  

Well we could not decide and when I suggested tossing a coin that was brushed aside by both John & Scoppie. “I know you can fight 
each other for the right to do the cricket scoring!” John shouted. Immediately Scoppie shouted back, “Great Idea I am for that lets do it, 
lets do it now!” I could not believe it here I was faced with the prospect of having to fight to do the cricket scoring, this was not like John 
at all and I could not believe it. “I don’t want to fight you Scoppie.” I said, “OK I will do the cricket scoring then!” he said. I shouted 
back, “That’s not fair, just because I don’t want to fight” I replied. With my remark just hanging in the air I was hit right in the face and I 
could taste the blood in my mouth, before I could think straight I was hit again, but this time in the stomach which sent me reeling as if 
hit by a train and as I looked up I was again hit in the face by a grinning Scoppie, the blood was everywhere as I grabbed Scoppie in the 
hope of just hanging on because my ears were ringing and I felt shock that I had been attacked that way. I could hear Scoppie shouting, 
“Not showing off in front of the girls now are you!” Now it was beginning to make sense, all the games we played this morning he had 
taken to heart and was taking it all out on me and he was not holding back, we had normally been friends and now he was like a sworn 
enemy and then fear and self preservation kicked in and I grabbed him by the  jumper and as he turned to try to move away I hit him 
right at the side of the head and now he too knew his was in a fight, he hit me again and the pain I felt was worse than ever he 
immediately again hit me in the face, I cursed that he had repeatedly been able to hit me in the face, but I managed to get one away at 
him and the fight was now really raging on. Egged on by John, it was obvious he wanted Scoppie to win and as I threw a punch at 
Scoppie I was tripped by John and then kicked by Scoppie as I hit the ground. I thought they are both having a go I am in real trouble 
and as I got up Scoppie again hit me and as I hit the ground looking for a way out of this I heard screaming and boy was it screaming, 
there was Susan & Jo , they must have gone to the park after the games and they had jumped in between me and both Scoppie & John 
and they were kicking out at them, “STOP IT STOP IT STOP IT Your hurting him STOP IT STOP IT STOP IT! They were prepared to 
stop them no matter what and to be honest I was so grateful, but when Scoppie’s aimed boot kicked Susan and missed me there was now 
sure to be real trouble. I again was kicked but just when it seemed that there was no way out of it I saw John hit the deck and then 
Scoppie, I thought no way the girls could have done that, I was right in my assumption because it was not the girls but it was Paul and he 
was furious, How dare you kick a girl!? He kept shouting as he held both John and Scoppie in headlocks and he dragged them over to a 
fire bucket and threw water all over them and that calmed them down. The damage had been done not just to me physically but also to 
my view of the world things would never be the same because I did not think people could be like that. Susan was holding her ribs and 
she seemed okay but Jo said she had a large bruise, they kept asking if I was okay and they went to the park keeper’s hut and came back 
with water and a towel and helped clean me up, Susan said that I looked a real mess and that they would not tolerate anything like this. 
Both Susan & Jo had stormed in to prevent me getting hurt further without any consideration for their own safety. I could not look at 
John & Scoppie in the same light anymore, although we were to become firm friends again this incident had tarnished the friendship on 
my part at least. As for the girls well what can you say when girls stand there between you and your attackers and refuse to back down 
they are remembered and often thought about because lets be honest there are not many that are prepared to make a difference but they 
most certainly did, What of Paul? Well word got round what he had done and his reputation was enhanced by his actions, his actions 
when seeing that Susan had been kicked was immediate and merciless until the threat had been removed and for that I thanked him and 
even as years passed by was not to be forgotten. What had started off as a great day out with many sporting challenges but had ended 



with the ultimate challenge for one so young was now at a close and I was still here to tell the tale. I was helped home by Jo & Susan and 
yes you had better believe it Paul too. Now, when my Mom saw the damage to me she went ballistic, but that’s another story for another 
time.  



Chapter 9 Tree House 
Summer had now well and truly arrived and the warmth felt by the breeze on my legs was always welcome. There were many adventures 
in the summertime and all still hold clear in my memory. We would once a week call into the chippy, for anyone not knowing what the 
chippy is well it’s the fish and chip shop, on the way home after playing in the park just as the Sun was setting was always looked 
forward to by all of us. I can remember that although I got threepence or (thrupence) as we used to say for my weekly pocket money, it 
did go a long way and a bag of chips with loads of vinegar was my favourite supper as we walked up the hill and home after fun 
evenings that stick in the mind forever. Technology was of course in its infancy and I do think that we were lucky because we got out and 
about more and mixed more, the highlight was around 5.25 in the evening when the better cartoons came on TV, like Yogi bear, The 
Huckleberry Hound Show and of course Pixie & Dixie and the forever tormented Mr.Jinx, I think everyone went in at around that time 
for their tea because parents knew we would be home no matter what for the good television. ITV had arrived and it brought 
programmes that most of us had not seen before, by watching the BBC. You could always tell when it was this time of day because there 
were no kids out playing almost like a ritual. Gone six and with tea done and the TV programmes switching to news programmes the 
kids were out and about yet again and today was to be no different, it was just one of the many warm evenings we seemed to get every 
year. We were getting our chips as we had just finished a long football match, we were on the losing side 8-10, but it had been a great 
match, we saw some youngsters from a nearby village and they told us that they were building a tree house and how great it was going to 
be. As we walked up the hill several of us talked about what they had just said and we all agreed that we should build a tree house too 
and that was a decision taken not because we wanted to copy what they were doing but because we wanted to do it because that sounded 
really exciting. 

I tell you it must have sounded exciting because at eight in the morning Gugger was there on the doorstep and he had his old clothes on. I 
was still having breakfast but my Mom invited him in and asked if he wanted a cup of tea, Gugger never one to refuse anything that was 
going free replied, “Yes please.” He could not contain his enthusiasm for the idea of being involved in building something that he had 
always wanted to build but never got round to it. He had brought a small saw and I had a hammer and my Dad had given me some nails 
and some advice, like don’t fall out the tree. Now we needed to find some wood first that would enable us to put some sort of floor into 
the tree house, preparation was everything Gugger kept saying. 

We were joined by Lawrie, now he never usually got involved with anything that we did he was usually only interested what went on at 
the very top of the village and word had somehow got round that a tree house was about to be built down the lane by the side of my 
house, I suppose he wanted to do it because like Gugger he found the whole thing interesting and of course if he wanted to do things 
down the lane next to my house and he just went ahead and did it maybe we would all be asking why he had not told us about it so that 
we could get involved, it was shall we say the correct thing to do. Lawrie was wearing a very bright red jumper and when I asked him 
why he was wearing that jumper he told me that this was because a good tree house is when no one knows where you are and if no one 
can see me in the tree house then that’s brilliant because we have built a secure secret tree house, I told him that it seemed that everyone 
had knowledge that a tree house was being built, but Lawrie always had an answer and just told me that maybe, but they don’t know 
exactly where the tree house is being built. Harry was the next to arrive and he had loads of nails and other tools that he had got from his 
Dad and things were starting to look up. As we were walking down the lane we heard a shout and it was Alan Tutts and he had a very 
large saw and he was dressed in old clothes because he said his parents would not let him put his normal clothes on for climbing trees.  

Harry said that he was told to say that John was not coming, although Harry never confirmed it is so many words, he thought it was 
because he now felt really bad about the fight that he had instigated between me and Scoppie. There was no sign of Scoppie either and 
for me at that present time it was a relief.  

“Right we have to find the right type of tree.” Lawrie said, I remember thinking what on earth does he mean the right type of tree for 
heavens sake, I honestly thought that all trees were the right type of tree, but apparently not. “An Oak tree is what we want, their 
branches are spaced out and we will have room to move about and their leaves will provide a bit of security if we put the tree house 
further up in the tree, it will stop anyone else finding and using the tree house.” Lawrie, pointed out to us all, listening as if we were 
pupils at school, but what he said seemed to make sense. Gugger had taken off and he was already sawing a large branch off a beech tree 
and the problem with Gugger is that once he starts to saw things he really does not know when to stop, the lead up to bonfire night is a 
prime example of Gugger at work, he will saw anything down that looks like a tree. On this occasion it seems that Gugger is right in 
what he is doing because Lawrie had told him that he wanted braches around eight feet long and these branches would form the floor and 
the wall structures of the tree house. Yogi, Alan and myself walked further into the wood looking for a suitable tree, there was plenty of 
beech trees but these did not foot the bill and then right on the other side of the clearing just inside the wooded area and a fair way of the 
beaten track was an Oak, wow what a tree I thought, no one will ever find this one as most people entering the wood never crossed the 
clearing the footpath was nowhere near it. We decided much to the annoyance of Gugger that we would not cut down the branches we 
required in the spot where Gugger had been working because we would have had to drag them part way through the wooded area where 
Gugger was and then across the clearing before having to drag them even further back into a wooded area again. Gugger said he would 
still cut down the one he was working and and that he did not mind carrying this one all that distance, I remember him moaning about it 
though. 

Yogi said he was off back home because we needed good quality rope when cutting down branches and we also needed rope to tie the 
branches together once we had them in the tree house. Its worth mentioning that Yogi got the knick name because of his face, he actually 
looked a little like the famous cartoon character Yogi Bear, that is when looking at him side on, quite a plump boy with green eyes and 



jet black hair. Well he was not gone long and he came back with loads of rope and even string, more than enough to tie the whole wood 
up and even have some left over. We had all now crossed the clearing and entered the wood at the other side and as far as anyone knew 
we were not there, we were well out of sight. Gugger and Harry took it in turns to saw down branches and Lawrie had already climbed 
the Oak and was barking instructions to below. I then heard a girls voice shouting were are you. “listen, just keep quiet lets see if she can 
find us, if she can’t then that means no one will be able to,” said Lawrie. This did not seem fair and I could tell by the voice that it was 
Susan, I think that if a girl makes the effort to want to help build a tree house, which to be honest is really boys stuff, then we should 
encourage her and not ignore her, its unfair. I did not want to fall out with Lawrie as he is okay and seems to be organising everything 
very well, but friendship is friendship and I could not just stand by and let Susan wander around the wood looking for us could I. Her 
family are well to do and sometimes hold their noses in the air but she has never done that and very recently she had put herself between 
me and a real hammering, so, I crept away and no one noticed me leaving. 

I caught up with Susan and she looked really relieved, “Oh I’m so glad its you Michael, I was getting a bit scared as the wood is quite 
thick around here, where is everyone, did no one else turn up?” “Well Lawrie is here and he is trying to confirm if the tree house is in a 
secure and secretive place and was waiting to see if you found us or just wandered further into the wood, we would have come and got 
you if you wandered off, but I thought that was not right and so here I am, we’ll just tell them that you were wondering off and I realised 
that and came to get you before you got lost.” 

“Ok,”she replied and gave me a smile that would melt an icicle. As we left the wooded area and crossed the clearing and entered the 
wood at the other side questions were asked as to why I went to get her and I explained what I had told Susan and that was accepted by 
everyone as ok. Lawrie did say that he had been up the tree and as soon as we entered the clearing he could see us all the way across the 
clearing and that means that anyone that tries to find us we will be able to spot without any problem. Now Susan had turned up in a 
pretty blue dress and Lawrie could not help but make a point to her, “Looks as if you are going to a party Suzzie and not building a tree 
house, don’t blame us if you get muck on your dress!” 

She ignored the comment, I suppose she must have been used to it, often she got comments about things like that because her family 
were rich, she handled the comments well and sometimes it was just best to say nothing, nearly everyone liked her because she never 
bragged about her wealthy family and she really was one of us. 

Gugger and Alan had sawed down several branches and Lawrie was throwing down the rope and pulling up the branches with the rope. 
Harry had most of the nails and he was in the oak tree hammering away, I could see that the Oak now had three large branches stretched 
across from its timbers and Harry had nailed them tight. “Only another five or six branches needed for the floor then a couple more can 
come up and we can then work on putting branches up to act as corner posts,” Harry said. I decided that Susan, Yogi and me would go 
in search of some planks of wood if we could find any, we went right to the edge of the wood the opposite way from the clearing and 
came upon what appeared to be an old disused barn and I knew that there were loose floor planks that could be used to put down as a 
floor on top of the existing branches that Harry had hammered down already. I was right there was a load of planks and we started to 
carry them back through the wood to the Oak. No one had watches in those days or not very many of us, Susan had a watch and we were 
all shocked when she told it was almost five and that she had better be on her way, all of us called it a day and no one could believe how 
the time had just shot by. 

The next morning we continued and the tree house was now taking shape, the long branches that had been cut down and expertly 
hammered home by Harry had formed part of the floor and more were being added, we needed to make sure that the branches were 
stable and that when the floor was completely down there was enough room for us of us to get inside. Yogi was busy making a ladder 
that we were able to pull up when everyone was inside the tree house and he was taking great time in making sure it would be okay, he 
was using very long branches that Gugger had cut down and he was cutting holes right through them and this was almost complete and 
he said that he would then cut a couple of branches down and cut these into small cuts so that these would become the rungs of the ladder 
by passing them right into the ready made cuts in the longer branches. Harry had now come down to assist Yogi who was hammering 
nails into the rungs to pin them inside the long branches, they reckoned that this would soon be complete. Looking up at the oak and 
realising that climbing it took great care and to be honest it was almost an impossible task to climb this tree and I was amazed how 
Lawrie had got up this first section, his bright red jumper disappearing behind the lush green leaves. This is the section that the ladder 
would be required because once you are passed this first bit of a climb the tree levels out with its long out stretched thick branches, the 
climb then is okay if you take your time and use the branches as steps up to the tree house. Lawrie had started the positioning of the tree 
house in such a way that another small ladder would be required to get from the branches that had allowed an easy climb for that final bit 
of the way, although this last section was only around say six foot, it meant that no one would be able to get that final bit of the way 
without that small second ladder. Large nails were hammered into the side of the Oak not in full view but at the side and only we knew 
where they were and therefore only we were able to get up to release the top ladder so that everyone could climb that last section. Lawrie 
explained to us. “Look, if say someone is chasing us and they chase us into the wood across the clearing and then into this wooded area 
we get up the first ladder as quickly as we can and when the last one is up we pull that ladder up, we will attach a couple of ropes to it so 
that we can actually pull it up higher when we are in the tree house itself. When we have climbed the oak branches toward the second 
smaller ladder which leads toward the tree house and once we have entered the tree house we pull this one up and absolutely no one can 
reach us, eh, don’t you think that is brilliant?” 

Everyone agreed that it was a brilliant idea, with Susan saying, “Does that mean even girls with dresses will be able to get up Lawrie?” 
That was a great remark everyone fell about laughing and even Lawrie, who this quip had been aimed at for his earlier comment was 
laughing and Susan had won even Lawrie over now by her hard work and sense of humour. 



We continued and the tree house now had enough branch flooring, Yogi myself along with Harry were up there with Lawrie and we were 
around thirty feet from the ground and the rest seemed very small below. The biggest problem was the four side posts, we needed to 
make these stable because we would be using the planks from the old barn as a roof and some for the side walls, it really would be a 
good idea to try to make the roof weather proof. We managed at one side to tie the corner posts to the large oak branch that was right 
next to it and then Harry hammered some nails into it and it felt rock solid. The other side would have to be tied to the floor and we 
hoped to make it solid when we start putting the sides up,  which would be a combination of sawn branches and planks from the old 
disused barn. We carried on pulling the planks and the branches up by rope and I swear that Harry must have put several hundred nails 
into the tree house by now, bit by bit we got there but before we could pull up anymore we had to complete the ladders, this took much 
longer than had first been thought, well they have to be safe especially with girls wearing posh clobber climbing them don’t they! Once 
the ladders were completed we tested to see how easy it was to pull them up, the big ladder at the bottom of the oak took two of us 
pulling the ropes but the second one which really would stop anyone getting into the tree house, it being that much smaller was that 
much easier. I asked Lawrie that when we all go home how do we get the ladders up. “Look that is no problem the last one down can 
actually push the top ladder right into the tree house and then climb down on the carefully hammered in nails which only we will know 
are there, don’t worry Suzzie we will make sure you are not the last one down.” He laughed, as if trying to get the final word in with 
regard to Susan’s dress. 

At last all the planks were pulled up and it was time for everyone who was not at the top to start making their way up the first ladder and 
then onto the branches. No one had any problem and it was with interest to see how Susan managed in her dress, she tied some string 
around her dress this was just to make sure she kept her dignity while ascending the tree. The first ladder was easy and surprisingly the 
second ladder was too, but you had to be careful before you got to the second ladder because it really was proper tree climbing, everyone 
managed it okay and now all of us were in or around the tree house. I say around because spare planks had been nailed down along the 
outside of the tree house, this enabled us to walk around the tree house, like an observation post if you like. 

We set about making the floor and the walls very strong indeed and Harry’s nails made sure of that, it must have been well into the 
afternoon before this task was completed, the planks had branches running horizontally around the inside to prevent anyone just falling 
against the wall a sort of cushion to protect the walls from just this. Susan said that in her garage there was some old vinyl kitchen floor 
covering that no one wanted but had been kept in the garage simply because no one had got round to throwing it away, this would be 
ideal covering for the roof, I volunteered to go with her. I can tell you that no one else had a garage, nobody I knew had a shed of any 
sort of description, people, just did not have inside toilets. Yes Susan’s family had plenty of money that was for sure. As we approached 
the garage, Susan’s brother Gerald appeared, an intimidating figure of a teenager in his late teens, much older than us, well over six feet 
tall, and heavily built, and a face that always seemed as if it was scowling along with his short cropped hair it made him look like an SS 
Officer from the Second World War, instead of a uniform he was smartly dressed with shirt and tie and impressive trousers that had a 
crease down the front that looked as if it was as sharp as a razor. He questioned her as to what she was doing and what I was doing there 
in their garage, she told him that she was taking the vinyl to someone’s house who needed it for their kitchen floor to cover the cold stone 
floor, this seemed to satisfy him that this was a good reason to take it from the garage and he just made a gruff sound of approval and 
disappeared back into the very large house.  

“Quick, lets get the vinyl before your brother comes back again and changes his mind.” I said to her. As we walked she enquired how I 
was with regard to the injuries I had received at the hands of Scoppie and John and when we stopped for a rest she told me this and it 
made me feel important, she said. “I would have stayed in between you and them to make sure they did not hit you again and if they did 
they would have ended up hitting me and I’m a girl and they would have been in serious trouble would they not? I was taken aback by 
this comment and when I asked her if she would really do that for me she said she would and that she had no regrets. Susan was proving 
to be full of surprises and as time went by more and more people grew to like her, she would always look you right in the eye and with 
her dazzling blue eyes and terrific looks it was difficult not to believe whatever she told you. 

By the time we got back to the wood nearly all the roof of the tree house had been nailed down and Harry was hammering more nails 
into the walls to make them even more secure. The vinyl was easy to put in place on the wooden planked roof, a doorway had been left 
and the occasional peep hole dug out of the branches on the side walls so that we could see who approached us without having to walk 
outside the tree house. I tell you what, Harry seemed to have a never ending supply of nails and the vinyl was soon hammered into 
position, but nails were only put around the sides of the roof, otherwise when it rained the water would just come through the nail holes. 
All in all a tremendous job and the tree house would be needed much sooner than you think. We stayed awhile all of just chatting about 
many things including football and before we departed Lawrie said he had a great suggestion when we meet up tomorrow, if you all meet 
up outside the shop and then I will tell you what my suggestion is. Now that left us all walking up the lane wondering what he had 
planned, but he wouldn’t tell us there and then. I recall that night in bed thinking about the marvellous tree house that we had all built but 
could not help wondering what Lawrie’s idea was going to be, I lay there for ages before I could finally get to sleep. 

The next morning was bright and sunny and it was warm already that great feeling even early in the morning of warmth on my legs, well 
as soon as I walked out of my house and proceeded to walk toward the shop I was surprised because everyone who was there yesterday 
was already waiting outside the shop. Karen had joined us now and she was dressed with scruffy old trousers and scruffy old shirt that 
was obviously one of her Dads old cast offs, Susan was with her and this time she was wearing black trousers and black jacket, to be 
truthful they were better than most of us possessed but they were old by her standards, she winked when she saw me walking toward 
them and I responded by an equally cheeky wink back, no one else noticed and maybe that was just as well, because had they noticed I 
am pretty sure most of the day would have been littered by comments with regard to it. Yogi was there dressed in an old blue boiler suite 
along with Lawrie who was no longer wearing that very bright red jumper but swapped that for a scruffy old shirt and scruffy shorts both 



like a colour that has been mixed with other colours I would say a cross between black and brown as if it had been washed for many 
times with different colours all mixed to achieve a mucky old colour. Alan had his short trousers with bright red braces holding them up 
without any shirt because he said he was already too hot. Harry had green shorts and a green tee shirt, Gugger had an identical boiler 
suite to Yogi,  he decided to carry it rather than wear it because he arrived in just a pair of black shorts because he reckoned it was going 
to be a hot day and this is all that would be required, but should it decide to rain he was well prepared with the boiler suite. Karen 
squeezed his muscles much to his embarrassment and our laughter. There was no sign of Jim and he had not been out and about for a few 
days, he often went through stages like this where he would just stay home for days at a time and then he would be back out with us all. 
As we walked up the street we turned down Whealton Lane, now this was interesting because this led to the country side and the only 
other place down there apart from the road that went higher up into the hills was “Came Meadows” and a small stream ran through this 
very large meadow and a couple of oak trees were higher up on the bank of either side of the stream, the good old oaks graced it, in fact 
an excellent picture postcard setting if ever there was one. Further down the lane and eventually over the style and into Came Meadows 
and then Lawrie decided it was time to tell us what his idea was. “Right I know you are all just dying to find out what I have in mind, 
right here we go. I want to do something that has never been done before I want to dam the stream that runs through meadow.” What on 
earth for? Said Karen. Lawrie continued, “Listen let me finish before you all start asking questions that I am about to answer anyway 
will you. We block the stream at the lower end and we wait for the stream to fill up until it is a fair way up the bank and then once that is 
done we will be very warm after all that hard work , then we can all have a swim!” There was a shriek of excitement as Susan jumped up 
in the air and ran off down the meadow and vanished over the style.  That surprised everyone.  

It was decided that we would need some shovels a couple would do but the rest would be manual labour. Yogi ran off to his house to get 
the required shovels and the rest of us started to look for large stones. I could not help but point out to Gugger that this time his infamous 
saw would not be required much to the amusement of all. Gugger had already found a very sharp stone was at work cutting grass sod 
from further down the meadow, maybe he thought it was a saw Ha Ha. He was however very correct in doing what he was doing because 
he had carried the cut sod and was placing a couple of large stones directly into the middle of the stream, although the stream was small 
the middle was fast flowing the water just splashed over the stones but when the grass sod was added it made a difference right away. 
Susan had returned and now had a tee shirt and shorts on, she had run home and back in no time at all and was now actively working 
alongside Gugger in cutting the sod from the ground. Yogi returned and by the time he got into the meadow both Lawrie and me had 
positioned a very large stone right in the centre of the stream and the flow was starting to slow. “Right once we have stopped the flow we 
need to cut plenty of grass sod with the shovels and then shovel earth around the sod while adding more stone, everyone ok with that? 
Enquired Lawrie. Everyone was in agreement but the work required to actually stop the flow took ages, but once this had been achieved 
you could see the dam starting to do its work. We kept adding more stones and sod and earth and the dam was now very high, the water 
was rising almost as fast as we could add the required height to the dam but we were winning. The plan was to get it to the needed height 
and then to just lay in the Sun while waiting for the water to get deeper. A tremendous effort was done by all and Harry was still 
continuing building even though the rest of us were actually sitting down, Karen and Susan were making daisy chains for all of us and it 
was really hot now, probably one of the hottest days of the summer so far. Karen said that Jo would be upset to think that she had missed 
all the fun, the tree house and the swimming hole we had built, apparently she was at relatives further north for a few days and she would 
be annoyed to think she had missed all this. There was a shout from Lawrie and we all looked up as Susan threw off her tee shirt and 
removed her shorts and jumped in the water, everyone had looked up to see what she was doing and now we all knew why she had run 
home because underneath she had put on her all in one swimming costume and she really looked as if she was enjoying herself as she 
floated on her back. “Crafty cow!” Lawrie said as if he was upset to think that she had upstaged him, there was another splash as Gugger 
in his shorts went into the water. The pool was now around six feet deep and getting deeper. I was wearing a tea shirt and short trousers 
and dived in head first being careful to avoid the banks, within seconds we were all in and Yogi had brought a tennis ball and we were all 
throwing it to each other. By the time we had been in the pool swimming around an hour must have passed and when we started to get 
out of the water, we could not believe what we saw, the pool was now very large indeed and was almost at the very top of the dam and 
very high up on the side banks. “If the dam bursts it could cause problems further down the stream!” I shouted to everyone. Everyone 
stood and looked a little worried, we all agreed that the poll was hard work to create and if we just pulled the dam apart there would be a 
very large rush of water that could indeed cause problems as a mini wave would gush down the stream and into the larger stream nearer 
the road. I walked down with Harry to check out the larger stream next to the road, it was around half its usual size because it was only 
picking up water from the stream from the other side of the road. It was strange looking back at the meadow to see for the very first time 
that there was no water flowing from the meadow at all, we had most certainly stopped the flow completely. We returned to the others 
and said we could have a problem now if we let the dam go and if we don’t then the meadow will become a lake until the dam bursts. 
While we were deciding on what to do we noticed a crowd of lads walking across the field further up around eight of them and. Oh NO! 
Its the Jenkin twins and their mates!” Shouted Karen, That’s all we needed they were almost into the meadow and it really was too late 
to do anything about it. The Jenkin (Alex & Geoffrey) twins were from another village they were tall in their late teens with hair styled 
like Teddy Boys and they wore winkle pickers (fashion shoe of the time) their brown styled hair and spotty faces with large noses were 
enough to make us younger kids run before they said anything to us, they were heavy and tall and not very nice people at all. As they 
approached the sneered at us and mocked us, then Alex said to the rest, “look they have built a swimming pool for us” Well we had built 
a swimming pool but most certainly not for them, they stripped down to their underwear and all of them jumped in the pool. We knew 
however that there would almost certainly be trouble, one of us will be picked on or beat up, so we decided that while they thought they 
had the upper hand over us for grabbing the pool away from us we whispered a plan that could result in all of us getting away from them. 
Harry whispered, “Don’t run to your homes as be sure they will catch one of us on our own, when I give the signal run like hell out 
through the meadow into Whealton Lane and then cross the large stream near the road and run across the fields toward the wood where 



we have built our tree house. We did not think it when we built it, but the tree house was about to be put to the test much quicker than we 
thought possible. Harry had opted to give the signal to run but before that Lawrie was going to slip round to the front and attempt to pull 
the dam apart. Geoffrey Jenkins then said, “Hey Susan is here, doesn’t she look nice in her swim suit come and join us will you?” Lawrie 
was already tearing at the dam and while they were looking at Susan they did not notice what he was doing, Susan said ok to the Jenkin 
twins and they started cheering as she walked toward the edge of the water and for a minute it looked as if she would go in the water 
with them, she got to the edge of the water and shouted at them “You are spotty faced idiots!” As they started to scramble toward the 
bank and slipping and sliding Harry shouted, “Run, run like hell!” We all started to run and even Alan was running pretty fast, Lawrie 
pulled out the large stone and the dam broke, as it broke the twins and their mates who had been trying to get out of the water were 
caught up in the fast flowing surge as the water burst for freedom from the constraints of the dam and to our amazement they were all 
dragged through gap in the makeshift Dam they went sprawling all over the meadow as the surge of water passed them by leaving them 
like stranded giant fish. We were already over the style and across the road but before the surge arrived we needed to cross the larger 
stream, we just ran like the wind through the large stream up the bank and into the field, this had been helped because it was not really a 
large stream anymore because we had cut off half of its water supply. We looked back and the force of water smashed through the edge 
from the meadow to linkup back into the larger stream leaving the road a good few feet under water at first before it all disappeared into 
the now really large stream, more like a small river for a few seconds. We could hear the Jenkin twins cursing and shouting and we were 
sure the chase would soon be on for their revenge, then Karen looked up and said in a laughing voice, “I wouldn’t worry too much just 
yet, yes we will have to run to the tree house, but we have an extra few minutes because before we ran off I threw their clothes into the 
pool and the last I saw was their clothes being washed into the lower part of the meadow, so before they can chase us they have to 
reclaim their soaking wet clothes.”  Oh boy that was funny, but it now meant that if any of us were caught by them we would be in 
serious trouble that is for sure, so we turned on our heels and ran off through the fields toward the wood and safety.  

As we approached the top of the second field we could see the Jenkin twins and they were climbing over the style that leads from the 
meadow and they too could see us from where they were, raising their hands in the air. I am pretty sure it was not complimentary and 
when Yogi said they look like the park rangers about to chase Yogi Bear, we all laughed so much we almost forgot about the real 
impending danger. Before they got to the fields they had to cross the larger stream. We decided it was time to run like the wind. Susan 
was pretty much near the front and the only real concern was Alan who was already out of breath and puffing like an old steam engine 
leaving the Midland Railway Station. We kept encouraging him and we knew that we must not leave him so we were as fast as our 
slowest one. As we approached the wood we paused to able all of us to take a breather and let Alan have a quick rest. We entered the 
safety of the wood but coming over the horizon was the Jenkin twins and their mates and they looked absolutely furious and they were 
running much faster than we were. Skipping over the fallen branches, dashing through the bracken and putting them well out of sight we 
did start to feel safer. “Quick the clearing is up ahead and we must sprint across it because if they see us before we cross it they may have 
a good idea where we are,” Lawrie stated. He was of course correct because at that point we left the safety of the wood and we were 
now running like hell across the clearing, keep going, keep going I said to myself. Alan was a good five yards behind us and as we 
eventually got to the edge of wood and hid behind the foliage we started to say, “Come on Alan, Come On Alan.” Not too loud for the 
words to be carried on the wind back the Jenkin twins but enough to give Alan that extra burst of energy. As he reached the wood we 
heard a shout which sounded like Geoffrey Jenkin and he shouted  “There they are look over there! ”He just managed to get a glimpse of 
Alan as he entered the wood, so they were on to us. Once into this part of the wood it helped because it was much more of a dense wood 
here and although they could still get us we needed to reach the safety of the oak as soon as we could. As we ran through some branches 
we saw the trunk of the oak. Harry had already started to climb the bottom part of the oak and he soon reached the first stage and 
lowered the ladder down for us. We scrambled up the ladder and we could hear shouting that was getting closer by the second. We were 
now up the first ladder but not before Susan had slipped and almost fell from the ladder but Alan had grabbed her hand just in time. Now 
we had all got up the first ladder we pulled it up so even if the Jenkin twins arrived now they could not get to us but they would know 
where we were. Before we started climbing the branches to the second ladder we positioned the first large ladder in such a position that 
once we were up at the top we could actually pull it up a bit further thus taking it out of sight. We had to be careful now because we are 
climbing the branches and although they are good solid oak branches no one wanted to slip and fall. Our pursuers were now in our area 
of wood. Harry & Lawrie we already at the base of second section and Lawrie was already climbing using the nails that he had been 
hammered into the rear side of the oak. The rest of us were halfway up and we decided we could not afford to wait to pull that first 
ladder up once we were in the tree house so we grabbed the ropes attached and lifted it enough so that no one below could see it. “Good 
job,” said Karen. Now it is worth reminding everyone that had it not been for Karen buying us that extra time by throwing the Jenkin 
twins and their gang’s clothes in the pool, well I fear that we would have already been caught.  

The silence was scary but then we heard shouting and instructions to find us no matter what, “Hunt them down like dogs!” Is what we 
heard as Lawrie lowered the upper ladder to us, Susan and Karen went first quickly and trying not to make any noise, as we all reached 
the top and the ladder pulled right up to the tree house we heard them arrive below. We kept very quiet and making sure not to clear our 
throats or cough because if we did our hiding place would have been given away. There was very small gaps in the floor, so small that no 
one could see us but by peering into the gaps we could see them below running around and shouting and they were still dripping wet. 
When Susan looked through the gap and noticed Alex Jenkin’s hair stuck up like a Christmas Tree she started to laugh and I quickly put 
my hand over her mouth and whispered, “don’t make a sound we know its funny we can all have a laugh when they have gone.” She 
quickly got over her giggles and we sat there what seemed to be for ages and the Jenkin twins were jumping up and down with pure rage 
because they did not know where we were at all. Then as if we were really being looked after by someone above it started to rain, well 
Susan’s vinyl roof worked well and we could see them getting a second soaking below. Susan’s watch told us that we had been up there 
for half an hour and the twins and their mates were now sheltering under the oak like drowned rats. “We’ll wait here and when the rain 



has stopped we’ll call it a day, don’t know where the hell they went!” we heard Alex say to Geoffrey and the others and we waited for the 
rain to ease so that they would go. Eventually the rain stopped and they went back across the clearing soaked to the skin, we roared with 
laughter for ages and Karen’s bellyache laugh kept all of us laughing for far longer. Just before dark we made our way home and there 
was no sign of the twins. It most certainly had been a day to remember for many reasons and a day for sure that the Jenkin twins will 
never forget. 



Chapter 10 Scrumping 
Another bright Sunny day as I walked out of the house, there was no specific plan for this day. I wondered down to the park but there 
was no one there. I called on John & Harry and they had gone on a bus somewhere, but I was told by their parents that they should be 
back sometime soon. I called on Karen and she too was out. It was the sort of day where you are desperate to find one of your mates that 
you knock around with, but there was no one around at all. You feel kind of lonely and that is not a good feeling. It got me thinking about 
the old people and how they feel because lets face it most of them live on their own. I spent around an hour walking through the park and 
looking at the river flowing by. I could hear a train hammering through the small village station, with its electric horn sounding as it 
went. It certainly makes you think you know, about being alone and I reflected how lucky I was because when I go home I have parents 
and I am never alone. Yes absolutely no one was around and the feeling as if this day of the holiday was going to a no event day. No one 
was playing football, not even any younger kids on the swings. Then I heard something that brought images of Halloween flashing back 
through my mind. This man was with a woman, I would say that they were in their thirties and well dressed. As they walked past me on 
their way out of the park, the man said “No I could not find them that night when they ran from us, we searched everywhere but they just 
seemed to disappear. One minute they were in the graveyard and the next minute they were gone, we searched absolutely everywhere for 
the little beggars, I would like to find out who they were?” I had goose bumps, I was actually looking at one of the people who was 
practicing black magic that night and he was obviously one of the people that chased after us. I am sure his voice sounded familiar. My 
thoughts were disturbed as the woman said to him that he should not be so silly as to think that these boys could do any harm because 
she went on that no one would believe them would they. Now I was certain that this man and this woman must have both been involved 
in the Black Mass that night. I thought to myself, oh if only John or Harry was here they may know who he is and we could then try to 
find out what they were really up to, no sooner had I thought it that John & Harry arrived, at last I thought no longer on my own. I 
explained to them what I had heard and encouraged them to run after the man and woman to try and see where they go. John was not 
happy about this because he said that these people are really dangerous and we should just keep away. Harry sided with me and therefore 
John had no alternative but to agree to my initial request. The man and woman were now leaving the park and we ran as fast as we could 
through the park to try to get through the gates before we lost sight of them and we would never know who they were. “Listen, we must 
be very careful and we must not let them see us, or they could put two and two together and realise that we are the ones who ran from the 
dungeon.” John said as we peered round the gate. They had moved very quickly and were already crossing the bridge and going up the 
hill. We kept our distance and luckily they did not look back. Then to our amazement they stopped at the church entrance and the man 
was pointing out to the woman something in the graveyard, it was obvious that he was explaining to her what had happened and a cold 
shudder ran right down our spines. I remember thinking that these people were serious people and that John was right in making us keep 
our distance. They moved on and we followed running from gateway to gateway and dodging into each gateway to make sure there was 
no chance in them getting a glimpse of us. They went into the shop and they seemed to be in there for ages, but eventually they came out 
and proceeded to walk further up the street, they then crossed the road and walked by John & Harry’s house and to our amazement they 
entered the next property, yep, you had better believe it, the house right next door to John & Harry’s. This house belonged to Mr & Mrs 
Hattersley there immediate neighbour. The question was did Mr & Mrs Hattersley know them and were they involved with Black magic, 
the plot was thickening and now John & Harry with their faces, that had carried a look of intrigue, was now showing frowns of concern. 
It was a concern that they may have Satanists right next door to them and they never even had the faintest idea of what may have been 
going on. 

We bid a hasty retreat and somewhat deep in thought as we walked back down the road toward the park. Our eye was caught, by the 
delicious looking yellow and green apples as we walked past the orchard just below the churchyard and without further ado we scaled 
the Yorkshire stone wall that was around seven feet high and clambered into the orchard. Scrumping, oh yes, one of our favourite past 
times, enjoyed by nearly every boy that we knew. It seemed the done thing and most orchard owners seemed to think that this too was 
acceptable that they would lose some apples to the youth of today. There were many trees but the two nearest to the wall that we had just 
climbed had delicious looking apples one tree was more bushy and it had ripe green apples, some adults would say cooking apples. Well 
let me tell you that eating these so called cooking apples was so wonderful, as you bite into the apple it really gets your juices in your 
mouth working over time and I  recall saying to myself that it made my mouth feel all puckery, whatever that meant, but I had got or 
heard the word from somewhere and always thought about it as I tasted this type of apple or grapes. Now the other tree that was close by 
was a more spread out tree and the bright yellow apples were much higher up the tree and therefore the only way that these apples could 
be got at was to climb the tree, because the wanted fruit was toward the end of the branches and not within reach this meant that once up 
the tree certain large branches had to be shaken. There was a call from the road that immediately made my thoughts of apples disappear. 
Someone was calling to us, but in a whispered way. As I peered over the wall I could see that it was Paul who was calling us, “Hey do 
you want some help?” he whispered. Now I know John was not happy with Paul joining us, but he knew it was time to make friends and 
he whispered back to Paul, “Yes Paul as long as you don’t put me in a headlock.” John was referring to the fight in the park where Jo and 
Susan had prevented me getting a right hammering and Paul had intervened and sorted out John & Scoppie after Susan had been kicked. 
I could hear Paul chuckle to himself outside and he replied by saying that as far as he was concerned that the incident in question had 
now been forgotten. As Paul climbed the wall John met him with his hand outstretched and they shook hands. At last I thought and now 
we could get on with the job in task of doing some scrumping. Harry was already filling his jumper with the cooking apples and no one 
had yet got round to thinking about getting the bright yellow apples from the other tree.  



You know these orchard owners in my opinion don’t really have any argument for preventing us from scrumping, because littered all 
over the orchards floor were wind fall apples that had been just left to rot on the ground without any attempt by the owner to pick them 
up and use.  

Paul was now climbing the tree in the hunt for the delicious yellow apples. There is a danger when climbing the tree and shaking it, not 
just that you might actually fall out of the tree but by shaking the tree it attracts the attention of people passing by. I have actually walked 
past an orchard when some kids have been scrumping and I always think that it is really funny. It looks as if the tree is shivering with 
cold and you can hear the bump bump bump as the apples hit the floor. So by doing this we increased the chances of getting caught by 
the owner or worse.  

I was told to climb back over the wall along with Harry so that we could catch any of the apples that fall into the road. Well although not 
happy with this suggestion from John we reluctantly climbed back over and into the road. Harry had already got a load of cooking apples 
stuffed up his jumper and he was more worried about dropping these than his own safety as he clambered down the uneven stonewall. 
The road was clear and I signalled Paul who could not be seen through the leaves of the tree to start to shake it. He started shaking the 
tree and no apples fell at all. He shook it harder and still no apples fell. “Stop!” I shouted as there were people walking up the hill. Harry 
and me made out, that we were just looking for something on the pavement, as the people went by. “OK, all clear!” Harry shouted to 
Paul, who was still well hidden between the leaves. More shaking but still no apples started to fall. I could hear John laughing from 
inside because it was now funny, there was Paul shaking the ruddy hell out of this tree with the large apples and there were many, but 
they were still refusing to fall from the branches. Both Harry and myself were now laughing and luckily no more people were walking up 
or down the hill. Of course Paul was now getting more annoyed and he was shaking the tree almost to the limit that a tree could bare, 
when all of a sudden one apple dropped off the tree and hit Harry right on the top of his head. The look on his face as this very large 
yellow apple hit him square on the bonce was priceless. I never forgot it. The funny thing is after it hit him on the head he tried to catch it 
and missed and the apple rolled away down the hill. Then there was a thud and another thud and then thud after thud after thud. The 
apples had given up their struggle to stay on the tree and it was snowing large yellow apples everywhere “Ouch! Ouch!” Could be heard 
from John who was still in the orchard and then by both Harry and myself as apples hit us all over the place. I looked up and to my 
astonishment there were apples rolling all over the road and the pavement and they were starting the descent down the hill. Harry and me 
were running after them and laughing all the time. To our complete amusement Paul was still shaking the tree and apples continued to 
fall all over the place. This little old lady who was walking up the hill picked up one of the biggest and cleaned it off and popped it into 
her basket. This made us feel as if it was okay to continue and that by her actions she had said to us its okay to do what we were doing. 
John was now climbing over the wall and as he jumped down all the apples he had in his jumper dropped out and they too were now 
rolling down the road, it really looked like a river of apples and that they were on their journey back down to the sea. Paul continued to 
shake the tree and the apples continued to fall, because Paul was now shaking different branches and more and more apples were raining 
down on us. Then as I looked down the road, still laughing I may add. To my horror a bicycle appeared round the corner near the zebra 
crossing and I saw this flash of blue, be it only briefly, but it was enough to tell me it was Bobby Ships the local village Policeman and 
he was walking up the hill. Luckily he was just too far away for him to see what was going on, but that would change in a minute as he 
and the apples were moving toward each other as they continued their journey toward the bottom of the hill assisted by gravity. John was 
running around picking up the apples like someone possessed. These apples were delicious he shouted to us as he munched on one as he 
again stooped down to retrieve yet another. Paul was continuing to shake other branches and the apples just kept falling. “BOBBY SHIPS 
IS COMING!!!!” I let out one hell of a yell and the look on John’s face as he stood absolutely still, as if frozen in time, by those 
unmentionable words Bobby Ships. Harry’s face drained and he looked like the inside of an apple, pure white. Although I was worried, 
at least I had seen him before the dreaded words had been uttered. We were lucky Bobby Ships was talking to a lady in the street for a 
minute, but how long would that last? We started climbing the wall ever so slowly and carefully because for fear of losing all our apples.  

Paul had now stopped shaking the tree and shouted out to us, “Watch this you lot, the apples are about to hit Bobby Ships, this should be 
fun, I suggest you all get over the wall very quickly, because all hell will break loose any minute.” There we were clinging to the wall but 
all three of us could not resist the opportunity to watch the apples batter Bobby Ships, we watched and what made it even more viewable 
is that he had his back to us and that meant he did not see what was coming down the hill toward him, a river of apples that were rolling 
at speed. As the first apple hit him on his legs, other apples joined in on the attack of the village policeman, he turned round to see what 
was going on and both he and the lady he was talking to were hit in every area of their anatomy I recalled shrieking with laughter and 
joined immediately by the other three in their glee. Then silence fell, the silence was broken, by a police whistle. Oh no I thought to 
myself, not a police whistle, now you did not hear that very often, there was going to be trouble. Bobby Ships had looked up the hill and 
spotted us and as he blew his whistle the second lot of apples arrived to silence the whistle and made the policeman shield the lady as 
Paul’s tree shaking that had seemed to have gone on forever was about to send the second river of apples, into, the very annoyed 
policeman. Splatter! Thud! Thud! Then the last thing I recall before looking away was the policeman in full flight running up the hill 
toward us. He appeared like batman as his cape blew behind him. “Quick get back over the wall quick before its too late, he does not 
know who we are yet! Harry shouted. Paul had gone he had cleared the wall and had walked up the hill looking normal, he had got away 
and I thought how cool is that. Bobby Ships on the other hand was shouting at us three to get down off the wall and come here. “No 
chance of that, you two, quick over the wall and lets hope we can make it to the Den before it really is too late.” John instructed. 

As John threw himself up he dropped all of his apples and they now started rolling down the hill. Harry lost his, but I managed to get 
over the wall and back into the orchard without losing too many. John’s apples helped slow down Bobby Ships as he dodged them while 
continuing to run up the hill like a steam train with a full head of steam. Into the orchard we were. We ran through the orchard and into 
the field that separates the orchard from the churchyard and hopefully sanctuary in the Den.  We legged it through the field and we could 



hear shouting, as we looked back we could see that the orchard owner and his wife had joined the chase with the very annoyed looking 
policeman. We headed right for the wall and luckily bracken had grown up around this side of the wall so that should shield our last view 
to the advancing policeman and orchard owner. We were thinking overtime now as to where the part of the wall with the loosened stone 
is. That is the entrance that we have from this side. To my relief, John found it immediately and he started to pull the stones out. Harry 
and me watched and listened in horror as the Policeman was now shouting stop you lot you are under arrest. If we were caught we would 
now be in big trouble because it was no longer just scrumping. We had battered him and a lady with apples, albeit accidently and we had 
run away from him, the latter is probably the most serious. “Here you two quick get through, I will go last as I need to put the stones 
exactly back in the right places so that no one can see, quick come on,” John whispered. Harry went through the hole in the wall and 
straight into the trusty old tunnel, before I went through I peered through the bracken and the policeman and the other two were only 
around one hundred yards from us, I scooped through like quicksilver and John was through immediately afterwards and we sat still not 
moving until John very carefully put the stonework back as it should be. Then the policeman was upon us, or I should say the bracken at 
the other side and he was smashing it down with his truncheon without any care whatsoever. “I think he’s annoyed,” chuckled Harry.  

All three of them continued to search the bracken and all this time as they searched we were very slowly moving along the tunnel, this 
tunnel from the wall was long and it took time because we had to keep very quiet as we went. Every move we made took us further away 
from the wall and toward the centre of the Den. Before John had moved away from the wall he had been clever, and he had quickly 
pulled some brambles from the side of the tunnels, so that even if the policeman found the loose stones it would appear that there was 
thick brambles on the other side and he would look no further. We have done this a few times, but we have never been chased by anyone 
before while scrumping, we had always managed to get to the wall pretty slowly really by just walking. The last time we had to make a 
hurried dash to the Den was from the churchyard side, we were being chased, by the Satanists on Halloween, the Den had most certainly 
saved us that night. 

We were almost at the centre of the Den now and a long way from the wall, but we heard Bobby Ships say that he was asking his 
colleague to help as they must be somewhere around here. At last we arrived in the Den and it really is sanctuary. Let me state once again 
the Den and how it really is that safe. In the churchyard just near a large white cross on the top of a large white grave there are some 
thick bushes, through these bushes there is a great deal of thick brambles and at the bottom of these brambles there is a large boulder, 
now at the very bottom of these thick brambles, behind the boulder, we have cut a path that adults would not really be able to get through 
without a great deal of effort, once we have travelled a few feet the brambles become very thick indeed from the entrance to the middle, 
the length of the tunnel is around thirty feet which leads right into the middle of the Den, which has been carefully hallowed out by us. 
No one can hear us or see us because above there are dense brambles of fifteen feet in thickness. We have to go to the Den from time to 
time to do some cutting of the brambles to make sure the tunnel is clear for us at all times. It was tested from that side on Halloween and 
today it is being tested again from the other side.  

Now we are in the middle and we just sat there making sure we enjoyed the apples that we had risked all for. We agreed that it would be 
best if we stayed until it was after dark because we knew Bobby Ships and he would not give up easily. We could hear shouting in the 
distance but so far so good, no one had breached the wall and if they had they would have seen the brambles that John had put in place to 
fool them into thinking that it was just dense brambles and that no one could have got through the brambles simply because it was so 
dense. The shouting continued and we now understood that they were searching the churchyard by the direction of the voices. We could 
not make out what was being said because the brambles cut down on the sound because of the density. We knew it was okay to talk 
without anyone hearing us, but this time we decided that it was best to keep silent, you just never know do you. 

There is something about an apple that has been scrumped, that makes it taste better than any apple that has been bought in the nearby 
shop, maybe it is because the apple is fresh, but I tend to think it is because they have been scrumped. There was plenty of room to move 
about in the Den, we had indeed made a good job when we cut it out. I recall coming out the first time we had started to cut the Den  and 
I was scratched all over the hands and arms by the unforgiving brambles.  

Time was getting on and we continued to sit in the Den because we could still hear the odd voice now and then in the distance, he was 
angry, because, he had been outsmarted by some kids and he was determined to not give up. Dusk was falling now and still we sat there, 
the shadows in the Den appeared to make it look as if some of the brambles were creatures of the night just waiting to surprise someone, 
it was soon dark and everywhere was silent. We talked and weighed up the chances of Bobby Ships being out there waiting in the 
churchyard or had he gone home after finishing his duty and was now having his tea. Still undecided on the answer we sat there even 
longer because we knew that if we got out of the Den and he was not there then we had gotten away with this completely. 

We must have fallen asleep, but were awoken by the sound of the church clock, we counted nine bongs, “Ruddy hell, its nine o clock I 
think we are safe, there is no way he would have stayed out this long for some kids scrumping, there again he and the lady were hit by 
apples and he had shouted you are under arrest, so I’m not sure what to do yet.” I said to the other two. John replied, “Look I think we 
should go, but go very slowly and very quietly through the tunnel and back into the churchyard, after all it is night time now and no one 
will see us will they?” We all agreed, so we moved slowly along the tunnel, hearts pounding, you could feel the blood pounding through 
ones ears as moving toward the boulder. Carefully we moved the boulder out of the way not forgetting to replace it so that our den 
remained secret, through the bushes and we are now back in the churchyard. If he is here we must be careful to avoid being caught. 
Slowly through the dark churchyard, then to our horror there was a flapping sound at the side and we knew we were done for, looking 
right at us to our right was a wise old owl and he looked at us intently as he continued to flap his wings on the branch of the tree to our 
side. We all breathed one very big sigh of relief. Eventually we were out of the churchyard and people were walking up and there was no 



sign of Bobby Ships or the orchard owner and his wife and no sign of any colleagues of Bobby Ships either. We had made it without 
getting caught. Thanks again to the Den. 



Chapter 11 Tram Journey 
We had many adventures, growing up in the village but sometimes all of us looked forward to visiting the big city, although only around 
five miles away it was a whole world away because that five miles was a change from a heavy industrial city with large shops to a real 
rural setting and on right on the edge of the Pennines. Trips into the city as most of us would say are tha goin to town then are tha, yes we 
always referred to the town but don’t be fooled by the word town it was a very large city indeed, of course to make sure that everyone 
can read and understand what is written I have tried to avoid the way we spoke in these times. Being rural our accents tended to be 
broader than say the people that lived in the town. They were broad but we were much broader. People from outside our area found it 
difficult to understand what we said. The BBC always sounded very posh to everyone, they always sounded like the Queen. 

Once on the bus and on our way into town you could spot the cars and most of the cars in those days were black, it was very unusual to 
see any car that was a different colour, but times were changing and now and then a coloured car would be seen with added interest. The 
bus would snake its way up the rolling hills of the Pennines toward the city, through the villages that were on the route, passing woods 
and stone walls with views down toward the valley which has to be said were absolutely stunning. Then at the top looking down into a 
valley that was surrounded by seven hills there was the sprawling metropolis that we called town. Its vastness seemed never ending and 
although we didn’t live there, it was always thought of as our town and even us villagers were very protective of the city that provided 
jobs for lots of people in my village. The bus, often called the mountain goat the way this double decker routemaster bus meandered up 
and down the hills yet quickly breached any isolation that anyone ever felt, it was a lifeline for everyone as most did not own cars. 
Cheap? Yes the bus fare was affordable for all and everyone seemed to use it.  

People on the pavements grew in numbers as we approached the more built up areas, passing the huge factories and famous branded 
named headquarters of many famous household names whose items were bought in our own village shop. The stopping of the bus were 
now more frequent as the city dwellers got on and got off at their respective stops. I always felt it was a time of excitement and more so 
on certain days but this particular time I was going to watch my favourite football team, a team that I loved and could not imagine life 
without being able to go and watch them. I can only say that the feeling was something extra special and once nearing the Lane there 
were butterflies everywhere in the pit of my stomach.  

Sometimes we would walk from the centre of the city toward the ground sometimes we would take the tram. Now for anyone not 
knowing what a tram was like, well the colour of the tram was the same as the buses, they were yellow with blue trims, once we got 
closer to the city you could see the start of the tram lines, these tram lines were absolutely everywhere, on every road throughout the city 
and they would stretch far out from the city. They did not quite reach our village but we had the bus so that did not present any difficulty 
to anyone. It’s just that the trams were everywhere, you could hear them clanking through the streets and the bell as they started to move 
off, I did not know if this was done to warn the people on the tram to hold tight or to warn the people in the street that the tram was 
moving off, trams today still have that sound as they move off. The further we got deeper into the city the more trams could be seen and 
they now started to greatly outnumber the buses, the buses seemed lost amongst the trams as they trooped up and down streets carrying 
everyone somewhere, some going home, some just arriving, some people were struggling with their shopping and the trams were 
constantly busy. Most of the trams were double deck, just like most of the buses, but some in the middle of the city were single deck 
trams and these seemed to move very quickly on the rails that were neatly built into the road. The bus stopped at the last stop and we 
always got off at the last stop as that put us right in the middle of the city and it was exciting. People rushing around and they were 
always friendly and mostly smiling.  

Into the Market we went, not like a rural market, but this market had lots of shops and cafes, that’s were we would go to get something 
quick to eat. Lots of people seemed to be eating tripe (tripe is edible parts of farm animals, mainly sheep).  I had tried it a few times and 
there were different types, one type I liked but the rest of it I did not like that much. The adults all seemed to enjoy it. I was much more 
happy with a pie or some fish and chips and that is what I got for most of the time. The pies in the city were something special and Dad 
always said how much cheaper everything was in the city. Once a week people from the village would go into the city to buy food and 
luxuries that were cheaper than the local shop, but the local shop was much needed and everyone used it during the week. 

 I remember jumping on the trams and looking around at the inside of the trams with awe. They were unlike the buses, where the buses 
had soft seats the trams had hard wooden seats, but they looked immaculate with all dark varnished wood everywhere. The conductor 
would be upon you very quickly after you entered the tram and he would come to where you were sitting and he would ask Dad where 
he wanted to go, on this particular occasion he replied, “To the Lane please,” I think the conductor already knew this by my teams scarf 
that I was wearing around my neck and the football rattle that I was carrying with me. Dad handed over the money and the ticket came 
out of the machine that the conductor had over his neck and shoulder, he would shout as he went any more fares please. I don’t know 
about you but I have always wondered how the conductor could remember who had paid and who had not paid, because people were 
constantly getting off and getting on as the tram made its way through the streets. It was amazing how the conductor once he or she had 
issued the ticket remembered where that person should get off. Everything seemed to work with precision and everyone paid, the 
conductor never seemed to ask anyone twice, I always thought what an amazing memory the conductors had. The driver seemed to have 
a much easier life, he would sit in a little part of the tram that was separate on most of the trams from the public, but not all as some were 
like open cabs.  Having said that he seemed to have an easier life, he always looked as if he was very professional in what he was doing, 
listening for the bell that indicated that he should stop and listening for the next bell to tell him to move off. The buses were the same but 
not as frequent in stopping and starting. The rattle of the trams along the street were unmistakable, the ride was not as smooth as the bus 
but the tram had something special about it, it was the work horse of city life that was for sure, making sure people got to work, got 



home, went shopping and like me got to the football match on time. Right outside the ground we were dropped off and Dad immediately 
bought a programme and then he met up with friends and I met with my friends who I had met through going to the football and we of 
course all supported the same team, everyone chatted and discussed how the game would go. Dad even knew some of the players and the 
players mixed openly with the fans and seemed to be on the same level as us all. I will not go into finer details, because that is for 
another time.  

We entered the ground through the same entrance as the players did, this was because Dad was a season ticket holder and that is where 
they all entered at that side of the ground, the stand was made of wood and the wooden floor was creating a constant noise as people 
marched into the ground, there was a smell of pipe tobacco as it wafted through the air and the smell of oxo and pies, everyone seemed 
to have a cup of oxo and it was always welcome especially in the long winter months, but today was not cold and the season was nearing 
the end.  

My friend would bring comics like the Green Lantern and I would have the Superman comics, we would eagerly read them as quick as 
possible so that we would swap them and read them before the game got near the start. Many thousands of people were in the stadium 
and all of us younger ones were at the front of the terracing. With our football rattles in our hands, we would jump up and hold the 
railings when the teams came out and we would swing the rattle as hard as we could while holding onto the railings and especially if we 
scored a goal. Most of the ground was all red and white and the fans would sing and shout encouragement, which often had funny 
remarks and when we scored the place erupted, something that was amazing to be part of. To most of us in those days our team was 
everything and no one could imagine life without our football team. The game finished and it was another great win for my team, with 
loads of excitement and the absolute joy of celebrating a goal. We then queued along with everyone else to leave the ground. Everyone 
was singing songs and before we knew it we were out of the ground and heading along the outside of the ground toward the Tram 
Football Specials that were waiting to move the people away from the ground and back into the city centre. I could have mentioned 
many things about my football team but not on this occasion.  

We waited as people in front pushed and shoved to board the next tram, but there was no need to push and shove because there were 
trams just waiting to move in as soon as the tram in front moved off. It wasn’t long before we were on board and sitting down, the 
conductor did an amazing job at issuing tickets to everyone both upstairs and down before the tram got to the city centre. The tram was a 
Football Special so it did not stop at any stops but moved quickly back toward the city centre and he had to be real quick with the tickets 
because once in the city centre everyone would be off like a shot. He just finished issuing tickets as the tram pulled into the tram stop in 
the centre, everyone piled off the tram quickly but orderly as they went to other stops to continue their journey throughout the city. We 
walked through the city centre and the smell of roasting chestnuts was too much to resist, Dad bought me a bag of chestnuts, they were 
delicious. I could not help thinking that life was good, I am with my Dad, the football was brilliant and we spoke with several players, 
we won, the city is wonderful and of course the chestnuts are too. Pretty soon we would be on the bus and back home where Mom would 
be waiting with a smile, as she would already have known that we had won because Grandstand on the BBC would have already given 
the results out. It’s been a good day. 



Chapter 12 Holiday 
Just finished playing footie in the park and I was walking up the hill to go home, I stopped to think for a short while daydreaming or 
should I say evening dreaming about being a real footballer, but then I was brought back to earth as the Routemaster bus thundered down 
past me toward the bottom of the village. The sudden rush of the wind blew into my face as the bus had gone by. It’s almost as if the 
wind was chasing the bus. I know it’s the bus creating the wind but it has always seemed to me anyway that the wind was chasing the 
bus. 

There was a growing excitement now because tomorrow was one of the best days of the year, although having said that, Christmas Day 
is probably the best day of the year, after all that is excitement for week leading up to the actual day. No the reason for my excitement 
right now, is because tomorrow I go on my summer holidays and we usually head off to the South West of England. My Mom’s family 
live there and we stay with my Aunt, that is my Mom’s sister. A lot of my friends wondered how we could afford to travel so far, well 
Dad saved his pennies all year and where we stayed was very cheap compared to a boarding house, those places were way too expensive 
for families in my neck of the woods. I know we did not stay for free even though it was family ,because I had seen Dad in the past give 
money before we headed back home, so it wasn’t free. We were always made to feel welcome by Auntie Maggie & Uncle Claude. She 
fussed a lot but she was okay, Uncle Claude was very easy going and got on well with my Dad. 

Well my thinking was brought to another halt as I reached my house, as soon as I got indoors my Mom was very quick to advise me that 
if I went out playing tomorrow morning I must not go far and I must not get dirty because it was off on holidays tomorrow. It was great 
when there was no school because I was allowed to stay up much longer than normal. Well tonight was Rawhide and then off to bed, my 
favourite was Rowdy Yates played by an up and coming actor called Clint Eastwood, he was always getting involved in everything and 
should any bad guy get in his path, well lets just say he would soon sort them out, Yes sir I liked Rowdy Yates. 

That night I lay in bed for ages, firstly reading a comic under the bed clothes, why under the bed clothes and how could I see? I can hear 
everyone ask, well the answer to this is I felt safer under the bed clothes because if there was any ghosts around I had convinced myself 
they could not get at me. To do the actual reading I had my bicycle torch with me, funny you know I always remember the batteries the 
torch had, very large Exide batteries if I am correct.  

I really couldn’t concentrate much on the antics of Corky the Cat in one comic or Captain Hurricane and his heroics in the other because 
my mind was on the holiday and that wonderful adventurous train journey that I would be going on. The next thing I knew was that it 
was daylight and I wondered where the night had gone, it’s always been kind of a mystery to me that when I go to sleep the morning 
only seems to have been a few seconds in coming. 

As I went down the stairs Mom & Dad were already very busy packing the two old brown and battered suitcases. Mom was fussing over 
every little thing that she could find and Dad was being advised that his button on his shirt was undone or something else was just not 
right, Mom was always like this until we were on our way and then she starts to relax. 

The train journey was like an adventure that I would never forget and always hold close to me as one of the best adventures that I have 
ever been on. Of course I was advised by my parents, that I must not go too far from the house as we should be ready to leave around 
three o’clock in the afternoon. I walked down the park but there was almost no one there. A lot of my friends had already gone on their 
holidays now, but some would just have day trips, because I can tell you that most folks could not afford to go that far because money 
was hard to come by for most. I just wandered around the village just looking if I could see a familiar face. I am sure we have always 
been there, you know when you already with friends or family members there are always people that you know walking by and chatting. 
For some reason when you are alone and looking for a friend you often find that there is just no one around and it’s not a good feeling to 
have. It makes me feel how the old people cope, you know I know of old people that just sit in the chair at home and go nowhere and 
often don’t see anyone for days at a time, how sad is that and just hope that I never have to experience that, because as a young lad 
looking for friends is bad enough but you really just can’t imagine what it would be like day after day after day, as the days turn into 
weeks, boy what a thought. 

Time was now getting on and I thought I had better make a move homeward otherwise Dad would be out looking for me. When up 
behind me popped Susan, “Hello,” she said as she jumped in front of me, her bright blue eyes peering right into mine and her smile 
flashed right at me, “What’s up with you then?”, she enquired. I can tell you that her face was very welcome because I thought I was 
going to have to go on holiday without seeing any of my friends this day. “I’m just going home as we are off on holiday to the Seaside 
later on today, we are staying with my Aunt & Uncle near the coast.” “Oh that sounds really good and how long are you going for? She 
enquired. “Two weeks,” I answered her and her response really gave me a surprise. “I’ll miss you, hurry up back won't you.” She replied 
and as soon as she had finished saying that she planted a big kiss on the side of my face and then skipped off down the road. Leaving me 
very embarrassed and thankful that she did not hang around long enough to see my embarrassment. 

I got home and my Mom said that she was glad that I had come home at a sensible time for once. 

All the suitcases were packed and there was a small bag that Mom had and there we were all waiting for the Taxi. Dad had walked up to 
the telephone box the previous night and he had booked the Taxi to talk us to the Midland Station in the city. Going on holiday and 
coming back from holiday was the only time that I got to ride in a car, as I have mentioned before not many had cars and it was a real 
treat. There was a loud knock on the door and it was the taxi driver. The excitement was starting to mount now and the Taxi driver helped 
dad put the suitcases in the boot of the car, a black car, most of the cars were black, but this was a very large car and the bodywork of the 



Taxi was gleaming and you could almost see your face in the paintwork. As I climbed into the back there was this very strong smell of 
leather (same smell as my Mom’s handbag) a nice smell and the seats in the vehicle were made of the same, the seats were very large 
indeed and there was plenty of room in the Taxi, I reckon that at least six people could sit in without any trouble. My Dad spoke to the 
Taxi Driver through the glass partition. We drove off down the hill and turned right toward the big city. I looked round and noticed our 
house getting smaller as moved off downwards, although slightly sad at leaving all my friends, it was not for good and within two weeks 
I would be back. Having said that this annual holiday that we went on was something very special indeed and I often think back to 
myself of how much my parents were early pioneers in what was then a long distance journey. We drove toward the city and the trees 
and fields rapidly turned to houses flashing by the window, from red brick houses to big posh houses, they rapidly changed as we drove 
along. The taxi was much quicker than the bus as we didn’t have to stop to pick up people, yes this was our own transportation, well our 
own Taxi transportation that is. Passed the football ground that I hated, that was were my team’s rivals played and I always looked the 
other way as we passed by it. Now we were that far into the city. The Trams had now joined us on the road leading into the heart of the 
city, and they were everywhere, rattling along the streets taking people home from work and taking people shopping. As soon as one 
tram disappeared from view there was another. Their bright yellow livery flashed in the reflected sunlight, making it almost impossible 
to look out of the Taxi window. At times you think they are going to run into us, but they are on tramlines and the driver of our Taxi was 
obviously used to driving alongside them. At speed we entered a roundabout and our driver seemed to have an exceptional skill in 
avoiding the trams that were going at what I thought was great speed. Passed a Tram depot and then I could see the new ABC Cinema 
and then onto and passed what must have been one of the biggest Bus Stations that I had ever seen, as we drove by buses in the same 
bright yellow colours were leaving and entering the Station, it seemed as if someone wanted to go somewhere all the time and today that 
included us.  

You see today was the first day of the annual August bank Holidays, that is when all the factories in the big city, in fact all over the 
country close for two weeks holiday and the workers in a much needed break went on holiday. Lots as mentioned earlier had days away 
from home and some a few days but we were having a full two weeks away from home. 

With me dwelling on these thoughts the Taxi came to a halt and we had arrived at the Midland railway Station. The stone arches were 
massive as they came up from the ground and looked grand by stature and design, I have always thought how wonderful these old arches 
looked it gave the Station an almost majestic look about it. My Dad paid the Taxi driver and we were now about to enter the station. 
There was immense excitement, not just about the holiday in prospect but the train journey itself and the smell of the steam and the noise 
of the engines. I could hear one pulling out with the shriek of the whistle and the thud of the engine and the sound of the steam as the 
train started to pull out. I wondered where it was bound for and wondered which way it was going. Dad went over to the ticket office and 
there was a significant queue but dad went straight by that particular queue to a much smaller one and on the window it said clearly 
RESERVATIONS ONLY. Dad always did this, he would telephone the station months in advance and book his ticket. I could see the man 
behind the counter hand Dad a large sheet of paper and his small tickets, on the paper I could see the word reserved. With tickets in hand 
and all of us carrying a suitcase (my suitcase was much smaller than the other two) we proceeded up the steps that would take us to the 
other side of the station to the platform where the other southbound express would leave from. The bridge that we were walking over 
was really big and there were people coming toward us, they had obviously been somewhere and were returning or they could be visiting 
the city, anyway there were people everywhere. We were right in the middle of the bridge when there was a loud whistle right below us 
as a very large engine moved off from the carriages, all of a sudden we were engulfed in smoke. “Keep your eyes closed,” came the 
warning shout from my Dad. All of the bridge was in dense grey smoke of which was quickly followed by bright white smoke. I squinted 
with my eye’s and hoped Mom had not noticed that I was looking. You see the little black soot particles that were in the smoke could get 
in your eye it and possibly it could ruin the holiday. 

The smoke soon disappeared and we headed further along the bridge. I looked down through the iron holes in the side of the bridge and 
there were trains everywhere. Some had small black tank engines and they were pulling goods wagons. There were much larger black 
engines and some of the engines were in a bright green livery. The carriages were red & cream, bright deep green and some just red. 
There were very long trains and some of the trains were short local trains that were taking people to and from work. 

“Well, we are here in plenty of time, another half hour before the train is due in, so how about us having a nice cup of tea in the station 
buffet.” “Good idea,” Mom replied with a smile. The cup of tea always seemed better when you are about to go on holiday, everyone was 
smiling and relaxed, there was a feel of togetherness and happiness as people were going off on their holidays. Children were excited, 
you know it's not every day that you get on a train and go away on holiday is it. Most people were traveling to the East Coast and they 
would spend around one to two hours on the train, not lucky me as the train is an adventure in itself as this was the train that went 
overnight and stopped at all the major stations, it starts off as an express train but becomes what they call the milk/mail train during the 
night. Sitting there in the buffet drinking my tea and eating a sandwich which my Dad had bought, well it's a time that you don't forget, 
you desperately want the express train to arrive but you don't want the time to go so quickly because sooner or later the holiday would be 
over. I am sure you know what I mean. 

Small trains were coming and going and the smell of steam was wafting through the opening of the buffet door, a smell that excited me 
of course along with the hoot of the steam engines as they went about their business. All of a sudden there was a trend Ouse 
"Hoooooooooooooooooot!" and this thunderous sound as a train hammered it's way through the station at excessive speed. Dad looked at 
me and smiled, he knew that I had been taken aback by this sudden onrush of mixed sounds, "Don't worry lad, it's the London Express 
and it is one that appears not to be stopping but it will, it sounds faster than it is traveling." Sure enough he was right as the brakes 
slammed on and there was this screeching and creaking sound as the train was brought to a perfect halt, steam was everywhere 
throughout the platform directly outside the buffet, it was like a fog that had descended from the sky and the daylight had been replaced 



by this eerie White and grey smoke that was everywhere. I could see this old lady outside coughing and I thought to myself well that just 
cannot be good for her, with that a man ushered her into the buffet and sat her down and bought her a cuppa tea, what a proper gentleman 
he was. The smoke soon cleared and the platform could now be seen clearly and it was packed with people, not just the people waiting to 
board the train but people that were getting off the express train that had arrived at their destination. There was a smell of soot, you know 
the smell when you clear out the coal fire at home, it was exactly the same, hard to believe that a massive steam engine could smell the 
same as the fire place at home but it did. 

"Well it's time we made a move for our platform, we are the furtherest away platform you know." Dad said, my Mom nodded In 
agreement. More people were coming into the buffet now as it was the time of day and we were leaving just at the right time people were 
starting to queue at the counter. I was the lucky one because the only thing I had to carry was myself, Dad was met on the platform by a 
porter and he said that he would take the suitcases to platform 9 for us. Over the bridge we went, what a bridge it was as it crossed over 
all the platforms with stairs leading to each platform, well ours was right at the very end of the bridge. Arriving on the platform Dad was 
met by the porter with the suitcases, he had used a wooden trolley and he had crossed the railway lines when no trains were coming. Dad 
thanked him and gave him some change from his pocket by way of a thank you for his help. The platform was crowded with people and 
then there was a shout from behind us as this giant of a man wearing a black bowler that was shining in the late afternoon sunshine, he 
had a very white face but he was very tall and as he walked down the front of the platform he shouted, "Stand well away from the edge 
of the platform there will be a train arriving soon." he kept shouting this all the way down the platform and people were moving back 
away from the edge as if he had waved a magic wand before him. Then I could hear a distant whistle in air and then the man in the 
bowler who was the Station Master shouted at the top of his voice. "Express Train Approaching, Express Train Approaching!" As he 
shouted he was swiftly moving down the edge of the platform making sure there was no one near the edge and then the train in the 
distance could now be heard as a rumble got louder and louder by each and every passing second. Then within just a moment the engine 
was upon us pistons forcing the wheels to turn with so much energy, their strength was something to behold. The engine roared past us 
with the driver and his fireman mate working the train with care as the brakes were applied the first three carriages that flashed by us 
seemed as if they would not stop, then the fourth and then when the fifth got level with us the effects of the brakes were now making a 
difference as the screeching of the wheels against the rails started to bring this monster sized train to a slow. I counted the carriages and 
by the time the train came to a halt I had counted eleven carriages that had passed me by. The Station Master shouted, Express train to 
the South West of England, let the passengers disembark before getting on please!" Everyone had listened as many many people got off 
of the train, in fact I thought that so many got off that there would not have been many left on the train after they had left it, then there 
seemed to be a rush to get on, Dad had already started to walk down the platform toward the rear of the train because he said that is 
where he had been told when he booked the tickets that is where the reserved compartments would be, we followed quickly, Mom got on 
board then me and then Dad passed the suitcases to both of us, we were on the train, wow, I thought to myself, I love trains. I had 
managed to count the carriages when I was walking toward the rear and there was nineteen in total, some were a bright shiny green but 
most of them were a cream and red mixture. I did notice that there was one that was just bright red and this seemed to be at the rear of 
the train, probably the guards van. Excitement was building but first we had to search for the reserved compartment. 

Myself and Mom waited in the corridor where the compartments are joined you know where it moves when you walk through, always 
been a bit aware of that should something go wrong and the all thing comes apart when moving from carriage to carriage. Dad seemed to 
be gone for ages until we could see him coming back along the corridor toward us, most of the people had cleared from the corridor now 
and we could breath more easily. "It's not far to go only through three carriages and the good news is that the buffet car is one of the cars 
that we have to go through so we won't have far to go if we what something will we?" we had a clear way through the first carriage but 
the buffet car was jammed packed with people and we had to push our way through, after that the next carriage was busy but not like the 
buffet car had been. We arrived at our compartment to find that there was a man and a woman sat down in there, even though the 
compartments windows had clearly been marked with stickers which stated "RESERVED," and our surname below the reserved. My 
Dad had his diplomatic head on he explained to them that he has paid for the whole compartment and that is why there was a reserved 
ticket on the doors and windows, they apologised and left. 

Dad loaded the suitcases onto the luggage racks above the seats. Now the seats in a compartment are very long and four adults can sit on 
each side, always thought that this was embarrassing when all sorts of people come and go as the train makes it journey, so having the 
compartment to ourself is brilliant and I actually think that this is how it should be all the time. We settled down with me taking up one 
of the seats directly next to the very large window, looking out I could see that people were now hurrying along the platform looking for 
spaces in the compartments. One woman pointed to our compartment but the man she was with pointed out to her, the reserved sticker. 
Porters were now hurrying to make sure all the luggage was loaded before the station staff signalled to the Train Guard that it was time to 
leave. One elderly lady was sipping her tea in her plastic White mug as she hurried along the platform looking for the nearest door. I had 
not heard any doors being slammed yet, that was the first indication that the train was preparing to leave. All of a sudden there is a bang 
and a jerk of the train, it did concern me for a split second until I realised that it was the engine reconnecting to the train after taking on 
water, steam was now coming from underneath the train and the steam disappeared as it moved up by the side of the carriage. With that 
there was a whistle from the station staff and doors were now being banged closed as the railwaymen prepared the train for departure, the 
banging of the slam doors (that's what these type of doors are known by) was like a crescendo moving along the platform and then all of 
a sudden the door at the end of our carriage was clattered shut and made us jump even though we were expecting it. There was along 
whistle and a green flag being waved by the railwayman to let the driver know that everything was ready, there was a slight drift 
backwards and then as the engine took the strain all the train shuddered as it moved forward. The train picked up speed rapidly and soon 
the station was flashing by as we entered the tunnels that adjoined the platforms, the journey had begun. 



There is something special about the corridor trains, the compartments have a string strung luggage rack above both seats and there are 
British Railway’s pictures on the one side under the rack of a seaside picture with a train in the background and on the other side of the 
compartment a map of all of the country with all the railway lines and boy there are many, there seems to be railway lines covering the 
entire country. The lights under the luggage rack are in my opinion very splendid with their old fashioned looking lampshades, a little 
switch on the fitment allows for it to be turned off at night. The ceiling lights however remain on during the night or should I say they 
should remain on, because Dad always takes out his handkerchief when the Ticket Inspector had been for the last time before nightfall 
and once he had gone Dad would use the handkerchief to unscrew the bulb in the ceiling so that we could all get a good nights sleep. 
Blinds can be rolled down on the large outer window and the corridor side of the compartment has three, one at the side of the seats and 
one on the door in the middle which slides open. You have to say that the compartment trains are well thought out. My day dreaming was 
quickly brought to a halt with a knock and then the door was slid open almost immediately, it was the ticket inspector, “Tickets Please 
Sir!” came this demand, a demand that was however said in a friendly way. Dad produced the tickets, the ticket inspector clipped them 
and handed them back. No sooner had the ticket inspector gone, there was another knock, this time the door was not slid open but the 
two people outside stood in the corridor just waited for the door to be opened from the inside, Mom got up immediately and was greeted 
by the young woman who was bubbly and cheery, “Would you like some tea Madam?”she enquired. My Mom politely answered her 
with a no. The reason for the refusal was that my parents always brought with them at least two flasks, one with coffee and one with tea 
for the journey and I can assure you that there would be plenty of sandwhiches and Castle Crisps and even some chocolate for the 
journey. I asked if I could go for a walk and my parents did not have a problem with it. I opened the compartment door and decided to 
walk further back toward rear of the train, the corridor was a splendid wood all the way along as I walked along to the left of me was 
varnished wood, this was the compartment side, at each end of the corridor was a toilet and then there was about six compartments some 
had the blinds already pulled down and some people though just looked as I walked by, as if to say whats he up to, one my right there 
were windows all the way along the corridor with at least two slam doors for getting off and on. I was always told that if I was to look 
out of the window, don’t stick your head too far out of the window or a train coming in the opposite direction would have your head off. 
I had heard stories about this on the TV, another don’t do was do not look to the front of the train because the engine puffs out soot as 
well as smoke and steam and if that gets in your eye it could burn them if you were unlucky. I walked quickly along the corridor and now 
and then I would have to rebalance myself as the train rocked back and forth as it sped down the track.”Whooooosh!” I jumped as an 
express train hammered past us on the opposite line, you could feel the pressure in the air as the train went by, frightened me for a minute 
there. I reached the end of the corridor and I was then faced by going through the part where the carriages are joined, I was always a little 
wary of walking through this part and on this particular one I could see through a gap the bottom of the track, now that made me more 
nervous than ever, but through it I went and before long I reached the last carriage. There was a Guard and he was checking the luggage 
to make sure it was all in a safe position from the movement. He explained to me that I could not come any further. He also told me that 
at a stop later on his carriage would no longer be the last one and that was because the Royal mail carriage would be hooked up to the 
train. I decided that I would walk back again along the rocking corridors. It’s amazing how you know exactly which is your compartment 
even though most of the m had their blinds already down. As I opened the door Mom & Dad were already eating sandwiches and at last 
it was tea time. 

Soon I was laid on one of the seats with a coat as a pillow and I drifted off to sleep with the clickety clack of the train as we made our 
way South, every time the train stopped at a station it automatically woke me up and within minutes of the train moving off I was back 
asleep. It’s really an unusual train because once the train arrived in Bristol it stops there for around one hour as the Royal Mail carriage is 
added to the train and after that for the rest of the journey every station or nearly every station is stopped at, I was told that was the only 
way that the mail got through the small towns and villages in the South West of the country. Eventually the train that had been an express 
till now entered the Temple Meads station of Bristol and came to a halt. It was time to go and have a footie game with the station staff of 
the station and the members of the Royal Mail. My parents did not have a problem with that because the station was closed to people 
coming and going apart from the ones with tickets for our train which I am told is the last train west of the night. The time now was 
11pm and the train would depart Bristol at three minutes to midnight so it was off to explore the station with its huge roof covering the 
all of the station and its underground subway that connected the platforms to the exit. The staff remembered me from last year and I was 
soon involved in the game that seemed to have been going on for some time before my arrival. There we go as I nipped past a couple of 
the postal workers and knocked the ball into the net shouting, “The Doc!” a reference to my team centre forward back home. There were 
no nets as such just jumpers and coats that had been laid out at one end of the underground subway against the tiled wall, the other nets 
were around a quarter of the way along the subway. You know these games were something of a tradition and only take place once a 
week so the train that I am traveling on was well timed for me to be able to take part. To be honest I think everyone lost count of the 
score and the game was seen more of fun than anything too serious. A quick glance at my watch told me it the train would be leaving in 
around eight minutes, the time had just shot by, thats always the case when you are enjoying yourself. I made my way along the subway 
toward the very end platform where the train was, it was still being loaded by the postal workers and Dad was on the platform looking at 
the clock and I think he was about ready to come and get me. We boarded the train and within a few minutes the whistle and the green 
lamp had done their job as the train moved off. “Right thats all the ticket inspectors that we will see tonight so I can take out the buld 
now.” Dad remarked to us. He took his handkerchief out and unscrewed the bulb in the ceiling and darkness came to the compartment. 
The train picked up speed and now it was called the Mail train, some areas of the country call it the Milk Train because it was early like 
milk deliveries are. There was something secure now about the train journey, all the commuters had left the train and now it was 
holidaymakers on board mostly and everyone were tired as the journey had already been five hours and was set to continue for another 
six hours through the night. Even though the train had obviously stopped at all the stations I had remained asleep as we approached the 
City of Plymouth, this was the last large station and daylight was now starting to come up over the cities houses, casting a golden glow 



as the Sun made its way into another new day. After Plymouth there were not many people at all left on the train and we moved off 
toward one of the wonders of the countries railway network, the Saltash Railway Bridge, built by a man named Brunel and word has it 
that the inside of this bridge is lined with sheeps wool, don’t know if that is true, but the train that had been going fairly fast was slowed 
to a walking pace as it entered the Bridge that had been built in 1859. We crept along the bridge and the first thing I noticed were two 
very large warships pretty near to the bridge, one was called HMS Eagle a very large Royal Naval Aircraft carrier and a destroyer type 
ship, there must have been around twenty to thirty Royal Naval ships in the water below us as we moved toward Cornwall that was on 
the other side of the river. The bridge was the same colour as the naval ships a battleship grey is what I would call the colour. Once over 
the bridge this very long train started to pick up speed and both of my parents had been to the toilet and washed and freshened up. Mom 
never liked using the toilets because she said they were smelly and not clean after all those people using them throughout the journey. 
The station we were heading toward was called Bodmin Road and it was in the middle of a wooded valley and nowhere near our final 
destination, what made matters worse was the fact that the branch line trains that we would normally have caught for the last leg of the 
journey did not start operating for well over a hour. The train swung through the curves as it went downhill heading toward the small 
station, you could hear the wheels squealing as they pushed against the rails in their attempt to stay on the track, brakes were applied and 
the train was brought to a halt right in the middle of the station. The train was that long that only around half of it was actually on the 
platform, so people toward the rear would be faced with having to walk very fast toward the middle of the train do that they could get off 
where the platform was. All our suitcases were collected and off we got. The guard was waiting until he knew that everyone had got off 
of the train before he gave the whistle and waving the green flag at the driver. In fact the curve of the platform meant that another 
railwayman was stood half way up the platform to wait for the guards signal and then he too would signal to the engine driver that it was 
clear to proceed. Dad had gone off to see someone he knew and we both Mom and me waited near the exit from the platform, then all of 
a sudden there was the sound of the guards whistle and a simultaneous waving of the green flag by the guard and the railwayman the 
engineer gave a little toot as he acknowledged he had seen the green flags and heard the whistle, then there was this great 
“Whooooosh!!!” As steam was released as the engine driver released the brakes and the train started to move forward, the shunting 
sound of the engine as it started to gain momentum was thunderous and must have been heard for miles around. Within a minute the last 
carriage left the station and the train was gone, continuing its journey to the last station on the line Penzance. 

Dad cam back and told us that had arranged a lift with his Royal Mail friend, we clambered on board the Mail van and lay on the mail as 
the van made the twelve mile journey to our final destination. The journey was soon over and as we entered my Aunt & Uncle’s house 
there were hugs all round. The holiday had started. 

My Aunty Maggie was a friendly person with bright blue eyes and long blonde hair, although having said that she always had her hair 
tied back, you know like a pony tail and boy did she smoke, she was my Mom’s younger sister and she in my opinion always had 
something to say. If you were to get on the wrong side of her you would most certainly know it. Mom and her seemed close but at other 
times they did not, it was almost as if Mom on holiday in her sisters house had decided long ago not to jeopardise any future holidays by 
getting involved in any argument with her younger sister. She was like Mom in many ways and one was being house proud, always 
cleaning and I always remember dreading her bringing out a small hand held electric hoover, okay I know it was only a hand held hoover 
but it scared the life out of me, it must have been the shape of the blessed thing and my Aunt knew this and she would laugh as she got 
closer to me with it. It’s funny you know, although she always seemed nice enough to me, I always thought that there was a darker side 
to her and I have always maintained that opinion to this day. This particular day I was getting something from under the stairs and as 
soon as I had got under the stairs, I heard this dreaded hoover start up and yes you guessed it, of all the places to start cleaning she started 
right where I was under the stairs. It was done to frighten me and she succeeded, I could hear her laughing, just loud enough that I could 
hear it but not so loud as to allow the others in the house to hear. Never forgot that, but having said that she had more good points than 
bad, just seemed as if she moved to the dark side sometimes, as if she got satisfaction in scaring me. 

The house was not very far from the town, now I say town, but in reality it was not much more than shall we say a very large village, 
friendly and the accents of the local people always came across as friendly and welcoming, I could understand them, but to be honest 
they had some difficulty at times in trying to understand my northern accent which was strong. I recall walking toward the town and the 
lane leading from the house was just a dusty unkept lane, no Tarmac just stones that over the years had become compacted by the people 
and the occasional car. The land came to an end as it joined the Tarmac road at the end of the lane the first shop was an hairdressers so 
not much interest there for me. At the bottom of the road near a small junction was the Regal Cinema, an old traditional type with the 
doors being very smart with varnished wood with the walls painted red and cream, it stood out, as I walked by I could hear the sound of 
the film that was being shown at the time and as I was trying to work out what film it was I bumped slap bang into this girl who was 
hurrying as quickly by, she was sent flying and I helped her up to find out it was my cousin Denise, she stays where I am staying but she 
had been away for the night staying with friends. She was tall and a few years older than me, with long brown hair and very pretty 
indeed with her freckles, well she looked the part, right outside the cinema, just as pretty as any on the big screen, but not with her accent 
because not many would understand her. "What on earth are you doing, you could have knocked me right into the road, can't you look 
where you are going, you just can't go knocking people around like that you know!" Then she realised that it was me and the anger that 
she had started on went away and she gave me a big hug. Now Denise was a fiery girl all right but she has a soft side and she kept saying 
sorry because she did not know it was me. We talked about the previous visits that we had made to her house for our holidays and she 
said that they had always had so much fun, especially when we went to the beach, that's both families together. She said her goodbyes as 
she hurried home, she was late and would probably feel the dark side of her Mothers nature, remember what I thought about my Aunts 
dark side, well I have seen her go on so much to Denise in the past that she had been left in tears. I continued my walk around the town 
and Wilkes Garage was still there, old man Wilkes was still serving the customers, buying petrol to fill up their black coloured cars, I was 



always fascinated by the way he served his petrol, unlike the few petrol stations back home he asked how many gallons and then he hand 
cranked the  very smart looking pump. Old man Wilkes was very tall and slim but getting on in years and he his little bit of hair he had 
left blew around in the wind almost as if it were trees swaying in the breeze, his face was very red and his eyes were always blood shot. 
Anyway, this particular customer asked for ten gallons, well old man Wilkes started to hand crank the pump and I just stood there 
watching with interest the numbers clicking up on the pump, it took ages before the pump said one gallon, by the time it got to eight on 
the pump he was struggling, a ding was heard every time the pump clocked up a gallon, sweat on the top of his balding head was now 
soaking into his hair and it was stuck rigid just sitting on top of his head, I nearly laughed but quickly thought better of it, the two 
remaining dings came very slowly and he breathed a sigh of relief when the second ding was heard, almost like a giant bell signaling the 
end of a momentous occasion. He was out of breath but tried to hide the fact, unsuccessfully I thought to myself. “There Mrs Jones that 
will be a quid, its two bon a gallon and I am sorry about the price but I don’t have any control over the price you know, thing is it just 
keeps going up and up you know, I have no control over that whatsoever.” Mrs Jones just nodded and smiled as she handed over the 
large green note into Mr Wilkes’s oil laden hand. she was careful not to touch his hand, what with all that oil on it. I could hear a train 
whistling in the background and I knew what that meant, so I quickly ran toward the level crossing to see the gates closing, I heard a bell 
being rung from the signal box and I could see the signal man in his signal box turning the wheel that was actually closing the gates. The 
cars and a large dust cart were brought to an abrupt halt and the gates closed across the road, with the big red disc on the front of the 
gates obviously telling everyone that they must not proceed. To be honest the gates were very substantial and no car or even a lorry 
would be able to get by anyway. The traffic was now at a stand still, but pedestrians could still go about their daily shopping by going 
over the bridge that crossed the railway line, not many of the adult bothered because usually the train would be along pretty quickly and 
then the signalman would open the gates without delay. I ran up the steps of the bridge, a cast iron pedestrian bridge and there right 
before my eyes was a large black tank engine and it was coming from the station on its way to the fishing port of Plaston which was 
around five miles away by rail, that was the end of the line. As the tank engine slowly approached the level crossing it gave a very very 
loud blast of the whistle, as if to tell the signalman I ma hear and I am about to pass the level crossing. With that I was engulfed in steam 
right above the train as it slowly puffed onto the level crossing. I could  not even see my hand in front of my face for the shear amount of 
steam that covered not just me but the area around the bridge, as the steam cleared I could see the cream and brown carriages, obviously 
they had not been repainted into the British Rail colours yet, but held the old Great Western Railway colours, the looked majestic as if 
from another era. then I was looking at the rear of the train with its right lamp that had been fixed to the rear of the train as it moved 
along the track picking up speed all the time, over the level crossing and on by the fish and chip shop, which was at the other side of the 
level crossing. Then there was a ringing of a bell as the gates slowly started to reopen and as soon as the gates had opened the cars and 
dust cart had moved away the town centre was back to normal, almost as if there had not been any disruption whatsoever. There were 
several shops in the main street, three newsagents and past shop along with grocery and even a hardware store, three public houses and 
some people who were rushing around to do their shopping. 

I made my way back up to the house, thinking to myself how fortunate I was to be on holiday right down here, as most of my friends 
back home did not go far and some never went anywhere at all. When I arrived back, I was told that we were going to the beach the 
nearby beach was Polzeen, this was my favourite beach as it had lots of sand and lots of rock pools. We had to be quick as the bus left 
the town at 10:30 and we needed to be there very quickly as it was already fast approaching the departure time. Denise, Auntie Maggie 
and my parents were all getting ready and I was told to make a quick visit to the bathroom and be quick about it. the decision to go to the 
beach must have been made pretty quickly and that I put down to the weather, because it had looked like rain earlier, but the cloud had 
cleared and the sky was now blue, even the wind had gone and the warmth had arrived. Down along the unkept road to the main road, 
boy were were quick, everyone was carrying bags, with food, all sorts in each bag. There was the bus right outside the town hall, now 
this was not a double decker bus like at home, not even a new looking bus but it was an old bus as if it had come out of the museum, it 
had large wheels and the shape of the bus was more rounded than the more modern buses. As I approached the bus, I was greeted by a 
small cheery plump lady who welcomed me to the bus, she had this ticket machine around her neck and she chatted to everyone that 
boarded her bus and she had a very good sense of humour, cracking jokes with everyone and trying to make all the kids laugh. As 
everyone was aboard the bus she pressed the bell and the bus moved off, away we went filled with excitement as the bus crossed the 
level crossing and for once I hoped that there was no train coming as I just could not wait to get to the beach. The old bus was coloured 
cream and red and had the name of the company on the side, I will always remember the name it was Hawkins buses, gears were 
grinding and the engine struggled up the hills but eventually over the top of the last hill and there it was the Sea, I had not seen the Sea 
for sometime and there is something about seeing the Sea, especially when you had not seen it for over a year, there it was this endless 
mass of water, so blue and it looked awesome. Both me and denise, her in a costume and I had on my trunks as we ran toward the Sea, it 
seemed miles away as the tide was well and truly out, running like the wind, me with the blown up lilo ( a lilo is like a plastic bed that 
when blown up with air is just great laying on in the Sea) and here with a ring around her waist, we must have looked pretty silly 
especially when the lilo all of a sudden caught the wind and it was blown back up the beach, I had to run like the wind to be able to catch 
the lilo, much to the amusement of denise, I could hear her shrieking with laughter as I tried to gain some speed to get the lilo back under 
control. Eventually having caught it I proceeded to run toward the blue stuff once again, but this time making sure that I did not let it go. 
I could denise she had reached the water and she had slowed right down, I rushed in splashing as I ran by her, she screamed, “IT’S SO 
COOOOLLLD!!” She was right I could feel my ankle ache, it ached so much I felt like getting right back out of the water and just sitting 
in the Sun, but no, we just persist and yes the ache eventually goes away and the Sea is yours, diving under the waves, I came right up 
under Denise who was just laying in her rubber ring and this dumped her right under the next breaker, she was not impressed, she tried to 
chase me but she couldn’t catch me, very difficult trying to run throught the strength of the Sea. I dont remember how long, but it seemed 
ages that we spent in the Sea, with denise sharing the lilo from time to time, she was fun to be around and her bubbly way had me 



laughing most of the time, okay some of it had to do with her accent, but it was all good fun because sometimes she couldn’t understand 
anything that I said and we both ended up laughing almost to a belly ache laugh. she would say something and have to take time to say it 
more slowly that I could understand and then within another sentence she couldn’t understand me and the laughter started all over again, 
good job we didn’t laugh in different accents otherwise we would have been laughing forever. Once from the Sea we headed for the rock 
pools, some were deep enough for a quick swim, then we headed up the beach as fast as we could and my Aunt Maggie and My Mom 
had already got a small fire going and they were boiling the kettle, several other people on the beach seemed to be doing the same thing. 
“Here you go young uns!” Shouted my Dad, “Here is a pasty for you, now take your time with it and no going in the water until it has 
gone down.” There is something about a Cornish pasty, a complete meal all in your hand, I was well and truly stuffed after eating that. 
The day passed by so quickly, we had enjoyed the food and drink and building a castle that we stood in as the tide came in and kept 
rebuilding it until it had to be abandoned as the tide and the surf got bigger and bigger, we had traveled home on the friendly bus, we had 
mixed with friendly kids and the day had been good. The holiday passed by quickly and before I knew it we were walking down to the 
station along with Aunt Maggie, Uncle Claude and Denise, through the impressive station entrance over the bridge and onto the platform, 
everyone talked about the holiday, how much everyone had enjoyed each others company, how we loved staying with our relatives, then 
when the train came in there were hugs and kisses, we boarded the train the doors slammed shut the train whistled and the carriages 
shuddered into movement, the tears rolled down my face, along with Denise, my Mom and Aunt Maggie, it was a time of goodbyes, the 
holiday was over and we were parting. The train picked up speed and we tried so very hard to keep waving to the figures on the platform 
that got smaller and smaller as distance was put between them and us. How many families, Moms & Dads, sons and daughters, brothers 
and sisters, Aunts and Uncles, have said goodbye at railway stations, many indeed. The train was now well underway and the staion long 
gone from sight, but these tears were nothing to what would await us in the near future. 
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